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CATEGORIES IN THE IAEA SAFETY SERIES

A new hierarchical categorization scheme has been introduced, according to
which the publications in the IAEA Safety Series are grouped as follows:

Safety Fundamentals (silver cover)

Basic objectives, concepts and principles to ensure safety.

Safety Standards (red cover)

Basic requirements which must be satisfied to ensure safety for particular
activities or application areas.

Safety Guides (green cover)

Recommendations, on the basis of international experience, relating to the ful-
filment of basic requirements.

Safety Practices (blue cover)

Practical examples and detailed methods which can be used for the application
of Safety Standards or Safety Guides.

Safety Fundamentals and Safety Standards are issued with the approval of the
IAEA Board of Governors; Safety Guides and Safety Practices are issued under the
authority of the Director General of the IAEA.

An additional category, Safety Reports (purple cover), comprises independent
reports of expert groups on safety matters, including the development of new princi-
ples, advanced concepts and major issues and events. These reports are issued under
the authority of the Director General of the IAEA.

There are other publications of the IAEA which also contain information
important to safety, in particular in the Proceedings Series (papers presented at
symposia and conferences), the Technical Reports Series (emphasis on technological
aspects) and the IAEA-TECDOC Series (information usually in a preliminary form).
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FOREWORD

A new structure of IAEA Safety Series publications was established early in
1989. Four hierarchical levels are used:

Safety fundamentals
Safety standards
Safety guides
Safety practices.

The IAEA's plans for establishing nuclear safety standards for nuclear power
plants, referred to as the NUSS programme, include the development of all four
types of documents.

Work on Safety Standards and Guides was initiated in 1975 in five main fields:
governmental organization, siting, design, operation and quality assurance and was
technically completed in 1985.

The need to facilitate the use of the Safety Guides by the development of User's
Manuals in some areas has been recognized. This need was expressed during the
International Symposium on IAEA Safety Codes and Guides (NUSS) in the Light of
Current Safety Issues held in Vienna in 1984 and during the incorporation of Safety
Guide principles into national regulations. The User's Manuals should provide
Member States implementing the Codes and Safety Guides with practical examples
of management organization, good practices, methods and techniques used in those
organizations in Member States having broad experience in nuclear power plant
operation.

Based on this background, the present Manual has been developed with the
help of a large number of experts from vendors of nuclear power plants, operating
and regulatory organizations, all with practical experience in the field of in-service
inspection. The IAEA acknowledges gratefully their valuable contribution for the
benefit of the reader of this publication.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. BACKGROUND

The IAEA 'Code on the Safety of Nuclear Power Plants: Operation' (IAEA
Safety Series No. 50-C-O (Rev. 1)), hereafter referred to as the Code, was devel-
oped as part of the IAEA NUSS programme. The Code established the general safety
aspects of management, commissioning and operation of a nuclear power plant. The
first level of detailed guidance on the implementation of the Code was provided by
the associated Safety Guides.

The Safety Guide 50-SG-O2 'In-Service Inspection for Nuclear Power Plants'
provides this first level of guidance on the in-service inspection of structures, sys-
tems and components of a nuclear power plant. However, more detailed guidance
on in-service inspection activities is needed for implementation of the recommenda-
tions in the Guide.

1.2. OBJECTIVE

This 'Manual on In-Service Inspection of Nuclear Power Plants', hereafter
referred to as the Manual, is intended to provide more comprehensive considerations
on the management, organization, preparation, improvement and implementation of
in-service inspection activities and the related surveillance. It also gives illustrative
examples of good practices and recommendations from operating and other organiza-
tions that are consistent with the requirements and recommendations of the Code and
Safety Guides. The Manual is directed primarily towards plant management.

This Manual should be used in conjunction with the Code and the Safety
Guides, in particular with IAEA Safety Series Nos. 50-C-O, 50-SG-O2, 50-SG-O5,
50-SG-O7, 50-SG-O8 and 50-SG-D1, which contain recommendations of a general
character about maintenance activities and radiation protection in an operating power
plant, and with the 'Manual on the Maintenance of Systems and Components Impor-
tant to Safety'.

1.3. SCOPE

This Manual serves as a guideline at the plant management level for in-service
inspection (ISI) of structures, systems and components important to safety for light
water reactor (LWR), pressure tube reactor (PTR), and gas cooled reactor (GCR)
nuclear power plant. It is not the intention of this Manual to address the technical
problem of how to perform in-service inspection for a particular component but

1
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rather to cover the programmatic aspects of in-service inspection. It also covers some
aspects of leak detection activities.

The Manual gives only general statements on radiation protection provisions
in connection with in-service inspection; more detailed guidance can be found in
other IAEA documents.'

The in-service inspection programme shall cover pressure boundary compo-
nents of Safety Class 1, 2 and 3 or their equivalents for GCRs (see 50-SG-D1), their
supports, metal pressure boundary components of containments and reactor vessel
core support structures (some Member States include reactor coolant system safety
and relief valves and containment leakage testing in their in-service inspection
programme). Additional components may be added to the ISI programme, either on
a mandatory or voluntary basis, as a result of operational experience.

1.4. STRUCTURE

This Manual is divided into four technical sections. The first introduces the
purpose, structure and main requirements of the programme.

The second section describes constituents of the programme, recommending
its scope, scheduling, acceptance standards and documentation of results.

The following section goes into details of the inspection programme's contents,
such as the selection of components, inspection locations, defect types, applicable
techniques and procedures, and the evaluation of results.

The last section specifies recommended methods and techniques for inspection,
such as visual, ultrasonic, eddy current, magnetic particle and others.

This main part of the Manual is complemented by a number of annexes which
reproduce actual national examples of established procedures, ISI programme parts,
acceptance standards, personnel training programmes, testing techniques and other
aspects of in-service inspection, illustrating practical implementation of the recom-
mendations of the Manual.

It should be recognized that these examples in the annexes are in most cases
individual parts of a large set of documents on in-service inspection and other main-
tenance, test and quality assurance (QA) procedures. A number of cross-references
and abbreviations or internal organizational references may not be readily under-
stood. They are however not important for the purpose of this Manual since the
annexes are meant to be illustrative examples showing one particular way of
approaching a certain task. They should not be read as the one and only way recom-
mended by this safety practice publication.

' See Safety Series No. 9, Basic Safety Standards for Radiation Protection, 1982 Edi-
tion, and Safety Series 50-SG-O5, Radiation Protection During Operation of Nuclear Power
Plants.
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2. REQUIREMENTS FOR
IN-SERVICE INSPECTION

2.1. GENERAL DESCRIPTION

An effective in-service inspection programme (see 50-SG-O2) is required for
the safe, reliable operation of a nuclear power plant. To achieve the objectives of
such a programme, both management and staff of the operating organization must
be highly dedicated and motivated to perform high quality work at all levels. The
in-service inspection programme can be a part of the overall surveillance
programme.

The objectives of the in-service inspection programme are, in decreasing
priority:

(1) to detect and evaluate defects that could result in a failure adverse to safety
prior to the next in-service inspection;

(2) to detect and evaluate defects that subsequently should receive enhanced in-
service inspection;

(3) to minimize plant costs arising from failures in plant systems and components;
(4) to make the most effective use of available resources taking into account in-

service inspection programme requirements, 'as low as reasonably achievable'
(ALARA) criteria, and co-ordination with other required maintenance and
operations activities.

The in-service inspection programme consists of all measures, administrative
and technical, necessary to perform in-service inspection of systems and components
important to safety. The programme should be described in a policy document of the
operating organization. (See an example in Annex 1.) The programme includes:

(1) the establishment of an in-service inspection organization, including a descrip-
tion of technical and supervisory functions and a definition of responsibilities
and authority of each position;

(2) the establishment and implementation of administrative and control
procedures;

(3) the selection, training and qualification of personnel to perform in-service
inspection;

(4) the selection and qualification of procedures and equipment needed to perform
in-service inspection;

(5) the establishment and implementation of pre-service inspection;
(6) the establishment and implementation of follow-up actions based on the results

of in-service inspection results;
(7) the provision and maintenance of equipment for in-service inspection;
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(8) the planning and scheduling of all in-service inspection activities;
(9) the procurement and management of stores and services necessary for in-

service inspection;
(10) the approval and implementation of pre-service inspection following plant

modifications;
(11) the development and management of in-service inspection;
(12) the establishment and implementation of a records system of the in-service

inspection programme which shall include pertinent documentation of con-
struction and pre-service inspections;

(13) the establishment and maintenance of liaisons and/or interfaces with the regula-
tory body, designers, vendors, subcontractors, the maintenance group, the
construction group, and other groups on and off the site in the operating
organization, such as the plant operating group, the plant radiation protection
group and the quality assurance (QA) group.
A comprehensive in-service inspection programme to perform these activities

for systems and components important to safety (see 50-SG-D1) should be estab-
lished and implemented in accordance with the quality assurance requirements for
items important to safety (see 50-SG-QA1) and with the applicable requirements of
the regulatory body. Elements of this programme may also apply to systems and
components that are not important to safety; however, this manual does not discuss
such systems and components.

All in-service inspection activities, from the planning stage to execution,
should be carried out in such a manner that the radiation exposure of both site person-
nel and the general public is kept as low as reasonably achievable (ALARA).
Guidance for the implementation of the ALARA principle is to be found in IAEA
Basic Safety Standards for Radiation Protection and in Safety Guide 50-SG-O5.

The management of the operating organization shall be responsible for the
establishment and implementation of the in-service programme.

The assignment of responsibilities for the in-service inspection programme
shall be defined in writing by the management.

The portion of the policy document that describes the in-service inspection
should be comprehensively reviewed and evaluated periodically, at least every two
years. Whenever a significant error or deficiency in the in-service inspection
programme is identified, an evaluation would have to be made if the in-service
inspection policy document needs to be modified.

2.2. ORGANIZATION AND RESPONSIBILITIES

The management of the operating organization is responsible for the establish-
ment and implementation of the in-service inspection programme. The assignment
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of responsibilities for the in-service inspection programme should be defined in writ-
ing by the management. (See example in Annex II.)

The management of the operating organization is responsible for all in-service
inspection activities, whether performed in-house or by others.

The organizational structure of the in-service inspection group will vary,
depending on a number of conditions. For example, the in-service inspection group
may be a separate group, within the maintenance group, with the surveillance group,
another group or a subcontracted group. However, in every case the In-Service
Inspection Manager shall retain primary responsibility for implementing the in-
service inspection programme.

The problems of organizational structure and responsibilities are discussed in
IAEA Safety Guide 50-SG-O1, Section 8 of 50-SG-O2, Section 3 of 50-SG-O7 and
50-SG-O9 as well as in the Guidebook 'Qualification of Nuclear Power Plant Opera-
tions Personnel' (IAEA Technical Reports Series No. 242).

The responsibility for establishing and implementing the in-service inspection
programme and managing the in-service inspection activities should be delegated to
the extent practical to one individual. If more than one individual is assigned this
responsibility, the division and co-ordination of responsibilities must be clearly
defined. The individual or individuals assigned this responsibility should hereafter
be designated as In-Service Inspection Manager. The in-service inspection activities
may be performed by a subcontracted in-service inspection group.

The selection and training of in-service inspection personnel should be in
accordance with the requirements and recommendations in 50-SG-O1, Section 8.3
of 50-SG-O2, Section 3 of 50-SG-O9 and in the Guidebook 'Qualification of Nuclear
Power Plant Operations Personnel' (IAEA Technical Reports Series No. 242).

In some Member States independent third parties are required by the regula-
tory body to be involved in various ISI activities.

2.2.1. The In-Service Inspection Manager, in co-operation with other groups and
using off-site resources as necessary, should be responsible for establishing and
implementing the in-service inspection covered by the Guide 50-SG-O2 and by this
Manual. These responsibilities normally include:

(1) the review of the plant design and arrangement of the system components to
ensure that all required examinations and tests can be performed satisfactorily
and that radiation exposures to personnel conducting examinations are main-
tained as low as reasonably achievable;

(2) the preparation of in-service inspection programmes and schedules for
examinations;

(3) the definition of the assignment in writing of responsibilities to and co-
ordination among individuals or groups of individuals involved in the in-
service inspection programme;
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(4) the development and preparation of written examination instructions and
procedures, including diagrams or system drawings identifying the compo-
nent, specifying the area of it that is subject to examination, and describing the
method of locating that area on the component;

(5) the performance of audits of the in-service inspection programme;
, (6) the assurance that examinations are performed by qualified personnel;
(7) the assurance that qualified procedures and equipment are used for the perfor-

mance of in-service inspection examination;
(8) the performance of the detailed examinations of components in accordance

with the inspection programme and the written procedures;
(9) the analysis and evaluation of the results of each examination and test;

(10) the formal notification to those responsible for the preparation and implemen-
tation of detailed programmes for repair, replacement or modification;

(11) the recording of all examination and test results that provide a basis for evalua-
tion and facilitate comparison with the results of subsequent examinations;

(12) the keeping and retention of adequate records of examinations, tests, analyses
and evaluations performed, such as radiographs, diagrams, drawings, reports,
data and personal qualifications;

(13) the submission of any of the preceding information which the regulatory body
may require.

2.2.2. The In-Service Inspection Manager should ensure that the in-service inspec-
tion programme, both as a whole and in detail, is reviewed in the light of experience
and of changed local plant conditions, and revised as necessary.

2.3. ESTABLISHMENT OF THE IN-SERVICE INSPECTION PROGRAMME

The In-Service Inspection Manager should develop the in-service inspection
programme. He should be experienced in nuclear power plant in-service inspection
practices.

Development of the plant in-service inspection programme should be initiated
early in the design phases of the plant. The primary reason is to ensure that the
requirements of the in-service inspection programme will be incorporated into the
design and construction details of the plant. During the design phase, the interaction
with the design group should include the considerations specified in Section 2 of
50-SG-O2 and should also address the following factors:

(1) location, size, layout, habitability and personnel safety features of facilities for
the calibration and maintenance of ISI equipment;

(2) location, size and, layout of storage facilities for ISI equipment;
(3) inspectability characteristics, arrangement, location, environment, shielding,

sheltering and access to systems and components;
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(4) system and component area habitability factors (noise, illumination, radiation,
temperature, humidity, personnel safety);

(5) provisions to minimize radiation exposure of personnel during inspection and
to reduce radiation levels resulting from such sources as accumulations of
radioactive materials;

(6) plant features (elevators, cranes, lifting and hoisting provisions, personnel
safety, communications);

(7) human anthropometries and strength; .
(8) Need for proper and unambiguous marking, labelling and coding.

During plant construction and commissioning, the in-service inspection
programme should be established and implemented to perform pre-service inspection
on all equipment included in the in-service inspection programme.

The performance of some pre-service inspection activities for various systems
and components during construction or commissioning may be the responsibility of
the vendor or constructor. However, the In-Service Inspection Manager of the oper-
ating organization will be responsible for ensuring that those in-service inspection
activities are adequately performed and the appropriate records transferred to the
operating organization.

The In-Service Inspection Manager also has to ensure that all appropriate
records pertaining to construction and pre-service inspection are transferred to the
operating organization file and maintained according to QA requirements.

The in-service inspection activities as a function of time during design, con-
struction, commissioning and operation will be determined and routinely updated.
The in-service inspection personnel are hired, trained and qualified commensurate
with the in-service inspection activities load. These activities should include the
preparation of procedures, the procurement of in-service inspection equipment and
the qualification and calibration of in-service inspection equipment as appropriate.

2.4. QUALIFICATION OF PROCEDURES AND EQUIPMENT

Examination and testing procedures are intended to ensure the required
capability, reliability and reproducibility of the examination system. Their qualifica-
tion consists of a demonstration of the detection and correct evaluation of all defects
equal to or larger than the acceptance standard. (Some Member States may consider
that the detection and correct evaluation of all reportable defects, see Section 3.4.1,
should be qualified even if they are within the acceptance standard.) Procedures
should define all equipment, probes, consumables, cables, instruments (including the
'recording system', etc.) and the methodology for the decision process to be used
during the inspection.
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The qualification process should include:

(1) a review of the procedures by experienced personnel;
(2) a review of the technical justification for the procedures and equipment;
(3) a review of the experience and qualifications required of inspection personnel;
(4) an inspection of test pieces, which should contain realistic flaws, whose size,

position, character and orientation have been chosen according to the require-
ments of Section 4.3. This inspection should be conducted under conditions
(radiation protection, environment, access, etc.) which will apply on the site.

The test pieces must adequately simulate the component (shape, surface condi-
tion, materials, manufacturing condition, etc.) to be inspected.

The equipment should be clearly defined and characterized (see Annex V) to
the extent that the stability of its characteristics can be assured, and that it can be
duplicated or replaced at a later stage without affecting the expected results of the
planned examinations.

The qualification results have to be documented. Once a procedure has been
qualified it may be used without further qualification on other similar components
and flaws.

2.5. QUALIFICATION AND TRAINING OF PERSONNEL

All in-service inspection personnel should be given qualification and training
appropriate to their level of responsibility. In spite of the different qualifications and
training practices of different operating organizations, the competence of in-service
inspection personnel should be established, preserved and verified as discussed in
Section 3.3 of the Manual on the Maintenance of Systems and Components Important
to Safety (IAEA Technical Reports Series No. 268) as applicable for in-service
inspection personnel.

2.5.1. Examination personnel should be qualified to an appropriate and recognized
standard. In particular, they should be qualified to carry out their responsibilities on
the basis that they have had experience with the same or similar examination tech-
niques for the same or similar materials and plant configurations as those that are
used in the in-service inspection programme. This may include examination on the
test pieces described in Section 2.4.

2.5.2. Evidence should be provided that the examinations have been carried out by
personnel qualified as stated in Section 2.5.1. Satisfactory methods by which this
could be done are by:

(1) verifying the qualification of the examination personnel and including the rele-
vant information in the reports of the examinations, or

8
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(2) arranging for the issuance of qualification certificates recognized by the com-
petent authority, or

(3) employing an organization that is recognized by the competent authority as
being qualified to perform the required examinations.

Some Member States may require that qualification of examination personnel
include:

(1) Standard certification by an authorized certifying body independent of the
operating organization and of the outside examination organization. The cer-
tification shall be by examination in accordance with internationally accepted
criteria evaluated as adequate by the operating organization and accepted by
the regulatory authority.

(2) Additional specific training or qualification, where required for the specific
type of examination.

2.6. SERVICES AND STORES

Appropriate specialist services will have to be made available to the In-Service
Inspection Manager, provided from within the operating organization or from out-
side sources according to the policy of the organization. Such services may include:

(1) specialist technical information and advice;
(2) maintenance of special or proprietary equipment beyond the capability of the

on-site in-service inspection personnel;
(3) independent reviews and evaluations;
(4) provision of special equipment for in-service inspection;
(5) review and audit of in-service inspection activities as appropriate.

The In-Service Inspection Manager has to specify to the individuals responsible
for stores the type and quantity of equipment and materials to be held in storage (see
Section 3.6 of the Manual on Maintenance of Systems and Components Important
to Safety, IAEA Technical Reports Series No. 268).

2.7. QUALITY ASSURANCE

The In-Service Inspection Manager should ensure that the in-service inspection
programme is conducted in accordance with the applicable requirements of the qual-
ity assurance programme for the plant. The quality assurance aspects of the in-
service inspection activities shall conform to the criteria and the requirements of the
IAEA Code of Practice 50-C-QA and of the IAEA Safety Guide 50-SG-QA.
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The quality assurance programme for the in-service inspection activities is

related to or may be part of the more general quality assurance programme for plant

operation and maintenance.

All the activities described in the preceding paragraphs of this Manual should

be covered by such a quality assurance programme. In particular, special attention

should be given to the following points:

(1) the items having a significant impact on the quality of the inspections of the

components relevant to safety should be defined together with the correspond-

ing requirements (i.e. qualifications, calibrations, checks, certificates);

(2) the organizations involved should be identified, with definition of their respon-

sibilities and the interfaces inside and outside the operating organization.

Furthermore, the quality assurance programme should include:

(1) the criteria for the evaluation of suppliers of ISI services and the control of pur-

chased items;

(2) requirements for document control and document change control;

(3) requirements concerning records, data, results of the inspection and their

evaluation.

3. DEVELOPMENT OF THE IN-SERVICE
INSPECTION PROGRAMME

3.1. EXTENT OF THE IN-SERVICE INSPECTION PROGRAMME

3.1.1. General

The in-service inspection programme should be applied to the structures, sys-
tems and components of a nuclear power plant in accordance with their importance
to nuclear safety and the potential consequences of their failure. In the sections
below, the extent of ISI is described for LWRs, pressure tube reactors of the
CANDU type and gas cooled reactors with concrete pressure vessels. For some of
these components 100% inspection over the inspection interval is recommended (i.e.
for LWRs all reactor pressure vessel welds), while for others the inspection
programme should be based upon a sampling approach, unless experience from other
relevant plants suggests otherwise. The recommended sample sizes are given in
Annexes I, II and III of the Safety Guide on In-Service Inspection (50-SG-O2).

The general principles implicit in these requirements may be equally applicable
to other reactor types.
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The in-service inspection programme will include a comprehensive list of all
items subjected to in-service inspection together. (See Annex HI.)

The detailed list of structures, systems and components included in the in-
service inspection programme and the prescribed methods, techniques and proce-
dures to be applied for each item of a particular plant will vary, as indicated below,
depending upon the designs, rules and practices of the operating organization and the
Member State. (See Annex IV.)

3.1.2. Light water reactors

(1) Safety Class 1 or its equivalent for GCR (see 50-SG-D1), pressure retaining
parts of the primary coolant boundary (see 50-SG-D13).

(2) Safety Class 2 and Safety Class 3 or their equivalents for GCR (see 50-SG-01),
pressure retaining parts necessary to ensure the capability to achieve and main-
tain emergency reactor subcriticality, emergency reactor cooling and primary
reactor containment following anticipated operational occurrences and postu-
lated accidents (e.g. emergency core cooling systems and primary emergency
reactivity control).

(3) Reactor core support structures and supports, base mounts and snubbers for
items in (1) and (2).

3.1.3. Gas cooled reactors with concrete pressure vessels

(1) Pressure vessel pre-stressing tendons, welds in penetrations and standpipes.
(2) Pressure vessel liner welds and insulation.
(3) Pressure vessel internal structures: steam generator headers and supports, core

restraint structure and gas bypass systems.

3.1.4. CANDU type pressure tube reactors

(1) Reactor coolant pressure boundary and other systems whose failure would
release significant radioactivity; primary heat transport system main circuit;
main moderator system and associated systems.

(2) Systems essential for safe reactor shutdown or decay heat removal: stand-by
cooling systems; emergency core cooling system; dousing system.

(3) Other systems whose displacement or failure could hazard items in (1) or (2)
above: boiler feedwater systems; systems supplying process water to shutdown
coolers and moderator heat exchangers; pump flywheels.

3.1.5. The structures, systems and components included in the in-service inspection
programme should be examined by visual, surface, volumetric or leakage test
methods or a combination of these methods. The selection of the methods to be
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applied to a particular structure, system or component is based on its design, opera-
tion conditions, importance to safety, consequence of failure and accessibility. For
example, Safety Class 2 components that are normally in service at high temperature
and pressure (e.g. main steam lines) are more likely to be subject to service induced
degradation than Safety Class 2 components that are normally in a stand-by state at
low temperature or pressure (e.g. safety injection pumps). Some components whose
leakage due to failure is less than the normal make-up capability of the plant, such
as small instrument, sampling or drain lines or components with a high number of
isolation barriers, may be exempted from visual, surface and volumetric examina-
tions provided their pressure integrity is ascertained by leakage testing or
monitoring.

3.1.6. The number, frequency and extent of in-service inspections of analogous
structures, systems and components may be reduced by a sampling programme. The
sampling programme will be based on the design of the item, the number of similar
items, the operating history of the unit (e.g. number of main turbine trips), the
planned operating characteristics of the unit (e.g. base loaded or load following), the
existence of identical units in a multiple unit plant, experience at other nuclear power
plants, fabrication experience, the results of previous inspections, the item's impor-
tance to safety and consequences of failure, and its rate of degradation.

3.2. ESTABLISHMENT OF A BASELINE

3.2.1. A pre-service examination should be performed before the commencement of
operation to establish a baseline and provide data on initial conditions supplementing
manufacturing and construction data as a basis for comparison with subsequent
examinations. The examination should therefore make use of the same methods,
techniques and types of equipment to the extent practical as those which are planned
to be used later on. If a pre-service examination was not performed prior to initial
plant operation, the first in-service examination should be performed as soon as prac-
tical and the data from this in-service examination, in conjunction with applicable
manufacturing and construction data, should be used as the baseline.

3.2.2. The baseline examination should be extended to all components which are
subject to in-service inspection, whether or not they are part of the in-service inspec-
tion sample. Where this includes a sample of welds, the full length of the welds and
of the specified portion of the adjoining base material should be examined.

3.2.3. When a component is repaired or replaced, a pre-service examination is per-
formed after acceptance from the manufacturer and performance of pre-service pres-
sure testing, to the extent necessary to establish a new baseline for that component.
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If in existing plants a pre-service examination was not performed on the component,
the first in-service examination should be performed as soon as practical and the data
from this in-service examination, in conjunction with applicable manufacturing and
construction data, should be used as the new baseline.

3.2.4. Shop and field examinations performed during manufacturing and construc-
tion could form part of the baseline examinations provided that:

(1) such examinations are conducted under similar conditions and with equipment
and techniques equivalent to those that are planned to be employed during sub-
sequent in-service examinations;

(2) examinations conducted before a hydrostatic (or pneumatic) pressure test are
followed by a confirmatory examination after the test on a sample of inspection
areas to demonstrate that no significant change has occurred;

(3) in the case of components classified as pressure vessels only, examinations are
performed after the hydrostatic (or pneumatic) pressure test;

(4) the shop and field examination records are documented and identified in a form
consistent with the recommendations of 50-SG-O2, this Manual and the
planned records of subsequent in-service examinations.

3.2.5. If improved or new methods, techniques, procedures, or equipment are used
in the in-service inspection programme, correlation between the results of the new
and previous methods, techniques, procedures, or equipment should be established
to the extent feasible.

3.3. EXAMINATION SCHEDULE

3.3.1. The in-service inspection programme of a particular nuclear power plant
should be completed within an interval the length of which should be chosen with
a conservative assumption to ensure that deterioration, if any, of the most exposed
component is detected before it can lead to failure that could impair the safety of the
plant. The examination schedule provides for repetition of the inspection programme
during the operating life of the nuclear power plant. The examination schedule may
involve evenly distributed inspection intervals (see example in Table A2 of Annex
I of 50-SG-O2) or alternatively, the inspection intervals may be varied during the
operating life of the plant (see example in Table A3 of Annex I of 50-SG-O2). The
inspection interval for the evenly distributed schedule may be chosen to be from a
few years to about ten years; in the variably distributed schedule these intervals may
be shorter in the early years of the plant life and then lengthened as experience per-
mits. Whichever programme is adopted, however, information on flaw changes may
require a shortening of the interval towards the end of plant life. Examples of exami-
nation schedules for some components are provided in Annex IV.
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3.3.2. The inspection interval is subdivided into inspection periods, during which
time a required number of examinations must be completed, depending upon the
component, the type of examination, or the accessibility allowed by the normal plant
operations or outages. These examinations may be considered as a part of the total
inspection required for the whole interval. Components potentially affected by par-
ticular problems (e.g. fatigue cracks in sharp nozzle profiles, materials susceptible
to intergranular stress corrosion cracking (IGSCC)) may be subject to particular
inspection programmes superimposed on the main ISI programme of the plant.

3.3.3. Examinations which require the disassembly of components (such as disas-
sembly of pumps or valves to examine large bolting volumetrically) or the removal
of fuel or of core support structures in reactor vessels to examine welds or nozzle
radius sections may be deferred until the end of each inspection interval except
where, on the basis of results of examination conducted on analogous components,
an earlier inspection is deemed necessary.

3.4. EXAMINATION ACCEPTANCE STANDARDS

3.4.1. Acceptance standards for visual, surface, volumetric and leak test
examinations2 should be established before the start of the programme and should
be submitted to the regulatory body for review when so required. Reporting stan-
dards, if used, should be established such that when they have been reached a margin
still exists between them and the acceptance standards. (A tracking system or special
file is usually used in conjunction with reporting standards to allow detection and
evaluation of reportable flaws.) Some Member States also establish evaluation stan-
dards between the reporting standards and the acceptance standards. At this level the
operating organization would normally discuss with the regulatory body what actions
should be taken.

3.4.2. For cases where the acceptance standards are not in existence or are not rele-
vant to the situation, acceptance standards should be established normally in consul-
tation with the regulatory body.

2 An example used in several countries can be found in the American Society of
Mechanical Engineers (ASME) Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section XI, articles IWA
33.. andIWB35..
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3.5. ADDITIONAL AND REPETITIVE EXAMINATIONS

3.5.1. When a flaw exceeding the acceptance standards is found in a sample, addi-
tional examinations should be performed to include the specific problem area in an
additional number of analagous components (or areas) approximately equal to the
number of components (or areas) examined in the sample.

3.5.2. In the event that the additional examinations indicate further flaws exceeding
the acceptance standards, all of the remaining number of analogous components (or
areas) should be examined to the extent specified for the component or item in the
initial sample except as modified by Sections 3.5.3 and 3.5.4.

3.5.3. Where the required examination in the sampling programme is limited to one
loop or branch run of an essentially symmetric configuration, and examinations indi-
cate flaws exceeding the acceptance standards, the additional examinations as speci-
fied in Section 3.5.1 should include an examination of similar components or areas
of a second loop or branch run.

3.5.4. In the event that the examinations of the second loop or branch run indicate
further flaws exceeding the acceptance standards, the additional examinations of Sec-
tion 3.5.1 should include the similar components or areas in the remaining loops or
branch runs that perform similar functions.

3.5.5. The sequence in which the component examinations are carried out during
an inspection interval should be maintained during successive inspection intervals to
the extent practical.

3.5.6. Where examination of a component reveals flaws exceeding the acceptance
standards as discussed in Section 4.5 but, in accordance with the provisions of Sec-
tion 4.6, qualifies the component as acceptable for continued operation, that portion
of the component containing such flaws should be re-examined during each of the
next three inspection periods, as an extra requirement to the original programme
schedule. In addition, reportable acceptable flaws whose comparison with former
inspections revealed growth or evolution should be submitted to repetitive examina-
tions to allow timely detection of their possible growth up to the acceptable
standards.

3.5.7. In the event that the re-examinations required by Section 3.5.6 indicate that
the flaws remain essentially unchanged for three successive inspection periods, the
component examination schedule may revert to the original schedule of successive
inspections.
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3.6. RECORDS AND DOCUMENTATION

3.6.1. The records necessary for the proper implementation of the in-service inspec-
tion programme should be readily available to the operating organization and clearly
identifiable (e.g. data, name of plant and operating organization) and should include:

(1) specifications and as-built drawings;
(2) manufacturing, construction, and pre-service examination data reports;
(3) the in-service inspection programme and detailed examination and test

procedures;
(4) examination and test reports, charts and diagrams;
(5) calibration records;
(6) acceptance standards;
(7) evaluations.

The IAEA Safety Guides on Quality Assurance provide recommendations
applicable to such records.

3.6.2. Under item (1) of Section 3.6.1 are included component drawings, material
specifications, heat treatment records, welding records, records of the manufacturing
process, fabrication and installations specifications and drawings, records of accep-
tance of deviations from specifications, and other documents that are specified by
the regulatory body.

3.6.3. The records for each examination shall contain the following:

(1) all pertinent information such as component identification, location and size of
inspection area, examination technique, type and characteristics of examina-
tion equipment, type and characteristics of sensor, calibration equipment, sen-
sitivity standards, etc., such that the in-service inspection could be repeated
and comparable results obtained;

(2) all ultrasonic indications that are in excess of the minimum recording level and
all pertinent information concerning the indication (e.g. location, dimensions
and type of flow);

(3) all recordings (e.g. radiograph, photograph, magnetic tape, chart);
(4) comparisons with previous examination results and evaluations;
(5) evaluations and reports.

3.6.4. Records which are directly applicable to an individual component should be
maintained for the life of the component. Other records should be maintained for the
life of the plant, and should include as a minimum:

(1) an appropriate file index;
(2) design specifications and requirements;
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(3) stress reports and stress calculations;
(4) as-built drawings;
(5) reports of material properties, including the results of examinations and the

names of the personnel interpreting the results;
(6) records of heat treatments;
(7) samples of materials, to provide information on material properties, heat treat-

ment and other relevant information for future reference;
(8) a record of the manufacturing, construction, and pre-service examination.

4. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE IN-SERVICE
INSPECTION PROGRAMME

4.1. INSPECTION PROGRAMME FOR INDIVIDUAL COMPONENTS

The plant inspection programme will make it possible to define the inspections
for each component and system subject to ISI. It should contain at least:

— designation of the component/system;
— designation of the examination areas for pre- and in-service inspections;
— examination methods, techniques and procedures;
— examination restrictions;
— ISI interval and period;
— area and volume examined.

The programme document should be approved by the regulatory body if
required.

It is recommended that the content be detailed as follows:

— component/system operating and design dates;
— location, access;
— insulation;
— base codes for establishing the ISI programme;
— surface conditions;
— examination possibilities (e.g. for non-scheduled examinations);
— drawings of the component;
— detailed drawings of the examination areas;
— detailed instructions additional to the general procedures.

Examples of inspection programmes for some components are given in
Annex IV.
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4.2. EXAMINATION AREAS

The selection of critical items should be made in the light of operating
experience. Usually the main items subjected to ISI are:

— pressure retaining welds;
— base material and welds subject to high stresses, fatigue stresses, corrosion,

erosion, high irradiation, vibration, fretting and known or anticipated degrada-
tion mechanisms (water hammer, etc.);

— construction welds of internal structures or support structures;
— bolting, supports and support structures.

At least the following areas should be examined to the extent applicable for a
particular reactor type:

— Safety Class 1 or its equivalent for GCRs (see 50-SG-D1), reactor pressure ves-
sel, steam generators, primary side of heat exchangers, pressurizer, piping
systems and components:

• All pressure-retaining welds: 100% over each inspection interval.
• Repair welds affecting more than 10% of the wall thickness of the reactor

pressure vessel belt line region.
• Nozzle inner radius of reactor pressure vessel.
• Steam generator and heat exchanger tubing.
• Pressure-retaining bolting, threaded holes, and related ligaments.

— Safety Classes 2 and 3 or their equivalents for GCRs (see 50-SG-D1), compo-
nents and piping systems:

• Beside the welded zone, the heat affected zone and sufficient portions of
the nearby base material on both sides of a weld to ensure adequate
examination.

• Pressure-retaining welds.
• Areas with any discontinuities in the wall thickness (e.g. welds between

different wall thicknesses).
• Areas next to rigid pipe support.
• Alterations of the geometrical shape next to a weld.
• Base material of branch pipe connections with thermal loadings.
• Areas with high usage factor (stress analysis).
• Pressure-retaining walls with integrally welded pipe.
• Support attachments.
• Attachment welds of support structures.

The in-service examination programme should include a detailed listing of all
areas to be examined.
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TABLE I. LOCATIONS AND SHAPES OF SERVICE INDUCED DEFECTS

Type of defect Location Shape

Corrosion, simple or branched Inner or outer site

Fatigue

Erosion

Fretting

Inner or outer surface
or embedded flaw

Combination with
corrosion

Medium side

Generally outer
surface
wall thinning

Crack, extent and branching

Cracklike pitting

Wastage

Combination with
fatigue, erosion

Cracks, variable
roughness

Wall thinning
Local/large areas

Combination with corrosion

4.3. TYPE AND LOCATION OF DEFECTS OF INTEREST

4.3.1. Type of defects

In-service inspections are carried out in order to detect service induced defects,
as well as to confirm defects from earlier examination or to determine if defect
growth occurred during the last operation period.

Related to the safety and availability of nuclear components or systems non-
destructive inspection techniques should be optimized in finding planar defects per-
pendicular to the main stress directions as well as any sort of wall thinning.

Defect generation and defect growth is strongly influenced by the operation
conditions. Owing to normal and upset operation loads as well as unexpected loads,
service induced defects, e.g. fatigue cracks, corrosion cracks, or wall thinning due
to corrosion, erosion or fretting, can develop. To ensure that correct examination
procedures are selected, location, orientation, roughness and shape of potential
defects should be known. Table I gives a condensed view of the different types of
service induced defects. The applied ISI programme, techniques and procedures
should be adjusted to enable detection and evaluation of such defects.
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4.3.2. Location of defects

Basically service induced defects can generate in any location of a component
or piping.

However, according to experience there are preferred areas on which an ISI
programme and technique should be focused. Due to the stress distribution within
a pressure-retaining wall, e.g. membrane stresses and bending stresses, service
induced defects usually originate from a surface or an existing subsurface flaw.
While corrosion and/or erosion promoted defects normally generate on a medium
affected, inner surface, fatigue cracks and fretting can generate as well on the inner
as on the outer surface. In case of leakage a previously unaffected component can
be damaged by falling fluid, humid atmosphere, jets of fluid, or wet insulation caus-
ing corrosion or erosion on the ouside surface.

In a component, welds have the highest probability for defect propagation due
to the fact that welds show a microstructure with different mechanical properties than
the base material. Furthermore, they represent a stress concentration due to distorted
geometrical shape either due to the weld form, joining of different wall thicknesses,
dissimilar materials or residual stresses.

In the area of a weld with clearly defined propagation, defects can be oriented
in any direction, but tend to be oriented parallel or perpendicular to the weld propa-
gation. Randomly oriented defects rarely occur.

Defects in base materials, e.g. vessel walls, valve or pump bodies, can gener-
ally show any direction, but mainly they are oriented perpendicular to the main stress
or parallel geometrical wall thickness changes.

Crack shaped defects (fatigue or stress corrosion cracks) in bolting are nor-
mally perpendicular to the bolting axis. Additionally, corrosion in the thread of the
bolting or the nuts can occur.

In supports or support structures, cracklike defects tend to appear in the sur-
roundings of construction welds. Similar defect location and orientation as described
for welds can be expected.

4.4. INSPECTION CONDITIONS

4.4.1. Methods, techniques, equipment, personnel and procedures

The inspection methods (visual, surface or volumetric), techniques, equip-
ment, personnel and procedures should be optimized to the extent practical for the
type, size, orientation and location of defects which may be encountered and which
would not meet the acceptance standards.
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Methods

The criteria for the selection of the applicable inspection method are defined
in 50-SG-O2. When a required method cannot be physically applied, it should be
substituted by another one or a combination of methods which would be physically
applicable, in order to approach as much as possible the capabilities of the required
method.

Techniques

Only techniques qualified according to the requirements of Section 3.4 should
be applied. The ISI programmes should include the techniques selected for every
item subjected to examination.

Equipment

The equipment includes all relevant examination apparatus, probes, cables,
consumables and accessories, as well as any manipulators, data capture and analysis
systems, and calibration means. Only equipment qualified according to the require-
ments of Section 3.4 should be applied.

Personnel

Only personnel qualified according to the requirements of Section 2.5 should
be used.

Procedures

Only procedures qualified according to the requirements of Section 3.4 should
be applied. Written procedures should be prepared and implemented for the perfor-
mance of all activities linked with the planned ISI. These procedures should be refer-
enced in the applicable ISI programme.

These procedures should clearly define:

— the examination items for which they are applicable;
— the technique and equipment applicable;
— the means required for the verification of the characteristics of the examination

equipment;
— the means of calibrating the examination equipment;
— the environmental conditions requested for the successful performance of the

examination, including access, clearances, handling, surface preparation, tem-
perature, humidity, etc., as applicable;

— the conditions applicable to the examination personnel;
— the detailed description of the application of the relevant technique for the per-

formance of the examination;
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— the measures to be taken after the examination to remove all remnants of exam-
ination materials which could be detrimental to the installation;

— the relevant recording, evaluation and acceptance standards as applicable;
— the detailed description of the evaluation of the examination results;
— the limitations;
— the detailed description of reporting the performance and the results of the ISIs.

4.4.2. Surface preparation of the components

Surface conditions as well as surface roughness or surface evenness and clean-
liness are dependent on the examination method and should be described in the
specific examination specification.

Generally all surfaces should be clean from scale, loose paint, dirt, burrs, spat-
ter, slag or other conditions that will interfere with the test results.

Specific surface preparation measures are necessary for surface and volumetric
examinations.

4.4.2.1. Surface examination method

Satisfactory results are usually obtained when the surfaces are in the as-
welded, as-rolled, as-case, or as-forged conditions. However, surface preparation by
grinding or machining may be necessary where surface irregularities could mask
indications due to discontinuities.

Shot peening must not be used to prepare surfaces for surface examination.
Prior to surface examination, the surface to be examined and all adjacent areas

should be dry and free of all dirt, grease, lint, scale, welding flux and spatter, oil,
or other extraneous matter that could interfere with the examination.

Cleaning may be accomplished using detergents, organic solvents, descaling
solutions, paint removers, vapour degreasing, or ultrasonic cleaning methods.

The surface roughness should be less than Ra = 10 fim.
For magnetic particle examination a colour layer with a thickness of less than

0.04 mm is normally negligible. If indications appear which cannot be distinguished,
a better surface condition or another non-destructive technique may be recom-
mended, if they are realistic.

4.4.2.2. Volumetric examination method

(1) Radiographic examination

(a) Base materials

Surfaces should satisfy the requirements of the applicable materials
specifications, with additional conditioning, if necessary, by any suitable
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process to a degree that surface irregularities cannot mask or be confused
with discontinuities.

(b) Welds

The weld ripples or weld surface irregularities on both the inside (where
applicable) and outside should be removed by any suitable process to such
a degree that the resulting radiographic image cannot, owing to any
irregularities, mask or be confused with the image of any discontinuity.

(c) Surface finish

The finished surface of all butt welded joints should be flush with the base
material or should have reasonably uniform crowns, with reinforcement
to exceed the specification limits.

(2) Ultrasonic examination

Normally the surface roughness should be less than Ra = 10 /im.

The surface should be sufficiently even that the selected ultrasonic transducer
has a proper coupling with the inspection surface.

The necessity of grinding a weld surface depends on the width of the inspection
area, the wall thickness, the defect orientation and the beam angle.

After machining or grinding a weld surface a marking of the former weld shape
may be helpful to distinguish between realistic indications and geometrical
shape indications.

If both an ultrasonic and a surface examination method are used at the same
inspection area, the surface examination should be done before the ultrasonic
examination because of the use of liquid couplings which could mask surface
indications.

4.4.3. Reproducibility

The aim of ISI is to show if a component or part of a component is affected
by operating conditions. The comparison of the examination results shows if a new
defect has developed or if an indication from an earlier examination has changed.
To allow such a comparison between pre-service inspection and the inspections
within the different inspection intervals a good reproducibility has to be guaranteed.
In some cases comparison of examination results is the only way to evaluate an
indication.
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To achieve a proper reproducibility the following items should be considered:

— inspection programme;
— examination procedure;
— examination equipment;
— qualification of the examination personnel;
— access and surface conditions;
— permanent markings to define examination areas;
— examination areas: examination direction, accurate survey of indications;
— report forms;
— evaluation/acceptance standards.

All the above mentioned items can influence reproducibility. They should be
reviewed if they have been altered since the previous inspection.

4.5. EVALUATION OF THE EXAMINATION RESULTS

The operating organization should specify the procedure used to ensure that the
results of any examination are evaluated to determine compliance with acceptance
standards (see Section 3.4 of this Manual).

As an example of how to evaluate the examination results, some Member
States proceed as follows:

Indications are evaluated by means of a set of reporting, evaluation and accep-
tance standards.

The reporting standard is the level at which indications are recorded, is nor-
mally related to the examination method, and is in the range of the manufactur-
ing reporting standard. Indications below the reporting standard are not
reported except when they appear in a high density in the examination area.
Then they have to be reported in a summary form.

The evaluation standard is established between the reporting and acceptance
standard due to the statistical scattering of the examination results. If an indica-
tion exceeds this evaluation standard it is designated as a flaw and has to be
compared with the previous examination results. If the flaw has grown within
the last inspection interval, comparison with the acceptance standard is
required.

The acceptance standard describes whether a flaw has to be assessed. The
result of this assessment can be the repair/replacement of the affected compo-
nent or special actions which ensure that the component will be safe until the
next inspection.

Figure 1 illustrates this evaluation process.
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FIG. 1. Example of a decision tree for evaluating results of examinations.

If during an ISI of a component an indication is found which exceeds the
reporting standard (2) it shall be reported. In Step (3) it should be decided if
the indication exceeds the evaluation standard. If not, the component is
released to operation. If yes, the indication should be designated as a flaw and
should be evaluated, first in comparison with previous examinations (4). If this
flaw was already existent and has not grown, the component is released to fur-
ther operation, otherwise a refined non-destructive examination for better flaw
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characterization may be applied (6). If the flaw exceeds the acceptance stan-
dards safety assessment and determination of the origin of the flaw shall be car-
ried out. The result of this analysis gives the basis for decision (9) whether the
component should be repaired, replaced or additional actions shall be taken.
Such additional actions can be:

restricted or altered operating conditions
permanent surveillance of the flaw/compartment
installation of additional aids
reduction of the inspection interval additional examination.

4.6. CORRECTIVE ACTIONS

If the results of a particular ISI examination exceed the acceptance standards,
corrective actions should be performed. The corrective actions should be either sup-
plementary examinations, analyses, additional examinations, repetitive examina-
tions, special actions, or repair or replacement or a combination of these.

4.6.1. Supplementary examination(s), in addition to the basis examination, should
be performed in order to better characterize and size the flaw. Results from sup-
plementary examinations may form part of the basis for disposition of the flaw
provided that the procedure of the supplementary examination is properly qualified
according to the requirements of Section 2.4.

4.6.2. Analysis should be performed in order to show if the defect is critical for sub-
sequent operation. Normally the location, characterization and size of the defect
should be known. The analysis should also consider actual material properties, oper-
ating conditions, and risk assessments. When applicable, comparison with previous
calculations, new calculations or stress analyses with regard to the defect should be
performed.

4.6.3. Additional examinations should be performed as discussed in Sections 3.5.1
to 3.5.4 when a flaw exceeding the acceptance standards is found in a sample of ISI
examinations during an inspection period. The purpose of the additional examina-
tions is to determine if the flaw is generic for analogous components (or areas).

4.6.4. Repetitive examinations should be performed for a component (or area) dur-
ing subsequent inspection periods in accordance with Sections 3.5.6 and 3.5.7 when
a flaw was found but operation continued without repair or replacement and the flaw
was determined acceptable.
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4.6.5. Special actions may be utilized in certain cases to release a component for
continued operation when a flaw exceeds acceptance standards. The purpose of the
special actions is to prevent or retard future growth of the flaw to an unacceptable
size during the interval to the next examination of the component. The special actions
that might be utilized are based on such factors as the cause of the flaw, the type
and material of the component, the operating and environmental conditions, and the
predicted growth rate. These special actions might include:

— reducing residual stresses (e.g. via heat treatment or a clamping device);
— altering the environmental conditions (e.g. by reduction of oxygen in the fluid

or applying a weld overlay to prevent exposure to the fluid);
— reducing primary stresses (e.g. by reducing power level or restricting

operation);
— reducing secondary stresses (e.g. by reducing vibrations, load changes, or tem-

perature fluctuations);
— increasing the surveillance (e.g. by reducing the interval between examinations

or providing continuous leak detection).

The regulatory body should be appraised of plans to utilize special actions, and
in some Member States prior approval by the regulatory body is required.

4.6.6. Components should be repaired or replaced when they have been evaluated
as unacceptable for further service.

4.6.7. Components should be repaired in accordance with the codes and standards
that were applied at the time the component was constructed, and in accordance with
the quality assurance programme in effect at the time of the repair. Alternatively,
repairs may meet the requirements of later editions of codes or new codes and stan-
dards, or portions thereof, provided that:

(1) the requirements affecting the design, fabrication and examination are
reviewed and it is determined that the original safety requirements are not
reduced;

(2) mechanical interfaces, fits and tolerances affecting performance are not
changed by the later editions of, or the new, codes and standards;

(3) the materials are compatible and suitable for the installation and operating
requirements of the system.

4.6.8. Replacements or modifications should meet the provisions and requirements
of the codes, standards and other special instructions that were applied to the con-
struction of the component or the part of the component to be replaced. Alterna-
tively, replacements or modifications may meet the requirements of later editions of
codes or new codes and standards, or portions thereof, provided that:
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(1) the requirements affecting the design, fabrication and examination are
reviewed and it is determined that the original safety requirements are not
reduced;

(2) mechanical interfaces, fits and tolerances affecting performance are not
changed by the later editions of, or the new, codes and standards;

(3) the materials are compatible and suitable for the installation and operating
requirements of the system.

4.6.9. Components that are repaired or replaced for any reason should be re-
examined in accordance with the provisions of Safety Guide 50-SG-O2, and before
pressure-retaining components are returned to service they should be tested in accor-
dance with Section 5 of the Guide. This re-examination should include the method
that detected the deterioration, and the re-examination should form the new basis for
subsequent in-service examinations.

4.6.10. When systems or components require modification, alteration or additions,
the provisions in the Safety Guide for repair and replacement should be used.

5. INSPECTION TECHNIQUES

5.1. VISUAL EXAMINATION

With regard to means and requirements, the conditions for visual examination
should be adjusted to the different examination tasks.

5.1.1. Examination task

— Determination of the condition of a part, component or surface with regard to
cracks, corrosion, erosion, wear, mechanical or physical damage.

— Determination of leakages from components, systems, etc.
— Determination of alteration of the general mechanical and structural condition

of components and their supports, e.g. deformation, displacement, loose or
missing parts, corrosion, wear, erosion, loss of integrity at bolted or welded
connections, including examinations for judgement of adequacy of snubbers as
well as constant load and spring-type supports.

5.1.2. Visual examination methods

Depending on the accessibility (e.g. radiation exposure) visual examination
can be conducted such as:
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— Direct visual examination: e.g. with the naked eye, mirrors, magnifying glass.
— Remote visual examination: e.g. with telescopes, horoscopes, fibre optics,

cameras, or other instruments.

Normally, direct visual examination is preferable, as interpretation is easier.
Correct interpretation of remote visual examination is more difficult because of
picture quality, resolution, accuracy, colour quality, illumination conditions, picture
section, and relation to space.

5.1.3. Requirements for visual examination

Visual examination should be described in a written procedure as specified in
Section 4.4.1. This procedure should include:

— scope of application;
— qualifications of examination personnel;
— examination of the visual acuity of examination personnel;
— performance of visual inspection;
— required resolution, examination distance, examination angle;
— surface condition: normally the surfaces should be cleaned, but in some cases

the original surface conditions can give information regarding operating
conditions, e.g. chemical treatment;

— accessibility;
— direct or remote visual examination;
— illumination requirements;
— special instruments or equipment;
— acceptance criteria;
— documentation and report;
— reference pieces, if necessary.

Annex VIII contains an example of a visual examination procedure.

5.1.4. Performance of visual examination

Visual examination should be undertaken by personnel trained in special exam-
ination tasks. The visual acuity of this personnel should be tested once a year.

It is helpful to use an examination checklist to verify that the required visual
observations were performed. This checklist can cover one component or similar
components, e.g. valve bodies, pump casings.

The areas or components to be examined should be sufficiently illuminated and
scaffolded. Restrictions regarding accessibility, distance angle as well as the use of
aids should be reported and evaluated.
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If remote visual examination is used, the equipment should have a resolution
capability equivalent at least to that obtainable by direct visual observation.

In the case of indications, a more sensitive examination method should be
applied.

For remote visual examination a baseline inspection with an optimal adjust-
ment of equipment is recommended. Baseline inspection results should be stored,
e.g. on magnetic tape, and the equipment used as well as the adjustment conditions
should be reported in such a way as to make repetition possible.

5.1.5. Evaluation of results

In general, all deviations from earlier examinations should be reported.
Cracks or similar defects should be inspected with more detailed examination

methods, e.g. surface examination or metallographic methods. They should be
evaluated as indicated under 'surface examination techniques', Section 5.2.2.

Corrosion, wear, leakage, pitting, corrosion, erosion, deformation displace-
ments, etc., should be evaluated case by case, if corrective action is taken into
consideration or if the inspection period is reduced.

5.2. SURFACE EXAMINATION

5.2.1. Examination task

Finding of cracks or crack like defects on or near the examined surface. Other
discontinuities, e.g. laps, seams, porosity, laminations, may also be found but may
be of less interest as regards the safety of a component.

5.2.2. Surface examination techniques

The choice of surface examination technique depends on the material and the
kind of defects which need to be found.

In the case of components of ferritic material and proper geometrical condi-
tions, magnetic particle examination is preferred owing to the fact that, in relation
to normal surface conditions, cracks or cracklike defects will be indicated more
sensitively than by liquid penetrant examination. The latter examination method is
normally used for components of austenitic material, as well as for ferritic material
with restricted access or in the case of indications which are to be distinguished from
alteration of magnetic permeability of the examined material.

In addition to these, special surface examination techniques such as eddy
current examination or ultrasonic examination with special transducers can be used.
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5.2.3. Requirements for surface examination

The examination should be described in a written procedure as specified in
Section 4.4.1. This procedure should include:

— scope of application (e.g. component, material, areas to be examined);
— qualifications of examination personnel;
— test of the visual acuity of the examination personnel;
— surface preparation;
— liquid penetrant examination:

• type of examination system to be used (penetrant, penetrant remover,
emulsifier, developer, etc.);

• processing details for pre-examination cleaning applying penetrant,
removing excess penetrant cleaning, applying developer, and post-
examination cleaning;

• control of examination system (i.e. penetrant materials);
— magnetic particle examination:

• magnetization techniques;
• pragmatization equipment;
• type of examination mediums (dry, wet, fluorescent, colour, etc.);
• type of current;
• demagnetization and post-examination cleaning;
• calibration of equipment;
• verification of adequate magnetizing field;

— acceptance and standards;
— documentation and report.

Annexes VI and VII contain examples of procedures for magnetic particle and
liquid penetrant examination, respectively.

5.2.4. Performance of surface examination

The surface to be examined should be prepared according to Section 4.4.2.1
of this Manual. If surface examinations are combined with ultrasonic examinations,
the surface examination should be done before ultrasonic examination because of
remnants of the ultrasonic examination coupling medium which can have an adverse
effect on examination sensitivity.

For components which are protected by painting, the examination areas should
not be painted because of the difficulty in removing the paint. Instead of this, the
examination areas should be protected against corrosion by other measures such as
a thin primer which can be removed more easily.
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(1) Liquid penetrant examination

When examining austenitic steel or nickel base alloys, materials for the
examination system should be analysed for contaminants.

Different brands of examination system materials must not be intermixed
unless compatibility has been qualified previously. Appropriate examination
temperature is between 15°C and 50°C.

To reduce the pollution of components, it is recommendable to apply the
penetrant by painting or spraying. For the same reason, normal-solvent-removable
or water-washable examination systems are preferred. The application of solvent-
removable systems may sometimes be restricted because of a possible damaging
effect of the solvents to the air filter equipment.

Developer application with spraying methods is generally preferred.
The developing time should be equal at least to the penetrating time. The first

examination should be done shortly after finishing the developer application.

(2) Magnetic particle examination:

All examinations should be conducted with sufficient overlap to ensure 100%
coverage at the required sensitivity. The kind of magnetizing technique used, exami-
nation medium, positioning of the magnetic equipment, etc., should be described in
the procedure.

The magnetic field strength should be in the range between 2 and 6 kA/m. The
proper mixture of the examination medium should be verified.

When using a magnetizing technique with electrical contacts the contact areas
should be retested, e.g. with a magnetic yoke or liquid penetrant examination.

5.2.5. Evaluation of results

The examination results should be evaluated in accordance with Sections 3.4
and 4.5 of this Manual.

As an example in one Member State the following reporting and evaluation
standards are used:

Any indications are divided into linear or round indications.

Linear indication: length > 3 times the width.
Round indication: length < 3 times the width.

The reporting standard is:

— linear indications with length > 3 mm
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— round indications3 with diameter >3(5) mm
— four or more indications with length >1.5 mm or diameter > 1.5(3) mm

in a line or in an area of 30 mm length or diameter.

The evaluating standard is exceeded if there is

— suspicion of cracks
— an alteration compared with previous examinations.

5.3. VOLUMETRIC EXAMINATION

A volumetric examination indicates the presence of discontinuities throughout
the volume of the material and may be conducted from either the inside or outside
surface of a component.

5.3.1. Examination task

With volumetric examination, discontinuities can be found below the
accessible surface, in the material volume, and on the non-accessible surface.

The appropriate examination method should be established, taking into account
sort, shape and orientation of service induced defects and their endangering
potential.

The examination method will make it possible to describe a discontinuity with
regard to location, sort, size and orientation.

5.3.2. Examination techniques

Volumetric examination techniques are:

— ultrasonic examination
— radiographic examination
— eddy current examination.

In some Member States ultrasonic examination is preferred if plain
discontinuities (e.g. cracks or cracklike defects) due to operation loadings are
searched for. The examination angles are then optimized for detection of such
defects.

For defects with volumetric character (e.g. wastage corrosion, local erosion,
pitting) radiographic examination is applicable.

3 First number: magnetic particle examination; second number: liquid penetrant
examination.
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Eddy current examination is normally used for thin walled non-ferromagnetic
materials, e.g. heat exchanger tubing, to detect wall thickness thinning, dents, etc.

5.3.3. Requirements for volumetric examination

The examination should be described in a written procedure as specified in
Section 4.4.1. This procedure should include:

— scope of application
— qualifications of examination personnel
— examination of the visual acuity of examination personnel
— surface preparation
— examination techniques (kind of equipment)
— equipment calibration
— calibration blocks
— remote handling devices
— acceptance standards
— documentation and reports.

5.3.4. Performance of volumetric examination

The surfaces to be examined should be prepared according to Section 4.4.2.2
of this Manual.

Because there are various application possibilities of the volumetric exami-
nation method, it is recommended that in addition to the items listed in Section 5.3.3,
specific items, depending on the examination technique, be defined for an inspection
area. These items can be:

(1) Ultrasonic examination

Weld types and configurations to be examined:

— the surface or surfaces from which the examination is performed;
— couplant;
— techniques, orientation of transducers, angles and modes of wave propagation

in the material;
— transducer characteristics;
— specific search units (e.g. wedges, shoes, saddles, cables);
— ultrasonic instrument type and characteristics;
— calibration technique;
— equipment settings;
— directions, extent and speed of scanning;
— data to be recorded and recording method.
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(2) Radiographic examination

Weld types and configuration to be examined:

— the surface or surfaces from which the examination is performed;
— radiographic source used, including size, maximum X ray voltage;
— geometrical configuration (maximum distance between material surface and

film, minimum distance between source and film, film position);
— type and designation of film and intensifying screens;
— type and location of image quality indicator and quality level required;
— viewing screens, light intensities;
— radiographic density limitations;
— measures to avoid backscatter radiation;
— number of required films, e.g. a circumferential weld;
— geometrical unsharpness limitation.

(3) Eddy current examination

Components or parts of components to be examined:

— eddy current examination : technique (absolute or differential mode);
— single frequency or multiple frequencies;
— eddy current examination equipment;
— coils and cables;
— calibration standards;
— equipment settings;
— examination speed;
— data recording equipment.

For better reproducibility of ultrasonic examination, a periodical check of the
most important equipment parameters, including the sound field characteristics of the
transducers, is recommended. The beam angles should be optimized so that surface
defects as well as volumetric defects can be detected. In some Member States, the
examination calibration is performed with the help of a cylindrical surface of drilled
holes establishing the 'distance-amplitude-correction' (DAC) curve. Some other
Member States use the 'Abstandsverstarkungsgrosse' (AVG) diagram, which is
based on the comparison of the echo height of flat bottom holes in calibration blocks.

To enable comparison with the following ISIs, the calibration method, once
selected, should be retained or, if changed, a correlation with the previous one
should be established to the extent practical.

To facilitate the interpretation of indications from the inaccessible surface,
exact drawings and knowledge of the surface conditions are necessary. Wall thick-
ness measurements are also useful.
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In several cases the basic ultrasonic technique used for detection is not
adequate for the sizing of a found indication (especially the depth); therefore a
separate sizing technique (generally depth sizing) should be established. Some sizing
techniques can also be used as a tool of confirmation of correct detection.

For radiographic examinations, a complete prior emptying of piping systems
is generally recommended so that appropriate actions can already be taken during
the construction period (e.g. piping gradient, emptying valves, avoiding of 'water-
sacks'). To co-ordinate film indications to the weld configuration — particularly
if the welds are ground or machined — location markers to identify the weld edges
should be used and reported.

5.3.5. Evaluation of results

The examination results should be evaluated in accordance with Sections 3.4
and 4.5 of this Manual. Therefore, appropriate standards for each of the different
volumetric examination methods should be established.

For ultrasonic examination, it is necessary to determine whether the indication
originates from a flaw or is due to a geometrical shape. If the indication is definitely
not due to a geometric shape, the relevant acceptance standard should be applied.

For radiographic examination, the evaluation standard is exceeded if alter-
ations are found compared with former examinations which indicate cracks or crack-
like flaws, corrosion or erosion.

For eddy current examination of thin-walled tubes, the reporting standard
normally lies at 20% of the wall thickness. An evaluating standard is rarely
established. In the case of this wall thinning being exceeded in a large number of
tubes, the inspection interval can be reduced as the number of tubes tested is
increased. The acceptance standard depends on many parameters, e.g. approving of
the eddy current results with a refined examination technique. In some Member
States the acceptance standard lies between 40 and 60% wall thickness. If this flaw
depth is exceeded, the relevant tubes will be plugged. It is also recommended that
apart from wall thinning other indications, e.g. dents, outer-surface deposits, also
be reported if they appear with high frequency.

5.4. LEAK AND PRESSURE TESTING

5.4.1. Examination task

— Leak testing: tightness of the pressurized component/system under conditions
similar to the operation loads, in accordance with specified leakage rates.

— Pressure testing: component/system structural integrity test without any
damage; leakage can also be found.
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5.4.2. Examination techniques

— Testing for the location of leaks, measurement of leakage rates:
• bubble test (direct pressure, vacuum box technique);
• halogen diode detector probe test;
• helium mass spectrometer test (detector probe, tracer probe and hood

technique);
• pressure change test;
• acoustic techniques.

— Pressure testing:
• pressure change test;
• visual examination (deformation, leakages, displacements, etc.).
(Pressure tests are normally performed with liquid mediums. For gaseous
mediums special precautions have to be taken.)

5.4.3. Examination requirements

The examination conditions should be described in a written procedure as
specified in Section 4.4.1. This procedure should include details of:

— scope of application;
— qualifications of examination personnel;
— testing methods and techniques;
— type and characteristics of testing equipment;
— calibration of the testing equipment;
— extent of examination;
— preparation of components/systems (surface cleanliness, insulation removal,

enhancement of prestressing of sealed connections and opening pressure of
safety valves);

— test pressure and temperature, holding time;
— acceptable test sensitivity or leakage rate;
— acceptance standards;
— reporting and documentation.

If leak rates are determined, the detection sensitivity should be qualified.
For pressure tests, the allowable leakages (quantity and location) should be

defined.
Annex IX contains an example of a leak and pressure testing procedure.

5.4.4. Examination procedure

If both a leak and pressure test are to be performed, the leak test should be
performed before the pressure test because of possible masking of leakages.
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According to the written procedure or a detailed specification, the component/
system or part of it should be prepared as follows:

— configuration of the tested component/system section;
— preparation of the pressurizing or evacuating equipment;
— preparation of the calibrated testing equipment;
— accident precautions;
— in the case of a liquid pressure test, correct venting of components/systems.

The specified pressure retention time depends on the component/system,
temperature, test sensitivity, leak rate, etc. If component/system insulation is not
removed, a longer pressure retention time should be applied. In the case of leakages
during pressure tests, make-up by pumping may be used to hold specified test
pressure.

5.4.5. Evaluation of results

— Leak testing: In the case of leakage the leak rate, pressure drop, etc., must not
exceed the specified values, otherwise the acceptance standard is exceeded. If
inside leakages (e.g. from valve seats) are allowed and can be deducted from
the total leakage, they have to be carefully located and quantified.

— Pressure testing: In the case of unspecified leakages or different alterations
(e.g. deformations, damage) the acceptance standard is exceeded.
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Annex I

EXAMPLE OF A POLICY DOCUMENT

This Annex gives an example of a portion of a policy document currently in
use for the establishment and implementation of the in-service inspection programme
discussed in Section 2.1 of this Manual. The documents used by various operating
organizations may vary to accommodate their particular policies and practices; it is
therefore possible that minor inconsistencies exist between the text of this Manual
and an individual example or between examples.
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IHSERVICE INSPECTIOH PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

1.0 Basis for the Inservice Inspection Program

The base document from which the ISI plan, schedule, and program are

developed is 10CFR50.55a(j). The Architect Engineer for the Nuclear

Station during construction was the Operating Organisation's agent in

determining the ASME Code classifications of the plant components.

NBC Reg. Guide 1.26 was not yet published; hence, it was not used

during the classification. The Operating Organization has not nor

are there plans to reclassify all the plant components in accordance

with the newer regulations and guides, however as a guidance for

component inspection applicability the NRC Regulatory Guide 1.26

Revision 3, February 1976 is being used for determining examination

boundaries primarily for Class 2 and 3 systems.

2.0 The Second Ten Year Inspection Interval

2.1 The commercial operation date for the Nuclear Station is July

1, 1974. The end of the first interval is June 30, 1984, and

the Second Ten Year Interval is July 1, 1984 to June 30, 1994.

2.2 The three 40 month inspection periods during the second

interval are as follows:

1st period: From July 1, 1984 to October 31, 1987

2nd period: From November 1, 1987 to Februaru 28, 1991

3rd period: From Karch 1, 1991 to June 30, 1994.

3.0 Applicable ASKE Code

The Inservice Inspection of ASKE Class 1, 2 and 3 Components are

performed in accordance with Section XI of the ASKE Boiler and

Pressure Vessel Code 1980 Edition through Winter 1981 Addenda, except

where specific written relief from examinations and testings

determined to be impractical has been granted by the NRC pursuant to

10 CFR part 50, Section 50.55a (g) (6) (i).
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A.0 Inservice Inspection Program

A.I The Inservice Inspection (ISI) Program is a detailed living

document which is available to the regulatory authorities for

audit.

4.2 The ISI Program provides:

4.2.1 ASME Section XI examination category and item listing

4.2.2 Specific examination identification and location

4.2.3 Weld joint configurations

4.2.4 nondestructive examination procedures

4.2.5 Ultrasonic calibration standards list

4.2.6 Applicable list of isometric drawings

4.2.7 Augmented Inservice Inspections

4.2.8 Relief Requests

4.2.9 Status of completed inspections

4.2.10 Summary of previous Inservice Inspections.

4.3 The Scheduling of Inservice Inspections is in accordance with

ASME Section XI. The mechanism for specific component

scheduling is contained in Nuclear Station procedures. This

form of scheduling provides for optimization of component

inspection during normal refueling and maintenance activities

and maintains exposure ALARA.

4.4 All records and reports are prepared in accordance with ASME

Section XI IWA-6000.

5.0 Extent of Examinations

5.1 All components are examined in accordance with ASME Section XI.

Subsections IWA, IWB, IwC, IWD and IWF.

5.1.1 The extent of examinations for Code Class 1 and 2

pipe welds is determined by the requirements of

Table IWB-2500 and IWB-2600, Category B-J for Class

1 and paragraph IWC-2411 Category C-F and C-G for

Class 2 in the 1974 Edition through the Summer 1975

Addenda of ASME Section XI.
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5.1.2 ASME Section XI (Winter 1981), Subsection I WE. "Requirements

for Class MC Components of Light-Water Cooled Power Plants" was

added to Section XI since Summer 197S. However, 10CFR50.55a

presently only incorporates those portions of Section XI that

address the ISI requirements for Class 1, 2 and 3 components

and their supports. The regulation does not currently address

the ISI of containments. Hence, ISI of MC Components and their

supports are not included in the 1SI Plan and Program*-

5.2 All Class 1, 2 and 3 piping components have been reviewed

against the respective ASME Section XI IWB-1220, IWC-1220 and

IWD-1220 exemption criteria.

5.3 Appropriate Code Class 2 pipe welds in Residual Heat Removal

Systems, Emergency Core Cooling System and Containment Heat

Removal Systems shall be examined.

5.4 All Class 3 systems and exempt Class 1 and 2 components require

only a visual examination during pressure tests. The piping

and instrumentation drawings are used during the visual exams

to aid in the location and position of any components which

have reportable discrepancies during the pressure tests.

5 5 Determination of ASME Section XI Code Categories for Class 1, 2

and 3 components

5.S.I All Class 1, 2 and 3 components are categorized in

accordance with ASME Section XI TabU IU8-25CO-2.

Table IWC-2500-1 and Taol« IWO-25OO-i respectively.

6. 0 Examination Boundaries

6.1 Examination boundaries are those ASME Class 1, 2 and 3

fabricated and installed components, their attachments and

supports.

6.2 ASME Class 1, 2 and 3 boundaries are identified on Color Coded

P&ID's and are located at the Nuclear Station.

* From the Federal Register/Volume 48, No.26; 10CFR Fart SO dated

Monday, February 7, 1983, Supplementary Information.
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6.3 The following Systems or portions of Systems are Included In
the ISI examination boundaries:

6.3.

6.3,

6.3.

6.3.

6.3.

6.3

6.3

6.3

6.3

6.3

6.3

6.3

6.3

6.3,

6.3,

6.3.

6.3.

6.3.

6.3,

6.3.

6.3.

6.3.

OPS ID SYSTEM

1 2004 Condensate »nd Feed Water

2 2022 Primary Containment Cooling and Nitrogen

In«rt1ng

3 2026 Reactor Vessel Instrumentation

4 2027 Reactor Redrculation and Suppression

Chamber Vent

5 2026 Reactor Building and Orywell Equipment Drain

.6 2030 Fuel Pool Cooling and Cleanup

.7 2031 Reactor Building Closed Cooling Water

.8 2032 High Conductivity Floor Orains

.9 2037 Stand By Gas Treatment and Off Gas Filters

.10 2038 Reactor Building Floor and Roof Drains

.11 2039 Control Rod Orive Hydraulic

.12 2040 Residual Heat Removal

.13 2041 Ka1n Steam - Reactor Building

.14 2042 Reactor Water Clean Up

.15 2043 Reactor Core Isolation

.16 .2044 High Pressure Coolant Injection

.17 2045 Core Spray and Stand By Liquid Control

.18 . 2049 Condensate Supply

.19 2084 Atmospheric Containment Atmospheric Dilution

.20 2077 Diesel Gen. Bldg. Service Water, Starting
Air, Fuel, Oil, Sun? and Roof Drains

,21

22

6000302 Augmented Off Gas

13095-12
-FSK-1-1 Post Accident Sampling

7.0 Augmented Inservice Inspections

7.1 Augumented lnservice Inspections (AISI) are not ASME Section
XI Code Requirements but are 1) additional examination areas,
or 2) Increased inspection frequency or combinations of both
which *re requested by the Nuclear Regulatory Comnission.
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7.2 When examination components f a l l Into the scheduled test ing
of both IS I and A I S I , then credi t for both requirements are
tasen (no double t e s t i n g ) .

7.3 There are presently 3 types of Augumented Inservice
Inspections required »t the Nuclear Stat ion:

TYPE DESCRIPTION

1 Al l ring girder bolt ing and ring girder anchor
bol t ing Is to be volumetrical ly Inspected each ten
year i n t e r v a l . The Anchor Bolting adjacent to the
Inboard MS1V 1s to be v isua l ly Inspected each ten
year i n t e r v a l . (Reference NRC 0R0 Bul le t in #74-3 ) .

2 Ultrasonic examination of the feeiJwater nozzle safe
ends, bores, and Inside blend r a d i i , l iqu id
penetrant examination of the feedwater nozzles, and
visual inspection of the feedwater spargers as
required per Table 2 and Section 4 .3 .2 .4 of
NUREG-0619.

3 Visual Inspection of the Core Spray Spargers and the
Core Spray Piping inside the RPV shall be made
each refuel ing outage. (Reference IE Bul le t in Ho.
6 0 - 1 3 ) .

4 Ultrasonic examinations, u t i l i z i n g vendor procedure
TPS08.06S4 Rev. 0 or equivalent , are conducted to
•ssessthe I n t e g r i t y of the j e t pump hold-down beams
at the mid length ligament areas bounding the beam
b o l t . These examinations shall be performed once
during the 2nd Ten Year I n t e r v a l .

7.4 The fol lowing ASME Catagory welds are being eliminated from the
Augumented Inspect ion, and are l i s t e d 1n separate section of the
IS I Program.

7.4.1 Weld susceptible to Intergranular stress corrosion
cracking that are required to be Inspected per
NUREG-0313.

7.4.2 Welds catagory B-F and 8-J that are designated as
"Pipe Whip".

B.O Relief Requests

8.1 When an ASMS Code Class 1 , 2 or 3 component Is determined to
be Impractical to Inspect 1n accordance with ASME Section XI
IWA-2000, IWB-2000, IWC-2000, IWO-2000 or IWF-2000, a
Specific written re l ief request from the ASME Code is
submitted to the NRC In accordance with Section 3.0 (above).
Zich written re l ie f request contains the following
Information is a minimum:

8.1.1 Identification of component(s) for which re l ief 1s
requested

8.1.2 ASME Section I I I Code Class
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8.1.3 The specific ASME Code requirement that has been
determined to be Impractical

8.1.4 Nuclear Station re l ief just i f icat ion(s)
information for requesting re l ief

8.1.5 Specific alternative Inspection(s) In Heu of ASME
Code Section XI requirements)

8.2 The following Is a l i s t of Relief Requests:

Relief Request Ho. Description

1 ASME Category B-J, Inaccessible
welds, primary containment

2 ASME Category C-F, RHR Dryweil Spray
Internal to Dryvell

3 ASME Category B-D, RPV Top Head
Nozzle inner radii

4 ASME Category C-F, Inaccessible welds
In floor penetrations

5 ASME Category C-A, Inaccessible welds
on the RHR Heat Exchanger

6 ASME Category 8-A, Inaccessible RPV
welds.
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Annex II

EXAMPLE OF A DOCUMENT FOR THE ORGANIZATION AND
RESPONSIBILITIES OF AN IN-SERVICE INSPECTION PROGRAMME

This Annex contains an example of a document currently in use for the organi-

zation and responsibilities of an ISI programme as discussed in Section 2.2 of this

Manual. The example is from a document used by an operating organization in Italy.

The documents used by various operating organizations may vary to accommodate

their particular policies and practices; it is therefore possible that minor inconsisten-

cies exist between the text of this Manual and this example.

ORGANIZATION AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE UTILITY
ENTE NAZIONALE PER L'ENERGIA ELETTRICA (ENEL)

The utility organization for pre- and in-service inspection (PSI/ISI) activities
includes the following offices and responsibilities:

A. Nuclear Department of Generation and Transmission Division (DPT/SN)

Responsibilities:

— (Through the Engineering Section) Definition of general criteria for PSI/ISI
programmes.
Definition of reference rules for the PSI/ISI programmes of each nuclear plant.
Preparation and issuance of the PSI programmes, and long term ISI pro-
grammes for each nuclear plant.
Review of ISI campaign programmes.
Review and final approval of PSI/ISI Preliminary and Final Reports.
Commitment of ENEL-DCO Laboratory for management, maintenance, con-
signment and recovery of ENEL's equipment.
Procurement of inspection services (for technical aspects).
Relations with the Regulatory Agencies.

— (Through the QA Section) Preparation and issuance of PSI/ISI QA programmes.
Evaluation and classification of the potential PSI/ISI suppliers in collaboration
with the ENEL-DCO/SGQ.
Performance of audits on the PSI/ISI activities.
Procurements of inspection services (for QA aspects).
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B. Safety and QA Section of Construction Division (DCO/SGQ)

Evaluation and classification of the potential PSI/ISI suppliers in collaboration
with the QA Section of DPT/SN.

C. Laboratory of Construction Division at Piacenza (DCO/LCP)

Management, maintenance, consignment and recovery of ENEL's PSI/ISI
equipment upon commission of DPT/SN.
Technical collaboration with the Engineering Section of DPT/SN during the
stage of procurement of PSI/ISI services.
Technical support to the station's organization for the inspection activities per-
formed on the site.
Standard and specific training of NDE personnel.

D. Power station

Preparation and issuance of the ISI campaign programmes.
Concurrence on the documents issued by DPT/SN.
Responsibility for the operative inspection activities at the station.
Relations with the representatives of the Regulatory Agencies at the site.
Review and evaluation of PSI/ISI Preliminary and Final Reports.

E. Territorial services

Other services, generally in the region of interest for the nuclear station; occa-
sional provision of additional contributions and support to the station's organi-
zation for the PSI/ISI activities performed on the site.

F. Suppliers of inspection services

Performance of inspection is often delegated by ENEL to external suppliers, but
in any case ENEL retains the responsibility for the ISI programme implementa-
tion, for evaluation of the results and for related dispositions.
It is to be noted that each supplier must be previously evaluated by ENEL and
classified as an adequate potential supplier for PSI/ISI services.
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Annex III

EXAMPLE OF A DOCUMENT ON THE DESCRIPTION OF THE
IN-SERVICE INSPECTION PROGRAMME EXTENT

This Annex contains an example of a document currently in use for the

description of the extent of the ISI programme discussed in Section 3.1.1 of

this Manual. The example is a reprint of a document used by an operating

organization in Czechoslovakia. The documents used by various operating

organizations may vary to accommodate their particular policies and practices;

it is therefore possible that minor inconsistencies exist between the text of this

Manual and this example.

1. SELECTED EQUIPMENT—VVWE 440

1.1. SELECTED EQUIPMENT RANGED IN THE FIRST SAFETY CLASS

1.1.1. Primary circuit equipment crucial for the circuit integrity

— Reactor pressure vessel including the pipes of the reactor cover
(Note: the pressure vessel includes the vessel body, seal block and the
top head — reactor cover)

— Primary coolant pump body (namely, housing, head, shaft, seal block,
including the sealing elements and studs)

— Main loop isolation valves (including the cover, valve stem and packing
gland)

— Steam generator primary parts (primary collectors, heat exchanging
pipes with supports)

— Pressurizer body including the safety valves
— Main circulation pipeline with a rated I.D. of 500 mm and the pipes con-

nected with the primary circuit equipment and having a rated I.D. larger
than 13 mm, including the first isolation valves.

1.1.2. Equipment necessary to shut down the reactor in the case of a loss of
coolant

— Drive of the reactor protection and control system control element and the
linked parts of the system, namely, the system identifying the loss of
coolant, and the devices disconnecting the emergency strings of the
reactor (Emergency Protection 1) within the range of sensors of the evalu-
ating and acting element including the communication paths.
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1.2. SELECTED EQUIPMENT RANGED IN THE SECOND SAFETY CLASS

1.2.1. The remaining parts of the equipment, which are a part of the primary circuit
but are not included in the first safety class

— reactor internals
— remaining parts of the primary coolant pumps (impeller, flywheel, motor)

and their auxiliary systems
— steam generator secondary side
— remaining parts of the pressurizer.

1.2.2. Emergency core cooling system

— boric acid pressure storage tanks (emergency accumulators)
— emergency cooling high-pressure and low-pressure pumps
— boric acid solution emergency inventory tanks
— ECCS intermediate cooling circuits.

1.2.3. Primary circuit makeup and boric acid regulation system

— makeup and boron regulation pumps
— primary coolant removal pumps
— makeup and boron regulation de-aerators
— primary circuit makeup coolers and aftercoolers
— impure condensate tanks
— filters of the primary circuit drain water cleanup system.

1.2.4. Primary coolant continuous purification system

— regenerative heat exchangers
— aftercoolers
— cation exchangers, anion exchangers, and mixed filters
— ion exchange resin catchers

1.2.5. Primary circuit clean condensate makeup

— boron regulation system clean condensate pumps
— makeup system clean condensate pumps
— clean condensate tanks

1.2.6. Boron concentrate makeup system

— boron concentrate high- and low-pressure pumps
— boron concentrate emergency feeding pumps
— boron concentrate tanks
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1.2.7. Ventilation equipment systems

— system maintaining the underpressure in the sealed areas
— quick-acting hermetic flap valves
— sealing sheets of the assembly and transport openings in the sealed area

floor (roof)
— hermetic flap valve for higher parameters.

1.2.8. Systems of the process cooling water for important consumers

— process cooling water pumps for important consumers
— process water pipelines
— process water storage tanks

1.2.9. Steam generator emergency feeding system

— emergency feeding pumps
— super-emergency feeding pumps
— demineralized water storage tanks

1.2.10. Live steam piping including the steam generator relief valve bypass into the
atmosphere and into the turbine condensers, reducing station 4.5/0.7 MPa

1.2.11. Feeding tanks with de-aerators

1.2.12. Emergency demineralized water makeup pumps 1 MPa

1.2.13. Primary circuit heating and aftercooling system

— technological condensers
— aftercooling pumps

1.2.14. Hermetic penetrating openings between the sealed and unsealed areas,
and also

— hermetic closure between the reactor shaft and the spent fuel storage
pool transport channel (hydraulic closure)

— reactor shaft lid

1.2.15. Quick-acting fittings

1.2.16. Pneumatic system ensuring the function of quick-acting fittings

Note: If every quick-acting fitting has an air-storage tank or is so designed
that its function is ensured even in the case of inlet pipe rupture, then
the inlet pipe is not included in the selected equipment.
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1.2.17. Diesel generator station

— diesel generator with the fuel tank
— coolers

1.2.18. Connecting pipelines in the sealed areas among the selected equipment of
the second safety class and the linked piping including the first isolation
valve, and connecting pipelines among the fittings ranged with the first and
second safety class

1.2.19. Automatic successive startup of loads (consumers)

1.2.20. Emergency electric systems ensuring the power supply to the safety
systems and other equipment in the second safety class independent of the
off-site electric power grid.

The system includes:

— power sources (diesel generators—see 1.2.18, accumulators, rectifiers,
inverters)

— switching equipment up to the electric motor cable heads

1.2.21. Equipment of the reactor protection and control system not included in the
first safety class

1.2.22. Neutron flux monitoring system

1.2.23. Reactor emergency protection engineering features

1.2.24. Automatic controls and mechanisms, protection and lockouts of the particu-
lar safety systems including the individual communication elements, actua-
tors, sensors, transducers, impulse lines and/or other elements of these
circuits and communication routes.

1.2.25. Lockouts, automatons, automatic controls, individual communication ele-
ments and actuators of mechanisms and fittings of the technological equip-
ment ranged with the second safety class.

1.2.26. Turbine and bypass plant automatic control (including the sensors, trans-
ducers, individual actuators and communication elements, impulse lines
and other elements of the circuits).

1.2.27. Sensors monitoring the position of the turbine quick-acting valves including
the corresponding elements of the circuit and the communication routes.
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1.2.28. Automatic controls, protections, lockouts and the safety system diesel
generator set startup devices, including the sensors, transducers, and other
circuit elements, communication elements, actuators, and communication
routes.

1.3. SELECTED EQUIPMENT IN THE THIRD SAFETY CLASS

1.3.1. Spent fuel basis cooling system

— pumps
— heat exchangers

1.3.2. Main circulation pumps and reactor safety and control system intermediate
cooling circuits

— pumps
— heat exchangers

1.3.3. Bubbler/condenser water cooling system

— pumps
— heat exchangers

1.3.4. Turbine generator condenser heat removal system

— turbine generator condenser
— cooling water pumps

1.3.5. Condensate-extraction pumps l° and II0

1.3.6. The 3rd, 4th, and 5th low-pressure heaters (LPH-3, LPH-4, and LPH-5)
Note: For the LPH-3, only the condensate side and the heater body are in

the third safety class.

1.3.7. Main feeding pumps

1.3.8. Home consumption steam collector 0.7 MPa

1.3.9. Ventilation systems

— circulation systems of the sealed area atmosphere filtration during minor
accidents and after a DBA

— air feeding lines into the sealed area
— circulation systems for removal of heat losses inside the sealed area
— inlet and outlet system of exchange of atmosphere inside the sealed area
— filters for the radioactive aerosols and iodine including its compounds
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1.3.10. Radioactive waste treatment, handling, and storage systems

— radioactive waste repository in the radwaste buildings
— tanks
— pumps
— liquid radioactive waste bituminization system (concentrate and sorbets)
— concentrate storage tanks
— sorbent storage tanks
— concentrate process tank
— pumps
— film rotor evaporator
— tube condenser

1.3.11. Hydrogen burning system

— coolers
— separators
— gas blower
— electric heaters
— contact apparatus

1.3.12. Technological venting purification plant

— coolers
— separators
— self-cleaning filters
— zeolite filters
— absorbers
— gas blowers
— filters

1.3.13. Waste water tanks

— waste water tanks in the reactor building and the auxiliary building ("spe-
cial" building, radwaste building)

— mechanical filter
— pumps

1.3.14. Waste water purification system

— evaporators
— condenser
— pumps
— biow-cases
— filters
— ion exchange catchers
— control tanks
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1.3.15. Spent fuel basin and emergency and bubbler/condenser system tank water
purification plant

— coolers
— pumps
— filters
— ion exchange catchers

1.3.16. Steam generator blowdown

— expander
— coolers, aftercoolers
— discharge tank
— discharge pump
— steam generator blowdown purification plant (filters, ion exchange

catchers)

1.3.17. Equipment for decontamination of the inner and outer technological
surfaces and the construction surfaces

— heaters and pumps of the decontamination solutions

1.3.18. Connecting pipelines between the equipment in the third safety class and
the connecting parts of pipelines including the first isolation valve.

1.3.19. The stand-by power supply system of the equipment ranged in the second
safety class which is not supplied from the emergency electric power supply
systems, and equipment in the third safety class including the electric motor
cable terminations.

1.3.20. Lockouts, automatic devices, protection, automatic control, individual com-
munication elements and actuators of mechanisms and fittings of the tech-
nological equipment in the third safety class.

2. SELECTED CONSTRUCTION STRUCTURES

2.1. SELECTED CONSTRUCTION STRUCTURES IN THE FIRST SAFETY
CLASS

None of these structures comes within the first safety class.

2.2. SELECTED CONSTRUCTION STRUCTURES IN THE SECOND SAFETY
CLASS

2.2.1. Sealed area

— reinforced concrete part of the construction limiting the sealed area
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— steel liner on the boundary between the sealed and unsealed areas
— hermetic closures of the special drainage.

2.2.2. Important consumers' process water cooling systems

— cooling towers
— connecting pipelines from the towers to the central pump station
— those parts of the central pump station which close the important con-

sumers' process water circuit.

2.3. SELECTED CONSTRUCTION STRUCTURES IN THE THIRD SAFETY
CLASS

2.3.1. Spent fuel basin steel liner when the liner is not a part of the sealed area.

2.3.2. Steel liners of the boxes for the storage of the liquid and solid radioactive
waste in the radwaste building and in the buildings for the radioactive waste
final treatment.
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Annex IV

EXAMPLES OF INSPECTION PROGRAMMES FOR SYSTEMS
AND COMPONENTS

This Annex contains examples of inspection programmes for some systems and
components discussed in Section 3.1.1 of this Manual. These are copies of docu-
ments used by operational organizations in the USA and Switzerland. The documents
used by various operating organizations may vary to accommodate their particular
policies and practices; it is therefore possible that minor inconsistencies exist
between the text as given in this Manual and an individual example or between the
examples.

EXAMPLE A

This example is part of an inspection programme of an operating organization
in the USA. It is being reviewed by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission and may
be changed if the final approval of NRC so requires.

INSERVICE INSPECTION PROGRAM

INTRODUCTION

1. Basis for the Inservice Inspection Program

The base document from which the ISI and 1ST plans, schedules, and programs
were developed is 10CFR50.55a(g). The Architect Engineer for the Nuclear Station
during construction was the Operating Organization's agent in determining the ASME
Code classifications of plant components. NRC Reg. Guide 1.26 was not yet
published; hence, it was not used during classification. The Operating Organization
has not reclassified nor are there plans to reclassify all the plant components in
accordance with the newer regulations and guides. >

2. The First Ten Year Inspection Interval

2.1. The commercial operation date for the Nuclear Station is July 1, 1974 and
therefore the end of the first interval is June 30, 1984.

2.2. The three 40 month inspection periods during the first interval are as follows:
1st period: From July 1, 1974 to October 31, 1977
2nd period: From November 1, 1977 to February 28, 1981
3rd period: From March 1, 1981 to June 30, 1984.
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3. Applicable ASME Code

The applicable ASME Code for the third 40 month period is ASME Section XI,
1974 Edition through Summer 1975 addenda.

4. Inservice Inspection Program Revision 2

The Inservice Inspection Program, Revision 2, is applicable for the 1st ten year
interval, 3rd inspection period.

5. Responses to NRC Questions and Comments

5.1. The 'Inservice Inspection and Testing Program' submitted to the NRC, dated
July 1977, and the Inservice Inspection Program, Revision 1, are the docu-
ments from which this Inservice Inspection (ISI) Program, Revision 2, was
derived.

5.2. A Meeting was held on July 7, 1978 in Washington D.C. with the Operating
Organization, NRC and vendor personnel in attendance. The responses to the
NRC questions and comments of the Inservice Inspection and Testing
Program, submittal date of July, 1977, have been included in the ISI Program
Revision 2.

6. Augmented Inservice Inspections

Augmented Inservice Inspections (AISI) are inspections above and beyond the
ASME code requirements. Further explanations are included in this program.

7. ASME Section XI W71 vs. ASME Section XI S75

To aid a person using this Program and ISI Program Revisions 0 and 1, this
matrix of the Section XI category examination requirements for both Revisions 0, 1,
and 2 has been included.

8. Examination Testing Schedule

An easy reference schedule is included to quickly assess compliance with
ASME Section XI schedule requirements.

Due to the fact that this ISI Program is an update program which is complying
to newer codes and improved techniques, there are some examination components
which now require examination methods (UT, PT, etc.) that were not required during
period 1.

To clarify these particular ASME Class 1 components' examination methods,
an "NR" is placed in the examination box where this particular examination method
was not required during period 1 but is required during period 2 (no re-examination
is necessary — just clarification of requirements). The W71 ASME Section XI has
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no requirements for ASME Class 2 components, but S75 ASME Section XI does have
requirements. For scheduling purposes, exam/components have been scheduled for
period 1, however, they have not been examined (no requirements to do so at that
time).

9. The Baseline Report (NEDC-20195) and Ten Year Inservice Inspection
Program, Revision 1, should be used in conjunction with this ISI program. Information
regarding such areas as radiation exposure, methods of inspection, system boundary
definition, accessibility provisions, nozzle-radii lucite transducer shoes, calibration
standards drawings, quality control/quality assurance requirements, calibration
standards certification documentation and examination procedures* are to be found
in the Baseline Report and are, therefore, not duplicated in this document.

* These procedures were used during the Preservice Inspection and the 1st Inspection

Interval-Ist Inspection Period and will not be used for the 1st Inspection lnterval-3rd Inspection

Period.
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SYSTEM/COMPONENT ABBREVIATIONS FOR AS ME CLASS 1

SYSTEM/COMPONENT
ABBREVIATIONS

AH
ASB
ASS
BH
BSB
BSS
CRD
CRDH
CRDS
CS
CSA
CSB
CSH
CSS
CUH
cus
CWA
CWB
DH
FWA
FWAB
FWB
FWC
FWD
HA
HB
HC
HD
HMA
HMB
HMC
HMD
HME
HNC
JPA
JPB
MS
MSA
MSB
MSC
MSD

SYSTEM/COMPONENTS

Recirculation Loop A Hanger
Recirculation Loop A Seismic Restraint
Recirculation Loop A Seismic Restraint
Recirculation Loop B Hanger
Recirculation Loop B Seismic Restraint
Recirculation Loop B Seismic Restraint
Control Rod Drives
Control Rod Drive Hanger
Control Rod Drive Seismic Restraint
Core Spray Bolting
Core Spray Loop A
Core Spray Loop B
Core Spray Hanger
Core Spray Seismic Restraint
RWCU Hanger
RWCU Seismic Restraint
Clean up
RWCU Return
Drain Header
Feedwater Loop A, Nozzle N4A
Feedwater Loops A & B
Feedwater Loop A, Nozzle N4B
Feedwater Loop B, Nozzle N4C
Feedwater Loop B, Nozzle N4D
MS Hanger Loop A
MS Hanger Loop B
MS Hanger Loop C
MS Hanger Loop D
Bottom Head — Meridional Welds
Bottom Head — Meridional Welds
Bottom Head — Circumferential Welds
Bottom Head — Circumferential Welds
Top Head — Meridional Welds
Bottom Head — Vessel Support Skirt
Jet Pump Instrumentation — Loop A
Jet Pump Instrumentation — Loop B
Main Steam Bolting
Main Steam — Loop A
Main Steam — Loop B
Main Steam — Loop C
Main Steam — Loop D
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SYSTEM/COMPONENT ABBREVIATIONS FOR ASME CLASS 1 (cont.)

MSH Main Steam Hanger
MSS Main Steam Seismic Restraint
NVE Nozzle-to-Vessel
NVIR Nozzle Vessel Inner Radius
PRA Pressure Retaining Bolting — Studs
PRB Pressure Retaining Bolting — Nuts
PRC Pressure Retaining Bolting — Washers
PRD Pressure Retaining Bolting — Bushings
PRE Pressure Retaining Bolting — Ligaments
PRF Ring Girder Anchor Bolts
PRG RPV Skirt-to-Ring Girder Bolts
PSA HPCI Steam
PWA HPCI Water
RCA CRD Return
RCIC Reactor Core Isolation Cooling Bolting
RF Reactor Feedwater Bolting
RFH Reactor Feedwater Hanger
RFS Reactor Feedwater Seismic Restraint
RHA 20" RHR Supply
RHB RHR — Loop A
RHC RHR — Loop B
RHD 6" RHR Head Spray
RHH RHR Hanger
RHR Residual Heat Removal Bolting
RHS RHR Seismic Restraint
RMA Recirculation — Loop A1
RMB Recirculation — Loop B1
RPA Recirculation — Loop A2
RPB Recirculation — Loop B2
RR Reactor Recirculation Bolting
RRA Recirculation — Loop B1
RRB Recirculation — Loop B1
RRC Recirculation — Loop B1
RRD Recirculation — Loop B1
RRE Recirculation — Loop B2
RRF Recirculation — Loop A1
RRG Recirculation — Loop A1
RRH Recirculation — Loop A1
RRJ Recirculation — Loop A1
RRK Recirculation — Loop A1
RRP Reactor Recirculation Pump
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SYSTEM/COMPONENT ABBREVIATIONS FOR ASME CLASS 1 (cont.)

^ C O M P O N E N T S

RSA RCIC — Steam
RWA RCIC — Water
RWCU Reactor Water Cleanup Bolting
SSA MS Seismic Restraint Loop A
SSB MS Seismic Restraint Loop B
SSC MS Seismic Restraint Loop C
SSD MS Seismic Restraint Loop D
VCB RPV Circumferential Welds
VLA RPV Shell Course 1 Longitudinal Welds
VLB RPV Shell Course 2 Longitudinal Welds
VLC RPV Shell Course 3 Longitudinal Welds
VLD RPV Shell Course 4 Longitudinal Welds
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SYSTEM/COMPONENT ABBREVIATIONS FOR ASME CLASS 2

SYSTEM/COMPONENT
ABBREVIATIONS

SYSTEM/COMPONENTS

BHS
BSS
HPCI
MSH
MSS
N
PNC

PSA
PVH
PVS
RAS
RAW

RBS
RBW
RCIC
RCT
RHA
RHB
RHC
RHD
RHF
RHH
RHR
RHRA
RHRB
RHRC
RHRD
RHS
RSA
RWA
SW

Branch Steam Hanger
Branch Steam Seismic Restraint
HPCI Flange-to-Pump Bolting
MS Hanger
MS Seismic Restraint
Nitrogen Primary Containment Bolting
Nitrogen Primary Containment Isolation

System
HPCI Steam
Process Vent Hanger
Process Vent Seismic Restraint
RHR Loop A, Steam
RHR Loop A, Suction Bypass, Torus Test
Line and Spray
RHR Loop B, Steam
RHR Loop B, Water
RCIC Flange-to-Pump Bolting
RHR Cross Tie
RHR 20" Supply
RHR Loop A, Water
RHR Loop B, Water
6" RHR Head Spray Vent
RHR Heat Exchanger Flange Bolting
RHR Hanger
RHR Heat Exchangers
RHR Pump 1A Strainer, Bolting
RHR Pump 1B Strainer, Bolting
RHR Pump 1C Strainer, Bolting
RHR Pump 1D Strainer, Bolting
RHR Seismic Restraint
RCIC Steam
RCIC Water
Service Water
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COMPONENT FIGURATION ABBREVIATIONS

ABBREVIATIONS DESCRIPTION

P Pipe
E Elbow
V, Va Valve
R, Red Reducer
Cap Cap
LS Longitudinal Seam
IA Elbow Inside Arc Seam
OA Elbow Outside Arc Seam
SE Safe End
Pc Containment
We Weldolet
T Tee
RT Reducing Tee
Sad Saddle
F Flange
FH Flued Head
4W Four Way Cross
Pu Pump
B Branch
Or Orifice
H Hanger
NIR Nozzle Inner Radius
N Nozzle

JOINT TYPE ABBREVIATIONS

ABBREVIATION DESCRIPTION

BW Butt Joint
LW Lap Joint
TW T Joint
Clad Clad
NIR Nozzle Inner Radius
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MATERIAL SPECIFICATION ABBREVIATIONS

ABBREVIATION MATERIAL SPECIFICATION/DESCRIPTION

P-1 Seamless carbon steel: ASTM-A-106-GR-B and USAS B36.-10

P-2 Seamless carbon steel: ASTM-A-333-GR-1 & USAS B36.10 —
by electric furnace process with Charpy "V" notch impact tests
at minus 20°F and 15 ft-lb.

P-3 Electric fusion welded carbon steel: ASTM-A-155-CL-1
KC-70-plate to ASTM-A-516-GR-70 — fire box quality

P-4 Electric fusion welded carbon steel: ASTM-A-155-CL-1

C-50-plate to ASTM-A-285-GR-8-plate — fire box quality

P-5 Seamless carbon steel: ASTM-A-53 GR-B and USAS B36.10

P-6 Electric resistance welded carbon steel: ASTM-A-53 GR-B
type E and USAS B36.10

P-7 Seamless carbon steel (galvanized): ASTM-A-53-GR-B and
USAS B36.10

P-8 Electric fusion welded carbon steel: ASTM-A-155-CL-II
C-50-plate to ASTM-A-285-GR-B-plate — fire box quality
designed to ASA B31.1.0 & Par. UG-28 Section VIM of ASME
Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code with 0.120" corrosion
allowance

P-9 Electric resistance welded — ASTM-A-135 GR-A and USAS
B36.10

P-10 Seamless galvanized carbon steel — ASTM-A-120 and USAS
B36.10

P-11 Seamless alloy steel — ASTM-A-335-GR-P-11 and USAS B36.10

P-12 Seamless & welded austenitic stainless steel —
ASTM-A-3I2-GR-TP-304 and USAS B36.19 (furnish seamless in
sizes 8" and smaller)

P-13 Electric fusion butt welded straight seam carbon steel
AWWA-C 201 & ASTM-A-134-plate to ASTM-A-283 GR-C —
pipe to O.D. dimensions with ends sized for a distance of 10"
each end so that circumference is not less than 1/16 in.
smaller nor 1/8 in.greaterthan the O.D. circumference computed
from nominal O.D.; reinforcement as required for vacuum service
to be provided by Contractor

P-14 Seamless and welded austenitic stainless steel —
ASTM-A-312-GR-TP-316 and USAS B36.19 (furnish seamless in
sizes 8" and smaller)
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P-15 Seamless austenitic steel pipe — ASTM-A-376-GR-TP-304 and
USAS B36.10

P-16 Electric fusion welded austenitic chromium-nickel alloy steel
pipe — ASTM-A-358-GR-304 plate thickness = 0.875 (nominal
thickness of schedule pipe specified) + 0.100" to I.D. of "C"
-0.063" + 1/16"

P-17 SA-358 class I PL Mat'l A240 TP304

P-18 SB-166 Inconel

F-1 Wrought carbon steel: ASTM-A-234 GR-WPB and USAS B16.9

F-2 Wrought carbon steel: ASTM-A-234 GR-WPC and USAS B16.9

F-3 Electric fusion welded: ASTM-A-234 GR-WPBW-plate to
ASTM-A-516 GR-7 — fire box quality

F-4 Electric fusion welded: ASTM-A-234 GR-WPBW-plate to
ASTM-A-285 GR-B — fire box quality

F-5 Wrought alloy steel: ASTM-A-234 GR-WP-11 (Heater vents and
Bid. steam)

F-6 Forged carbon steel: ASTM-A-234-GR-WPB-forgings to
ASTM-A-105GR-2 and USAS B16.11

F-7 Wrought carbon steel: ASTM-A-105GR-2; and USAS B16.11
and MSS-SP-49

F-8 Galvanized Malleable iron — ASTM-A-197 and USAS B16.3

and USAS B2.1

F-9 Cast bronze to ASTM-B-61 and USAS B16.15 and USAS B2.1

F-10 Cast iron to ASTM-A-126-A & B and USAS B16.1

F-11 Cast iron to ASTM-A-126 A and USAS B16.12
F-12 Wrought carbon steel: ASTM-A-234 GR-WPBW and USAS

B.16.9 or ASTM-A-234-GR-WPB-forging to A105-GRII and
USAS B16.9

F-13 Wrought carbon steel: ASTM-A-234-GR-WPBW and USAS
B16.9 (for sizes over 24" which are commercially available to
match USAS B36.10 pipe)

F-14 Galvanized cast iron to ASTM A & B and USAS B16.1

F-15 Malleable iron-ASTM-A-197 and USAS B16.3 and USAS B2.1

F-16 Forged alloy steel: ASTM-A-234-GR-WP-11 forgings to
ASTM-A-182-GR-F-11 and USAS B16.11

F-17 Forged alloy steel: ASTM-A-403, forging to ASTM-A-182
GR-F-304 and USAS B16.11
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F-18 Forged alloy steel: ASTM-A-403 forging to ASTM-A-182
GR-F-304and USAS B16.11

F-19 Wrought austenitic steel: ASTM-A-403 and USAS B16.9 —
Grade WP-304

F-20 Wrought austenitic steel: ASTM-A-403 and USAS B16.9 —
Grade WP-3I6

F-21 Forged alloy steel: ASTM-A-403, forging to ASTM-A-182
GR-F-316 and USAS B16.11

F-22 Wrought carbon steel — seamless or welded construction —
for low temperature service — ASTM-A-420-GRWPLI and USAS
B16.9

F-23 Forged carbon steel: ASTM-A-420, forging to ASTM-A-350-GR
LFI and USAS B16.11

RPV-1 SA-508 class 2

NOTE: Material specification abbreviations correspond with Cooper Nuclear
Station's Material Specification Coding tables used during construction,
except for Material Specifications P-17, P-18 and RPV-1, which have been
added.

NOTE

The tables on the following pages are only a few selected samples of the
detailed inspection programme. They are reproduced here to show the format
in which this programme presents the information. They are direct repro-
ductions from the original document pages.
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CLASS I CODE CATEGORY 6-8

COMPONENT TO 8E EXAMINED:

Pressure retaining welds in vessel.

AREAS SUBJECT TO EXAMINATIONS:

Longitudinal and circumferential welds in vessel shell ana meridional and
circumferential welds in vessel heads. This includes weld metal and case
metal for one plate thickness beyond the edge of weld.

EXTENT AND FREQUENCY OF EXAMINATIONS:

The required examinations performed during each inspection interval shall
cover at least 10X of the length of each longitudinal shell weia and
meridional head weld and 5% of the length of each circumferential shell and
head weld. For welds on the reactor vessel, examinations may be "performed at
or near the end of each inspection interval.

METHOD OF EXAMINATION!S):

Ultrasonic

PROCEDURES:

MIUV-S752

COMMENTS:

The following welds were examined during PSI: Top head dollar weld segment
welds in top head, outer segment welds in bottom head, outer ring to inner
ring weld in bottom head, vertical welds in Course 4, and circumferential weld
between Course 3 and Course 4. No indications requiring evaluation in
accordance with IS-311 of ASME Section XI were observed. Oue to
nonaccessibility of the majority of Category B-B welds, the entire ISI
requirements for circumferential and longitudinal welds will be accomplished
on the accessible welds.

SCHEDULED THIS
TOTAL MELDS TOTAL ACCESSIBLE WELD INSPECTION INTERVAL

Circ. 3293" circ. 1359" Circ. 68"
mer. 1514" mer. 1208" mer. 123"
long. 900" long. 450" long. 45"

Vertical Seam welds VLC-88-1,2 and 3 receive best effort examinations at the
same time VC8-88-4 is examined and are recorded on trie same data sheet
delineating the extent to which the examination of VLC-88-1,2 and 3 were
performed.

During the ex ami nation of the vessel support skirt weld HNC-C1-1, 2, and 3,
the bottom head welds HM8-8B-1,2,3,4,5, and 6 receive examinations from the
support skirt weld HNC-Cl-1,2, and 3 to the bottom head circumferential weid
HMC-8B-1 to the extent possible.
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Nuclear Station
Exam/Component Identification and Examination Schedula

ASME Section XI Examination Category B-B

EXAM/COMP
ID. NO

VCB-BB-1

VCB-BB-3

VCB-B8-4

VLC-Bß-1

VLC-BB-2

VLC-BB-3

VLD-RR-1

VLD-BB-2

VLO-BB-3

pMA-RR-1

.. HMA-BB-2

HMA-BB-3

(IMA.-RR-4

tiM^-RR-'t

HMA-flR-fi

HMA.RR-7

HMA.ftft-H

ilMR _ nft . 1

JOINT
TYPE

ew

BW

BW

BW

BW

BW

BW

BW

BW

BW

BW

BW

6W

RU

BW

RW

RW

RU

WELD
TYPE

V2

VI I

VU

VI

VI

VI

VI

y»
V I

V5

VS

V5

VS

V I

V5

__V5

V«.

VA

MAT.
SPEC

RPV 1

ftPV 1

RPV 1

RPV 1

RPV 1

RPV 1

RPV 1

RPV t

RPV 1

RPV 1

RPV 1

RPV 1

RPV 1

RPV 1

RPV. J i

...RRV-J—

RPV 1

RPV 1

TKNS.

6.4"

5.4"

5.4"

5.4"

5.4«

5.4'

5.4"

5.4"

5.4"

3.2"

3.?"

3.2-

3.2-

3.?«

3.£L_

_JL2"

3.2"

A. 7«

CAL
STD. NO

16

16

16

16

16

16

16

16

16

15

15

IS

15

15

_ lb .

15

Ifi

DEQ.
AZ

0"-
360*
o*--.

360*0"-
360'

0*

120-

240*

ISO*

270*

39*

84*

129*

174*

?19*

.264"

354*

TOTAL
IN OF
WELO

6B5

685

685

ISO

150

150

150

150

ISO

72

72

72

7?

7?

7?

V

-JZ.
M

•0 V«
BEQ

IN or
WELD

34

34

34

15**

15**

15**

15

15

16

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

uwo
NO

27

27

27

27

27

27

27

27

27

26

26

26

26

26
26

26

?6

?(,

VT PT MT
U.T.

0 '

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

4S

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

60

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

INSP.
INTVL.

*

*

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

INSP.
PER

*

*

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

1
•Not Accessible
**See Comnents
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CLASS 1 CODE CATEGORY B-0

COMPONENT TO BE EXAMINEE:

Full penetration welds of nozzles in vessels

AREAS SU8JECT TO EXAMINATIONS:

The areas snalT include the nozzle-to-vessel weld and adjacent areas as shown
in ASME Section X I , F igure IWB-25OOD.

EXTENT AND FREQUENCY OF EXAMINATIONS:

Program such that at least 25X of the required examinations shall nave been
completed after 1/3 of the 10-year inspection interval has expired (with
credit for no more than 33-1/3X i f additional examinations are completed) ana "
at least 50% after 2/3 of tne inspection interval has expired (with credit for
no more than 66-2/3S). The remainder shall be completed by the end of the
inspection interval.

METHOO OF EXAMiNATION(S):

Ul t rason ic , Liquid Penetrant

PROCEDURES:*

KIUV-S752, MIUR-S752, E5OYP31, E5OYP32, E5OYP33, IP-S7S2

COMMENTS:

See Re l ie f Request #7 for nozzle inner radius exams on the top head nozzles
N6A, N68, and N7.

•Use nozzle inner radius procedures E50YP31, E5OYP32, and E5OYP33 on a l l
nozzles, except the top nead nozzles, N6A, N6B, ana N7, and j e t pump
instrumentat ion no i2 les , N8A and N88. On the top head nozzles use PT
procedure IP-S752. On tne Jet pump instrumentation nozzles use MIUR-S752
supplemented oy E5OYP31 fo r Zone 1 .
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9 Nuclear Station
Eaam/Componenl Identification and Examination Schedule

A S M E Section XI Examination Category J L L _

EXAM/COMP. JOINT WEIO MAT CAL DEC Ju^Ot "'S* ö " ° vT P I M I . " T INSP INSP
I.D. NO. TYPE TYPE SPEC T K N : > STO NO A2 yVEtD ™t?o N ° 0 I 45 1 CO" I N W l P*H

NVE-BD-WIA __BW VU RPV J 6.4"_ _H> 0' 113 100» 27 X J X_ 1 I

NVIR-BD-NIA NI« _ ^ - BPV 1 - - 22.21 < T . _ 113 lOOt 27 CA 1 _ _ J

HVE-BD-H1B BW VI? RPV 1 6.4» 16 J 9 £ l _ . » 3 100X 27 _X_ J. ± I 3

NVm-BP-Nia HIR — RPV 1 — _ 22^2A 18CT 113 100X 27 M 1 3

HVE-BP-H2A BW VI3 RPV 1 6.«" 16 30' 38 100t 27 X X_ X 1 3

HV1R-BD-N2A WIR _ j ^ . RPV_i z^_ 2Jt?i 30^ 38_ 100X 27 CA 1 3

NVE-B0-M2B BW V 1 3 RPV 1 6.4- 16 60 ' _ 3 a _ JOO* 27 X X_ _X^ 1 3 _

HV1R-BD-WZB HI« — RPVJ__ - ??,25 60' 38 JOOX 27 CA 1 3

HVE-BD-H2C BW VI3 RPV 1 6.4- 16 _ 9 0 ' 30 100X 27_ X X_ X _ 1 1

HY(R-PP-N3C WIR RPV 1 z-_ 22.25 90' 38 100« 27 ^A 1 _ 1

HVt-BD-W2D BW VI3 RPV 1 6.4- 16 120' 38 100X 27 X_ _J(_ X 1 3

HV1R-B0-H2D WIR — RPV_L_ — 22.25 _l?91 » - J«?- ?1- ?.A „1 3

NVE-60-N2E BW _ ^ 1 3 B f V _ l _ 6.4" 16 _15pJ J§__100< V . __ *._ Jf. _J 1 — . 2

HV1H-BD-H7F HIR - - B£Y_J_ _ " _ _ --??*?*- Î30' .38 1 0 « . 2J__ . ÇA _ 1 2_

s ï t î B m j z t _ . _ B j ( yia B f ¥ . j _ 6.4* i6 ?io;_ 3 H _ IOOX ?j % x__x i _ j

HVIR-BD-H?F HIR RPV 1 —. 22,?h 210" 38_ 100X?7_ _ _ CA I 1

HVe-BP-M2G gW_ y.U_ „ „ R L V - 1 - - . 6 . 4 - 16 _. . . ?40'_ _ .3fi_. 100X ?1 _ X.. _ I . A 1 1

HVIR-B0-H2G I NIR I - - I RPV 1 I - - I 22,2b I ?^0' ) 3fl | 100* [ / | | j CA{ | j ' 1 | I
CA - Compound Angle
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CLASS I CODE CATEGORY 8-F

COMPONENT TO 8E EXAMINED:

Pressure retaining dissimilar metal welds.

AREAS SUBJECT TO EXAMINATIONS:

Dissimilar metal welds between combinations of carbon, low alloy, or high
tensi le steels and stainless steels, nickel-chromium-iron alloys and
nickel-copper al loys; and shall include the base metal for at least one wall
thickness beyond the edge of weld.

EXTEHT ANO FREQUENCY OF EXAMINATIONS:

Program such that at least 25X of the required examinations shall have been
completed after 1/3 of the 10-year inspection interval has expired (with
credit for no more than 33-1/35 i f additional examinations are completed) and
at least 50S after 2/3 of the inspection interval has expired (with credit for
no more than 66 2/3X). The remainder shall be completed by the end of the
inspection interval .

METHOD OF EXAMINATIONS):

Ultrasonic and Liquid Penetrant Test

PROCEDURES:

MJUD-S752, IP-S752, MIGSCC-S752

COMMENTS:

Welds marked with "AISI" are also taken creait for as Augmented Inservice
Inspections.
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Nuclear Station
E x a m / C o m p o n e n t Identification and Examination Schedule

A S M E Section Xt Examination Category B " F

EXAM/COMP. JOINT WELD COMP Ï S ^ ' PIPE MTL. CAL DWO ., , P T M 1
 U T INSP INSP

I D NO. TYPE TYPE TIG gl/E S C H S P E C S T D N O N O
 Q . 14£7 INTVL PER

RPA^BLJ B W _ V-13a N-SE 24 60 RPV-l/P-17 14 Z\ _X X_ X 1 Z

RPB-BF-1 BW V-13a H-SE 24 60 RPV-l/P-17 14 ?3 jl X_ X I 2

RRA-BF-1 BW J-9GE H-SE 12 60 RPV- l /P-14 13 22 X X _X 1 3 _ _

RRB-BF-1 BW__ J-9GE H-SE 1? 60 RPV- l /P-14 »3 22 _X_- X X 1 3

RRC-BF-1 BW _^?GE_ _ J b 5 L _ 1 ? 60 RPV- l /P-14 13 2? J( X_ X__ 1 3 _

»RO-Bf-1 BW J-9GE K-SE 1? 60 RPV-l /P-14 13 2? X X X _ 1 2

RRF-BF-I BW J-9GE _«r§E._ »? 12. B?V---L'J>.Üi 13 22 X X_ X _ 1 3

RRF-Bf-1 BW_ J-9GE H-SE 1? 6 0 _ _ RPV-l/P-14 13 2 0 _ X X_ X_ 1 2

PRfi-BF-I BJL_ _J-Jfi£_ _ ! t 5 £ _ 1Z W BPV-l/P-14 13 Z 0 _ JK X_ X 1 3___

RRH-BF-1 BM__ J-96E H-St 1? 60 BPV-l /P-14 13 20 X X_ X \__ 3

RRJ-BF-1 BW J-9GE H-SE 12 60 RPV-l/P-14 13 20 X X_ X 1 2_

-—.KSK^BFrl BH JrSK-. _it-S£_ 12 .6£L_ _B?V-l/?rJ£ 15 2Ç> _X x _ X ± 2

.CiArBf rL* ÛH V^lfca- _ J t 5 £ 1U I4fi BPyjlF-^lî> 33 1 J. X_ X_ 1 I_AJ SI

CSfiJFdLÎ B M _ V-16a W-_SE_. 10 140. RPV-l /P-15 33 2 J< X X J AIS|

•lPA-Br-1 BH__ V-19a _.H:St_. _ 5 Ifitt BP.y^l/P-.l? 1Z B X X_ X I /

JEB=Bt=J B H _ V-19» _«-SC 5 l&O. _ _ RRt-J/fcJ? II. 8 t _x X__ ._ ? __ ._ . 1

RHD-BF-RA 6W _ _J^9 P^E _. _ 6 120 P - U / P - 2 11/2 W 11 X_ jl_ 1 3

RHD-BF-RB I BW I J-9 I P-E I 6 I 120 I P-U/P-? I 11/2 I 19 I |X | | X | l_ J
*Pipe «tilp exam
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CLASS I COPE CATEGORY 8-6-1

COMPONENT TO BE EXAMINED:

Pressure retaining bolting, 2 inches and larger in diameter.

AREAS SUBJECT TO EXAMINATIONS:

The areas snail include bolts, studs, nuts, busnings, washers, and threads in
base material and flange ligaments between tnreaded stud holes.

EXTENT AND FREQUENCY OF EXAMINATIONS:

The required examinations performed during each inspection interval shall
cover 100% of the bolts, studs, nuts, busnings, and threads in bas"e material
and flange ligaments bwtween threaded stud holes.

Bushings, threads, and ligaments in base material of flanges are requirea to
be examined only when the connection is disassembled.

Bolting may be examined either in place under tension, wnen the connection is
disassembled, or when the bolting is removed.

Program sucn that at least 25X of the required examinations shall have been
completed after 1/3 of the 10-year inspection interval has expired (with
credit for no more than 33-1/3% if additional examinations are completed) and
at least SOS after 2/3 of the inspection interval has expired (with credit for
no more than 66-2/3%). The remainder shall be completed by the end of the
inspection interval.

METHOD OF EXAMINATION;S):

Ultrasonic

RPV Closure studs, in place
SPY Ligaments between

threaded stud holes
Pressure-retaining bol ts

and studs, in place

PROCEDURES:

Ultrasonic and Magnetic
Particle Test Visual

RPV Closure studs and nuts* ; RPV Closure washers
when removed

Pressure-retaining bolts
and studs, when removed

and bushings
Pressure-retaining

bolting

MIUL-S752, MIUP3-S752, IV1-S752, M1MSN-S752

COMMENTS:

* See Rel ief Request #10 for r e l i e f from performing the ultrasonic examin-
at ion on the RPV Closure Nuts.
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** Nuclear Station
Exim/Componenl Identification and Examination Schedule

ASME Section XI Examination Category B-6-1

ÉXAM/ÇOMP. SYSTEM MAT. SPEC. SIZE -f^Kn °^f? V T P T M T r̂ ~l ' N S P I N S P

I.D NO. SfD NO NO 0 . I 4 S . 6 Q . INTVL PER
g J l 7 4 k

PRA-8G1-1 BPV Stud H/A 48-7/8 21 1? X̂  X_ I 2
PRA-8GW to " 6-1/4 X
PRA-BG1-19 RPV Studs H/A 48-7/B 21 42 X* X 1 1

"TRA-BGl-20 to 6-1/* x"
PRA-BGl-36 RPV Studs H/A 48-7/8 21 42 X« X 1 2
pftA-BGi-37 to *^T7«
PRA-8G1-52 RPV Studs H/A 48-7/8 21 42 X«_ _X 1 3
PRB-BG1-1 to B'-^Wf~i
PRB-8GI-18 RPV Hots H/A 7-5/8 H/A 42 X« X" 1 1
PRB-BGi-30 RPV Huts H/A 7-5/8 H/A 42 X» X»,»» 1 2

. B-3/A x
PRB-6G-1-31 RPV Hut H/A 7-5/8 H/A 42 X* XV •* 1 3
PRB-BG1-32 to B-474
PRB-BG1-34 RPV Huts H/A 7-5/8 H/A 42 X« X«.«« i 2
PRB-BG1-35 RPV Hut H/A 7-5/8 H/A 42 X̂  XV. ̂  1 3
PRB-BG1-36 to "5^374 x
PRB-BG1-38 RPV Huts H/A 7-5/8 M/Â  42 . X* X » , " 1 2

-pRB-BGl-39 to T^IA
PRB-BGt-S? RPV Huts H/A 7-5/8 H/A 42 V XV « 1 3
PRC-BG1-1 to
PRC-BG1-18 RPV Washers H/A H/A H/Â  42 X 1 1
PRC-BG1-19 to
PRC-BG1-30 RPV Hashers H/A H/A HM 4J I( 1 2
PRC-BG1-31 RPV Washer H/A H/A H/Ai « X 1 3
PRC-8G1-32 t o
PRC-8G1-34 RPV Washers H/A _H/A H/A 42 X 1 2
PRCBG1-35 JPV_Washer H/A _ Jt/A N/A^ 42 )l 1 3
PRC-BGJ-36 t o
PRC-IHÎ1-3B RPV Washers H/A N/A H/A 4J )l 1 2
PRC-BG1-39 t o
pRC-BG>-52 I RPy Washersl H/A I N/A I H/A I 42 I X | | I I I I 1 | 3

•Wlien Removed.
**See Comments This Section, B-G-l
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Annex IV

EXAMPLE B

This example is an inspection programme of an operating organization in
Switzerland. It is divided into a

— System examination programme which includes a detailed listing of compo-
nents to be subjected to in-service inspections.
For each system a specific programme is established consisting of a component
listing and a system flow diagram.
The listing also contains the designations of the examination programmes of
all components concerned.

— Component examination programme with the exact description of the examina-
tion conditions — areas and methods as well as the references of the examina-
tion procedures.

The example shows the system examination programme of the primary coolant
system of a pressure water reactor. The tables list all the components and the refer-
ences to the different component examination programmes. For the pressurizer, for
example, the component examination programme No. is KKG-Q-KP001. This is also
added.
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Doc.-No.:

KKG-Q-KPOOO NUCLEAR POWER PLANT GOESGEN-DAENIKEN LTD
Page: 1

out of: 4

Type of document

Examination program

Title
Systems examination program
Systems: PS, RA, RL, RS, RX, RZ
Systems: TA, TB, TC, TD, TF, TG, TH, TN, TR, TS, TT, TX, TY
Systems: UD, VA, VE, VF
Systems: X, Y

(Abbreviations: e.g.: Y = primary coolant system, R-= steam and feed water system
T-= auxiliary systems)

Component designation
v.s. component numbers

No. of pages
4
Responsible official
I. Seidl
Examiner

No. of Annexes
1
Date of preparation
15.2.1985

Date of test

Distribution
KKG-Q 2x
SVDB l x
HSK l x

Revisions

Index Date Visa Tested Extent of revisions
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' NUCLEAR POWER PLANT GOESGEN-DAENIKEN LTD
KKG-Q-KPOOO o £

Organization of in-service inspections of mechanical components at the
Gosnen-Danllcen Nuclear Power Plant

In-service inspections are long-term recurrent inspections with
the aim of detecting and evaluating defects or changes in mechanical
components resulting from operation. Since in-service inspections are
compared with one another, maximum reproducibllity is requested.

In-service inspections are in principle planned and conducted on
the basis of SVDB regulation NE14 "Plan for re-testing and operational
supervision of components belonging to safety class 1-4".

In order to cover all the components coming under the NE14
regulation KKG-Q has made provision for a division Into 2 sections (see
Annex 1)

1. Systems examination programme (overall programme of a system)

2. Component examination programme (detailed programme for relevant
components)

Re: 1 Systems examination programme

Systems examination programme should offer in tabular form an
overview of those sections which are to be recurrently tested in •
given system. In principle, all components subject to acceptance
are also subject to obligatory re-testing.

These components are :
Piping
Containment penetrations
Valves
Pumps
Vessels/heat exchangers
Pipe supports
Snubbles
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Safety class
Acceptance
Obligation*
(System
Inspection)

Testability*

NE-14
NDT

Examination
Obligation*
NE-14
NDT

2 (Cat. 2.1)

(Cat. 2.2)

DN > 25 ON > 25

DN > 100 DN > 50

DN > 100 DN > SO

DN 2 100

DN > 100

DN > 100

DN - pD2 > 1 bar m2

Since NE-14 only defines minimum requirements, on operational
reasons the above-mentioned nominal diameter limitation figures may be
reduced and the scope of in-service inspections extended.

The system examination programmes tables or flow diagrams thus
contain all components which are "subject to acceptance" and must on
operational grounds be inspected periodically. Furthermore, the tables
contain references to the relevant component examination programmes.

The systems examination programmes are notified to the authority
(HSK and SVDB).

Re: 2 Component examination programmes

Component examination programmes are prepared for individual
components, groups of components or certain sections of systems.
Their purpose is to identify examination points and accurately to
describe the examination methods to be applied to achieve maximu.
information yield and reproducibility of in-service inspections.

They comprise:

. Component data

. Examination regulations

. Examination time schedule
Examination conditions

Test ability
. Examination
. Obligation
. Document of examination results

* In the case of main systems piping, smaller pipe diameters may
also be subject to acceptance or examination obligations.
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- Detailed instructions of the inspection locations
Marking of inspection locations
Basic or in-service inspections
Extent or type of examinations

. Examination methods (possibly with description
of test - detailed examination instructions)

Examination specifications
. Examination limitation*

Examination period
. Examination documentation

- Relevant component drawinss
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Manual •
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Q-

System examination program:
T Reactor cooling and pressurtzation system

System flow diagram: ORE SP 132 5077
Safety class: 1, 2, 3

Revision: A

30.10757"
Page:
out of:

1. P I P I N 6 Rev.

Piping No. from
Piping

to
DN
(DW)

SC Coop. exam.
program

YA 10

YA 20

YA 30

YP 10 Z500

YP10Z113/112/
111

.YP 10 Z 110
YP 10 Z 100
YP 10 Z 101

Main coolant piping, Loop 1

Main coolant piping, Loop 2

Main coolant piping, Loop 3

Surge line
Spraying line

Spraying line

Safety valve piping

Safety valve piping

750

750

750

300

100/
80

80

125

125

KKG-Q-KP008

KKG-Q-KP064
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Q-

System examination program:
Reactor cooling and pressurization system

System flow diagram: ORE SP 132 5077
Safety class: 1,2,3

Revision: A

Page:
out of:

Rev.
2. V A L V E S

Compon.No. Component Typ DN SC Coup. exam.
program

OYP 10 S 010

OYP 10 S Oil

OYP 10 S 030

OYP 10 S 031

OYP 10 S 032

OYP 10

OYP 10

OYP 10

OYP 10

OYP 10

OYP 10

OYP 10

OYP 10

S IK

S 111

S 210

S 211

S 310

S 311

S 410

S 411

Safety valve

Spray valve
_ ii _

Safety control valve

275

275

234

234

234

270

270

270

270

270

270

270

270

125

125

80

80

80

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

KKG-Q-KP062/064

KKG-Q-KP064

KKG-Q-KP062
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Q-

System examination program:
Y Reactor cooling and pressurization system

System f7ow diagram: ORE SP 132 5077
Safety class: 1, 2, 3

Revision:,

Page:
out of:

3. C O H P O N E N T S (Vessels/tanks, head exchangers, pumps etc.)
Rev.

Comp.No. Component SC
Coup. exam.
program

VB
YB

YB

YC

YD

YD

YD

YE

YE

YE

YP

YP

YV

YD

YD

YD

10
20

30

10

10

20

30

01

01

01

10

10

10

20

30

B
B

B

B

D

D

D

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

001
001

001

001

001

001

001

001

002

003

001

002

001

001

001

Steam generator 1

Steam generator 2

Steam generator 3

Reactor pressure vessel

Primary coolant pump 1

Primary coolant pump 2

Primary coolant pump 3

Lower core structure

Upper core structure

Screening drum in RPV

Pressurizer

Pressurizer relief tank

Control rod drive housings

HP-cooler for primary coolant pump 1

HP-cooler for primary coolant pump 2

HP-cooler for primary coolant pump 3

1,2

1.2

1,2

1

1

1

1

CS

cs

1

3

1

3

3

3

KKG-Q-KP 003

KKG-Q-KP 004

KKG-Q-KP 005

KKG-Q-KP 002

KKG-Q-KP Oil

KKG-Q-KP Oil

KKG-Q-KP Oil

KKG-Q-KP 002

KKG-Q-KP 001

KKG-Q-KP 014

KKG-Q-KP 007

KKG-Q-KP 068

KKG-Q-KP 068

KKG-Q-KP 068
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Q-

System examination program:
Y Reactor cooling and pressurization system

System flow diagram: ORE SP 132 5077
Safety class: 1, 2, 3

Revision:_

Page:
out of:

4. S U P P O R T S

Compon.No.

YA 10 6 200

YA 20 G 200

YA 30 G 200

YA 10 G 400

YA 20 G 400

YA 30 G 400

YC 00 G 100

Component

Steam generator 1 support

Steam generator 2 support

Steam generator 3 support

Primary coolant pump 1 support

Primary coolant pump 2 support

Primary coolant pump 3 support

RPV support

5. P I P I N G S U P P O R T S

YP 10 Z 110/
112/113

YP 10 Z 100/
101

Spray lines

Safety valve lines

• • • t

SC

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Comp. exam,
program

KKG-Q-KP 003

KKG-Q-KP 004

KKG-Q-KP 005

KKG-Q-KP 011

KKG-Q-KP 054

1

1 T

_A_

4
5

Rev.
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Q-

System examination program:
Y Reactor cooling and pressurization system

System flow diagram: ORE SP 132 5077
Safety class: 1, 2, 3

Revision:

Page:
out of:

6. S N U B B E R S

Compon.No.

YB 10/20/30
BOOT

YD 10/20/30/
D001

YP 10 2110/
113

YP 10 Z100/
Z101

1 1 1 T —

Component

Steam generator

Primary coolant pump

Spray line

Safety valve lines

SC

1

1

1

1

Comp. exam,
proqram

KKG-Q-KP078

KKG-Q-KP078

KKG-Q-KP078

KKG-Q-KP078

7. S Y S T E M S E X A H I N A T I O N S

Y

Y

TA

TH

TY

Primary system, inspection "hot stand-by"

Primary system, pressure test including:

Volume control system TA00/01/02/03
TA00/30/33/40-43/50-53
TA81/82

Piping as far as 1. shut-off valve

Plant drainage system TY01/02/03/06

i i i i

1.2

1

1
2

1

1

KKG-Q-KP076

KKG-Q-KP079

KKG-Q-KP079
KKG-Q-KP079
KKG-Q-KP079

KKG-Q-KP079

KKG-Q-KP079

A

S
5

Rev.

A

A

A

A

A

A

A
A
A

A

A
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6. Explanations to the component test schedule tables

Symbols a

AKZ
SK
Int.
P-Nr

Priifspez.

Anl.

Prufmeth.

Findings

nd abbreviations :

» Component designation
a Safety class
• Examination interval
• Extent of Examination (BP - Basline,

inspection)
- Examination specification, e.g. :

002 * 3

Examination spec. Detail examination

- Type of Test
BP
WP

* Exat
AP
AU
DP
EC
IU
MT
PT
ET
SV
US
VT

WH

Baseline inspection (recorded
In-Service inspection

lination method :
General test
System/component inspection
Pressure or leak test
Eddy current test
Internal visual inspection
Magnetic particle examination
Penetration examination
Radiographlc examination
Safety valve test
Ultrasonic examination
Visual examination (including
of valves, internal inspectiot
Wall thickness measurement

; J : Yes, finding
N : No, no finding

- The above symbols and abbreviations then appear in
computer printout sheets -

WP « in-service

instruction

as WP)

internal inspection
> of SK1-3 vessels)

the following three
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J Reactor YC
2 Primary coolant pimp YD
3 Steam generator YB
Ä Pressur izer YP
5 Pressurijer relief YP

tank

7Ä Volume control system
TF Nuclear component

coaling system
TH Emergency core cooling

and residual heat'.renova]
system

TS ofr-gas system
TV Plant drainage system
TY08 Evacuation system
TV sampling system
ftA Nain steam system
RL Feedxater system
RV Steam generator

bloM-dcMn sampling
m Steam generator

blow down system
RN Oeionat system
YP10 HPV »enting system
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Type of document

NUCLEAR POWER PLANT GOESGEN-DAENIKEN

Component examination program

LTD

Page:

out of :

1

6

Title

Pressurizer

Baseline and Inservice Inspection Program

Component designation
YP10 B001

No. of pages
6

Responsible official
I. Seidl
Examiner

No. of Annexes
3

Date of preparation
28.2.1977
Date of test

Distribution
KKG-Q 2x

SVDB l x

Revisions

Index Date Visa Tested Extent of revisions
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Page

of

X. Component data
2. Examination regulations
3. Examination time schedule
A. Examination conditions
5. Documentation of examination result!
6. Explanations to the component examination

programme tables
7. Component examination programme tables

(computerized)

& 5

Annex 1 : Weld-location plan
(Sulzer drawing 0-103.081.221b)

Annex 2 : Example of detail examination instructions
for ultrasonic tests (sheets 1 of 6)

Annex 3 : Example of designation of welds, reference
points and counting directions

Relevant additional documentation ;

KKG-Q-PS001 : Examination specification
"Penetration test"

KKG-Q-PSO02 : Examination specification
"Ultrasonic testing of welds"

KKG-Q-PS003 : Examination specification
"Ultrasonic testing of heterogeneous
welded connections"

KKG-Q-PS005 : Specification "Surface crack examination
using magnetic particle Inspection"

KKG-Q-PS006 : Examination specification "Visual testing"

KKG-Q-PS010 : Examination specification "Guidelines
for measurement of indications and
defects In welds"

KKG-Q-KPO76 : Component examination programme schedule
"Systems inspection under hot standby
condition"

KKG-K-31 : Test specification "Control of hydraulic
(nubbles"
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1.

1.1

1.2

1.3

1.3

1.3

1.3

1.3

1.3

1.3

1.3

1.3

.1

.2

.3

.4

.5

.6

.7

.8

NUCLEAR POWER PLANT

Component data

Name and address of operator :

GOESGEN-DAENIKEN LTD
Page : 3

Of : 6

Kernkraftwerk GBsgen-Daniken AC
46S8 Daniken

Commission date of nuclear facility :
1979

Components :

System :

Component designation

Boiler number (SVDB) :

Manufacturer :

Serial number :

Year of manufacture :

. Location :

Component design data :

1.3.8.1 Safety catesory :
1.3.8.2 Design temperature :
1.3.8.3 Design pressure :
1.3.8.4 Capacity :
1.3.8.S Ksdlun :
1.3.8.6 Steam/heat capacity :
1.3.8.7 Activity :

1.3.8.8 Materials :

PresBurizer

YP

YP10 B001

-

Oebriider Sulzer AC
8401 Winterthur

15'4O1

1976

A0312. A0422, AO522, A0622
(Boon No.)

1
362°C
175 bar
Appro*. 42 m3
Water/steam
15.12 kW
57 (sal) Ci/m3

11 (primary coolant water) Ci/n3
20 Hn Ni 55, plated with
X 10 Cr Ni Tl 18 9
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2. Examination regulations

SVDB-NE14, Rev. 2 (18.2.1986), procedure for in-service inspection
and supervision of nuclear power plant components subject to
acceptance and belonging to safety categories 1-4.

3. Examination time schedule

3.1 The baseline inspection took place after the pressure testing of
the primary system. For the pressurizer, which was already pressure
tested on completion of fabrication, this means that the baseline
inspection followed the second component pressure test.

3.2 The SVDB is invited in due course by the KKG to undertake
supervision of the baseline and in-service Inspection test.
Announcement of the test is issued with the relevant annual or
outage inspection schedules.

4. Examination conditions

4.1 Examination of the pressurizer proceeds in accordance with the
component examination programme tables.

4.2 In principle, the tests are conducted from the outside only, after
removal of the insulation.

Justification; After operation startup, a specific activity of 57
(gas) or 11 (water) Ci/m3 is to be expected in the
interior of the pressurizer.

Exception : Visual Inspection of the internal plating and
internal components in the area of the handhole
nozzle.
N.B. Owing to the built-in thermal skirt, internal

inspection of the vessel wall is not possible
from the manhole.

4.3 The test methods and specifications together with the test
programme for the individual test areas can be seen from the
component examination programme table.

4.4 The position and designation of the welds or examination zones can
be seen from Annex 1.
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4.5 The examination specifications to be applied are given in the
contents list.
The detailed examination conditions for ultrasonic testing of
individual welds are contained in the detailed test examination
instructions (Annex 2). The KKG specifications stated there and in
the component examination programme table serve as a basic
regulation for this purpose.

4.6 Designation of welds

The weld markings, the reference points and the counting directions
starting from the reference points are shown in Annex 3.

5. Documentation on examination results

The examination carried out and their results are placed on record.

The examination records are deposited in at least two copies with
the KKG.

The measures taken on the basis of the examination results, such as
recommendations, further examinations, repairs etc. are stated in
the records.

The execution of examinations is confirmed in the component
examination programme tables by entry of the examination record
numbers.

A set of examination records and a set of current extracts from the
component examination programme tables are forwarded to the SVDB
for documentation purposes.
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QKP-Hr.: 001.

Date : 09.11

Component

Pressurizer
YP10 B001

Pressurizer
ÏP10 BO01

Pressurizer
YP10 B001

Pressurizer
YP10 B001

Pressurizer
YP10 BO01

Pressurizer
YP10 B001

Pressurizer
YP10 BOO1

Pressurizer
YP10 B001

Pressurizer
YP10 BO01

Rev

.87

SK

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

. :C

Int.

1

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

Exam.H<

001

002

003

004

005

010

Oil

012

020

COMPONENT EXAMINATION

Pressurizer

>. Examination 1

External inspection
"Hot Standby"

Circumferential weld W08
Cyl. Section 1

Circumferential weld W09
Cyl. Sections 1-2

Circumferential wold M09
Cyl. Sections 2-3

Circumferential weld Wll
Cyl. Section 3, bottom head

Longitudinal weld,
Cyl. Section 1

Longitudinal weld,
Cyl. Section 2

Longitudinal weld,
Cyl. Section 3

Nozzle weld

PROGRAtME, TABLE

Component :

rest type

BP+WP

BP+WP

BP+WP

BP+WP

BP+WP

BP+WP

BP+WP

BP+UP

NO. :YP10 B001

Test method

AU

HT, US

HT, OS

HT, US

HT, US

MT, US

MI, US

MT, US

trr, us

(for approval)

SVDB-Kat.: BB

Test specific

-»QKP 076

005,002*2

005,002*1

005,002*1

005,002*2

005,002*3

005,002*3

005,002*3

005,002*4

Page 1

Area

AXXX

A4 22

A522

A622

A422

A422

A522

A622

A422

Pressurizer
YP10 B001 1 10 021

Nozzle weld
(manhole) BP+UP MT, US 005,002*4 A622
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QKP-Hr.: 001
approval)

Date : 09.

Con-onent

Pressurlzer
YP1O B001

Pressuriser
YP10 BO01

Pressurlzer
YP10 B001

Pressurizer

YP10 B001

Pressurlzer

YP10 B001

Pressurlzer
YP10 BOO1

Pressurizer

YP10 B001

Pressuriser
YP10 B001

Pressurizer

YP10 BOOX

Pressurizer
YP10 B001

, Rev.

11.87

SK

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

:C

Pressurizer

Int.

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

Exam. Ho

022

023

024

025

026

027

028

030

031

032

COHPOHEMT EXAMINATION

Component NO. :YP10 BO01

Examination 1

Nozzle weld
(Draina&e nozzle)

Nozzle weld
(Safety valve nozzle El)

Nozzle weld
(Safety valve nozzle B2)

Nozzle weld
(Spray nozzle HI)

Nozzle weld
(Spray nozzle H2)

Nozzle weld
(Spray nozzle H3)

Nozzle weld
(Handhole nozzle cover)

Safe end US1

(surge-line)

Safe end W69

(spray-nozzle HI)

Safe end W70
(spray-nozzle H2)

PROGRAMME,

SVDB-Kat.

rest type

BP+WP

BP+WP

BP+WP

BP+WP

BP+WP

BP+WP

BP+WP

BP+UP

BP+WP

BP+WP

TABLE

: BB Page 1

Test aethod

HI

MT

MT

HI

HT

MT

MT

PT. US

PT

PT

Test specific

005

005

005

005

OOS

005

005

001,003*5

001

001

(for

Area

A312

A622

A622

A622

A622

A622

A622

A622

A622

A622

Pressurlzer
YP10 B001 1 10 033

Safe end W71
(spray-nozzle H3) BP+WP 001 A622
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QKP-Nr.: 001

Date : 09.

Component

Pressurlzer
ÏP10 B001

Pressurlzer
YP10 B001

Pressuriser
ÏP10 B001

Pressuriser
YP10 B001

Pressurizer
YP10 B001

Pressurizer
YP1O B001

Pressurizer
YP10 B001

Pressurizer
YP10 B001

Pressurizer
YP10 B001

, Rev

11.87

SK

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

. :C

Pressurizer

Int.

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

Exam .Ho

034

035

036

040

041

042

050

051

052

COMPONENT EXAMINATION PROGRAMME,

Component NO. :YP10 B001

Examination

Safe end W8S
(drainage nozzle)

Safe end W86
(safety valve nozzle El))

Safe end W87
(safety valve nozzle E2)

Support structure welds
to the bottom: «01,02,03,04
05,06

Support structure welds
to the bottom: WO7

Support structure welds
to the bottom: fastening of

Seismic support - vessel
shell welds VJ32.1/2/3/4/5

Seismic support - vessel
shell welds W33.1/2/3/4/5

Seismic support - vessel
shell welds W33.1/2/3/4/5

SVDB-Kat.

Test type

BP+WP

BP+WP

BP+WP

BP+WP

BP+WP

VP

BP+WP

BP+WP

BP+WP

TABLE

: BB

Test method

PT

PT

PT

VT

NT, US

AP

PT

PT

PT

(for approval)

Test specific

001

001

001

006

005,002*5

001

001

001

Page 3

Area

A622

A622

A622

A622

A622
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QKP-Nr.: 001, Rev. :C COHP0NEHT EXAMINATION PROGRAMME, TABLE (for approval)

Date : 09.11.87 Pressurizer Component NO- :ÏPIO B001 SVDB-Kat.: BB Page A

Component SK Int. Exam.No. Examination Test type Test method Test specific Area

Pressurizer Seismic support - vessel

YP10 B001 1 10 053 shell welds W36.1/2/3/4/5 BP+WP PT 001 A622
Pressurizer Han-hole: bolts, (nuts)
YP10 B001 1 10 060 (20 X H36) BP+WP MT(VT) 007,(006) A622
Pressurizer Hand-hole: bolts, (nuts)
YP10 B001 1 10 061 (12 X M36) WP MT(VT) 007,(006) A622

Pressurizer
YP10 B001 1 10 070 Heating rod penetrations BP+WP VT 006 A312

Pressurizer
ypiO B001 1 10 071 Inner surface : Cladding BP+UP VT 006 A622

Pressurizer
YPIO B001 1 10 080 /ydro pressure test DP -» QKP 079 A622
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Spray line nozzle

Handhole with cover

Nozzle for safety valves

Vent nozzle

Header with spray jets

Instrumentation nozzle

Thermal skirt

Support

Manway with cover
and davit

Instrumentation nozzle

Support skirt

Drain nozzle
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KKG-Q-KPOO1 NUCLEAR POWER PLANT GOESGEN-DAENIKEN LTD
Annex 3

Sheet 1 of 4

Harking of pressurizer welds
Rev.

Harking reference
point

Counting direction
from reference

point

Circumferential welds (W05, W06, W07,
H08, W09, W O , Mil)

Markings at 0° / 360°, 90°, 180°, 270°
at a distance of approx. 200 mm from
centre of weld

0° through 90°

(looking from
top, clockwise)

A
+-

Longitudinal welds (Cyl. Sect. 1, 2, 3
and W04)

Markings at beginning and end of weld
at a distance of apprbx. 200 mm from
cen re of weld.

j

Centre of upper
adjacent circum-
ferential weld.

from upper adjacent
circular seam weld
downwards

reference point

U/
Ul-

Nozzle welds

- horizontal or inclined nozzles axes
(W13, W14, W15, W16, W18, W19, W?0)

Markings at 0°. 90°, 180°, 270°
pressurizer axes.

- Vertical nozzle axes in longitudinal
axes of pressurizer (W12, wi/] '

Marking an 0°, 90°, 180°, 270°
pressurizer axes.

12.00 h

Lookong towards
pressurizer, clock-
wise

For counting the
distance from the
ref.point is projec-
ted onto the cylin-
drical part of the
nozzle.

reference palm
weld Indication
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Sheet 2 of 4

Markings reference
point

Counting direction
from reference

point

Rev.

Safe ends

- horizontal or inclined nozzle
axes (w51, W69. WJ6, ttfl , W66,

- vertical nozzle axes in longi-
tudinal axes of pressurizer (W85)

12.00 h looking towards
pressurizer,
clockwise

Seismic supports

(W32.5/W33.5/W35.5/K36.5)

No markings.

right-hand li-
mitation

Planview, from
right to left.

Boltings for •anhoiecover

No. 1 - 20
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W'f-S

.VI40

w o t

Pressurizer shell (developed view)

Bottom head

Selimlc supo

fy

;ts Sec tlon 3
W.5

Kannole

f
33o«

ITS'

Section 2

/ welcknarkings

T
Section 1

tf
BattoJ

B.P.

B.P.

-Sal.
o°

markings
reference point
counting direction from reference point

Rev.
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Sheet 4 of 4

Pressurizer endpieces (plan view)

Bottoo

4 centre punch
marks at a dis-
tance of SO mm
from centre of
weld

Bottoa head

All Centre punch
marks at a dis-
tance of 100 mm
from centre of
weld

markings
reference point
Counting direction from reference point

Rev.
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Annex V

EXAMPLE OF A QUALIFICATION PROCEDURE FOR ULTRASONIC
EXAMINATION EQUIPMENT

This Annex contains an example of a qualification procedure for ultrasonic
examination equipment discussed in Section 2.4 of this Manual. This example is a
copy of an overview document used by an organization in Belgium. The documents
used by various operating organizations may vary to accommodate their particular
polices and practices; it is therefore possible that minor inconsistencies exist between
the text of this Manual and this example.
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1. GENERAL ORGANIZATION OF THE PROGRAM

The ultrasonic testing equipment characterization program is divid-
ed into three principal phases:

1.1. Qualification of a type of equipment

Given that, in the current state of the market, it is practically im-
possible to obtain from manufacturers a sufficiently detailed
specification of their product, as well as a guarantee with regard to
their planned performance, the only possible approach consists in
imposing on the equipments purchased an internal specification
and to classify them into different categories according to the
results of these measurements.

From this fact, the preliminary phase is subdivided in the following
way (fig.1) :

a) Qualification of a type of item

When a type of probe or instrument is envisaged with a particu-
lar application in view, its capacity to carry out the required
performances is checked in laboratory.

b) Item analysis

If the performance seems satisfactory, the characteristics of the
equipment under examination are noted. This stage is applied
not only to the instrument, to the cable or to the transducer,
but equally to the unit that they constitute.

c) Definition of qualification criteria

These detailed measurements are repeated on a number of items
sufficient to determine the nominal value and the acceptable
tolerance of each characteristic.

These three stages are applied on each group of instruments,
cables and transducers, each time that it is considered necessary
to add a new element to the equipment store, or to replace one
of these elements.

If a characteristic presents a considerable dispersion, one can
define several families, in attributing to each one of them
specific tolerance limits, in such a way as to be able to assure
the reproducibility of inspection results without having to reject
an excessive number of items.
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2. IMPLEMENTATION

1.2. Acceptance of equipment

Among the characteristics analysed during the previous stage, a
certain number are, possibly in limited configurations, selected for
their ability to guarantee that the item effectively belongs to the
group to which it is supposed to belong (fig.2).

This limited group of characteristics constitutes the test base for
accepting the items forming the store of testing equipment; the
applied tolerances are those defined during the qualification
phase. These tests are carried out when an item is brought into
the stock of equipment, as well as after any repair.

1.3. Periodical tests

Among the characteristics considered during the previous stage, we
select those whose measurement permits, on the base of the
tolerances established in the course of the qualification phase, the
detection of any abnormal variation of the item analysed with
respect to the nominal conditions.

These tests apply to the entire store of equipment. As a rule, they
are carried out every 6 months for the instruments and every 3
months for the cables and probes. However, some characteristics of
the instruments are, conforming to the demands of the ASME,
checked in laboratory every 3 months, since the tests cannot be
validly conducted on site in all the required configurations.

Every item in the store of ultrasonic testing equipment is identified
and filed. Its history is equally noted on a synoptic card bringing
together the various events determining its life.

2.1. Choice of characteristics

The list of the characteristics taken into account in the programme
is given in table 1 . They are qualified as follows :

Q : qualification test
A : acceptance test
P3 : periodic three-monthly test
P6 : periodic six-monthly test

2.2. Measuring equipment

A large number of tests is carried out with the aid of standard
electronic equipment. Certain specific measurements have however
necessitated the development of specialised instruments. Moreover,
several measurements have been automatized to increase the reliab-
ility and the speed of tests. These developments comprise a.o. :
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o
ON

PARAMETERS

1. APPARATUS

L.I. Start-up behaviour and stability
1.2. Power aupply
1.3. Display unit
1.4. Pulse generator
1.4.1. Pulsr shape
1.4.2. Output lapedance
1.4.3. Repetition frequenclea

1.5. Time baae linearity
1.6. Amplifier
1 6.1. Input Impedance
1.6.?. Influence zones and reaolving power
1.6.3. Noise and sensitivity
1.6.4. Linearity
1.6.5 Frequency response
1.6.6. Cain control accuracy
1.6.7. Dynamic range

+ : TESTED IN EVERY CONFIGURATION
AFFECTING THIS PARAMETER

0 : TESTED IN ONE CONFIGURATION ONLY

CHECK

9

+

+
+
4
+
4
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

UT. EQUIPMEN1

A

+

4

0

0

4

+
0
4

LEVELS

P3

4

4

P6

4

4

0

4

4

0
4

PARAMETERS

2. CABLES

2.1. Length
2.2. Capacitance and Inductance
2.3. Characteriatlc impedance

3. PROBES (in stsndard configuration)

3.1. Impedance
3.2. Frequency analysis of characteristic echo
3.3. Bean
3.3.1. Exit point
3.3.2. Refracted angle
3.3.3. Squint angle
3.3.4. Secondary lobea
3.3.5. Intensity distribution

3.3.5.1. Symmetry
3.3.5.2. Profile

3.4. Cross-talk
3.5. Dead cone

4. COMPLETE EQUIPMENT

4.1. Frequency analysis of echo
4.2. Beam on holes
4.3. Reaolving power
4.4. Dead zone

' CHARACTERISATION PROGRAM

CHECR LEVELS

Q

+

4

4

4

4

4
4

4

4

4

4

4

+

+

4

4

+

A

+

4

4-
4

4

4
4

4

4

+

P3

+

4

4

4

+

TABLE 1
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carbon steel beam analysis bench (Vinijotte 900 system) : this
bench allows the full characterization of straight or angle trans-
ducers, by measuring their beam after a steel path chosen
between 10 and 30 mm. An electro-dynamic receiver (EMAT)
is used for this purpose

Automatic signal analysis system ; this system, based on
a digital oscilloscope and a standard computer, permits the time
and frequency analysis of ultrasonic signals, the probe being set
in either standard (SO ohm) or real working (transducer + cable
+ instrument) conditions.

2.3. Measurement techniques

For each characteristic, a measurement specification is elaborated
in a detailed way, so as to maximize reproducibility. Each specific-
ation includes the purpose of the measurement, the parameter(s) to
be measured, the electronic set-up, the tuning of the Instruments,
as well as the measurement procedure.

Most techniques cited hereafter have already been described in
previous publications (3,4). Only new techniques are commented
in the following.

a. Instrument

In order to take into account all parameters • including the dis-
tortions of the cathode ray tube - in realistic conditions, the
ultrasonic instrument is considered a black box, the response
of which, measured on the screen, is studied as a function of
the different test signals injected. The input signals, which
should evidently be quantifiable and reproducible, are generated
by standard electronic equipment.

The following parameters are analysed :

cathode ray tube : position, inclination and brightness of
the trace

pulse generator : magnitude, polarity, rise time and length
of the pulse, repetition frequency, calculation of the equi-
valent output impedance, through two measurements
(generator loaded by 50 ohm, and open circuit)

time base : delay and linearity

amplifier : input impedance, influence zone of the emitted
pulse and of an echo, resolving power, background noise,
sensitivity, linearity, dynamic range, bandwidth and gain
setting accuracy. A simulated echo (fig. 5) is used to put
the amplifier in nominal working conditions.

b. Transducer

The piezoelectric crystal is excited by a pulse generator, whose
characteristics are perfectly known and reproducible (output
Impedance 50 ohm, output voltage 100 V) ; the input resistance
of the instrument that measures the reflected signals is 50 ohm.
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a. Impedance : the impedance of the transducer, provided
with its own cable and air coupled, is as a general rule evalu-
ated at the resonance frequency (series). In the case of high
damping probes, whose curve does not present extremes,
the impedance is measured at the nominal frequency.

b. Echo analysis : the signal reflected by a flat perpendicular
to the incidence plane (fig.6) is submitted to a time and
frequency analysis, which gives the following characteristics
(flg.7)

. sensitivity (S) : peak-to-peak amplitude of the signal

. internal reflection (IR) : amplitude ratio of a possible
internal reflection echo and the main signal

. nominal freqeuncy

. quality factor (Q), evaluated at -3 and -12 dB.

At the present time, all these measurements are carried out
automatically : the analog signal is converted in a digital
oscilloscope and transmitted by GP-IB interface to a con-
troller, which performs very rapidly the digital processing.
As an example, fig. 8 illustrates the presentation of the
results.

c. Dead zone : this measurement is carried out on an air
coupled probe. The signals generated by the internal
reflections and the vibrations of the piezoelectric crystal
are compared with a reference level, which is the echo
reflected by a 2 mm diameter hole, side-drilled in a steel
block at a depth giving a 60 mm path. The dead zone is
then defined as the length of the steel path during which
the ratio of these signals remains greater than 20 dB (fig.9).

d. Cross-talk : this parameter, which applies to send-receive
probes only, is given by the amplitude ratio of a reference
echo (backwall echo at the beam crossing depth) and the
residual echo of the probe.

e. Acoustic energy distribution : the transducer is put on a
triangular section block, as shown on fig. 10. The opposite
wall, which is at first supposed to be perpendicular to the
beam axis, is scanned by an electro-magnetic transducer,
and the signals received are transmitted through a wide-
band amplifier to an X-Y plotter. The bench is thus made
of different triangular blocks, whose angles are the most
commonly used refraction angles in ultrasonic testing. The
repetition of this measurement with different transducer
positions (and thus different paths) allows the visualization
of the acoustic energy distribution either in transverse sec-
tions of the beam (fig.11) or along its axis (fig.12).

Text continued on p. 114.
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SIMULATED ECHO FOR AMPLIFIER CHARACTERISATION FIG. 5

Pulse
Generator

(

Analysis
System

V_ j

•—i

Transducer

\ Carbon Steel Block

ECHO TIME AND FREQUENCY ANALYSIS FIG. 6
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DATE

PLEASE
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ALPHA
ALPHA

PLEASE
CANNA
CAHHA
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: 28/2/83
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D3* 38.8
04- 48.8
D3 , X3

XI
X2
X3
X4

WITH BEST REGR. COEFF: 68.
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DIN : 68.?
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MAX : -8.7
HIH : -l.B
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3
9
•
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• 24.7 Y4

2 R'l.saee

7 R>1.8888

DEC REG.
DEC REG.
•9.8 Tin
•6.8 nn

- 8
• 8
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• 8

COEF
COEF

NUMBER ; KC61
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.4

.3

.1

. • 1.6888

. • 8.9663

FIG. 14
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Angular characteristics of the beam : the transducer is
equally put at different abscissae (D) on the side of the
triangular block (fig.13). The repeated notation of the
coordinates of the opposite wall point where the energy
is maximum allows to reconstruct, by means of linear
regression calculations, the real position of the beam axis.
One then obtains the refraction angle of the transducer,
as well as the squint angle and the coordinates of the beam
axis exit point (fig.14).

c. Cable

We only check the length and the characteristic impedance of
the cables. This allows to detect almost every effectiveness.
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Annex VI

EXAMPLE OF A MAGNETIC PARTICLE EXAMINATION PROCEDURE

This Annex contains an example of a magnetic particle examination procedure,
as discussed in Section 5.2.3 of this Manual. This example is a copy of a document
used by an operating organization in Switzerland. The evaluating standard mentioned
in the procedure is similar to the acceptance standard ASME Boiler and Pressure
Vessel Code, Section XI, IWB-3500. The documents used by various operating
organizations may vary to accommodate their particular policies and practices; it is
therefore possible that minor inconsistencies exist between the text of this Manual
and this example.
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Doc. -No. :

KKG-Q-PS005 NUCLEAR POWER PLANT GOESGEN-DAENIKEN LTD

Page:

out of: 14

Type of document

Examination specification

Title

Surface crack exam, using Magnetic particle inspection

Magnetization: - with yokemagnet
- direct circular magnetization
- indirect circular magnetization

Component designation
no specific designation

No. of pages
14

Responsible off icial
I. Seidl
Examiner

H.O. Polte

No. of Annexes
6

Date of preparation
15.5.1987
Date of test
5.6.1987

Distribution

SVDB-N lx

Revisions
Date Visa Tested Extent of revisions

15.5.87 Complete revision, replaces specification PSOO5,
Rev. 0 and PSOO7, Rev. 0
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Examination equipment
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Doc. no.
KKG-Q-PSOO5

NUCLEAR powER PLANT GOESGEN-DAENIKEN LTD
Page

of

1. Applicability

The examination specification KKG-Q-PSOO5 is applicable for surface
examination method using the magnetic particle techniques. With this
examination procedure, separations (cracks, inclusions) on or just
below the surface of ferromagnetic material can be detected.

2. Benulattons applied

ASHE Code. Section III, NB-53S2
SVDB regulation NE-14, Rev. 3 "Procedure for In-service
inspection and supervision of components subject to acceptance
and belonging to safety classes 1-4"
DIN 54130, DIN 54131/T1/T2
SVDB "Technical regulations for pressure vessels and boilers",
Vol. 1. Regulation 510.

3. Qualification of examination personnel

examination personnel should have a level 1 or level 2 training and
qualification in accordance with the SGZP or other requirement
training systems (e.g. DGzfP, OeGzfP).

The examination personnel are responsible for the correct
performance and recording of the examination results. They are
supervised by a quality assurance engineer with SGZP-Level III
training or equivalent, who is responsible for the planning and
conducting of the examination, for the Interpretation and evaluation
of the results and -where necessary- the implementation of
appropriate measures. The accepting authority is entitled to approve
the qualifications of examiners and to decline insufficiently
qualified examiners.

In addition to his professional qualifications, the examiner must
also have adequate visual acuity which is annually checked. A
certificate from an eye specialist or the KKG house visual
acuity test (near-vision factor) are valid evidence of adequate
vision.
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Page

of

*. Surface Preparation of elimination are«

The surfaces to be examined must be of such a nature that
indications can be adequately identified during testing.
The surfaces must be smooth and free of contamination such as
oil. scale, rust or welding spatter, etc...
In the case of using magnetic particle suspended in water, the
surface of the examination area must be de-gr«ased.
Thin, closely-adhering paint in order to increase contrast is
permitted (coating thickness & 40m).
If necessary the surfaces to be tested shall be smoothed by
grinding or buffing.
(Roughness i lOu) - (Rugotest No. 2 ca N9>.

Caution :

The surface of examination area should not be sand or glass-pearl
blasted or only roughly ground.
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Doc. no.

KKG-Q-PSOO5

NUCLEAR POWER PLANT GOESGEN-DAENIKEN LTO
P«ge i 5

of : \

5. Examination equipment

At the KKG the following equipment is available :

5.1. Magnetization equipment

Apparatus
Suitability for procedure! In
accordance with DIN 5*130 (Abbrev.
of examination technique

Yoke magnets (alterna
current with fixed and
movable limb)

Permanent yoke magnet

JEW

3D

Power source - converters
- for indirect circular

magnetization

- for direct circular
magnetization

Coil : LSW, LSG
Cable : LKW, IKG

Contact electrodes, SSW, SSG

S-2- Tangential field strength measuring instrument

5.3. Bloch litht lamps

For use with fluorescent magnetic particle technique

5.*. Various control devices

ASTM-pear :

Magnetic particle
field indicators :

MTU indicator :

Berthold-indicator

for control of magnetic particle
concentration in the suspension vehicle

for control of test media

for control of test madia and
magnetization
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Doc. no. NUCLEAR POWER PLANT GOESGEN-DAENIKEN LTD
of

KKG-Q-PSOO5

Page

5.5. Checking, of examination equipment

Tbs following instruments are checked «t least once per year.
Examination equipment supplied by outside firns is checked before
their use in the KKC.

Examination instruments : Check on the basis of

Yoke magnets : KKG-Q-PSO22 and DIN 5U31/T2 for

adequate magnetic induction

Bloch light lamps Determination of maximum permissible

distance for light Intensity

i 8W/m using * Bloch light-meter.

the Bloch light-meter is checked once

per year by the supplier.

Tangential field strength With reference to the permanent

magnetic calibration Bloch (before every measurement).

For the other magnetization instruments, the adequacy of
magnetization must be demonstrated on the examination area with the
magnetic field Indicator.

The results of instrument checks are entered as HT-records.
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6. Magnetic particle muterlals

The ready-mixed preparation of suspension vehicle *nd magnetic
particle is termed the test medium.

The test nedia used «t KKG-Q are listed In Annex 6.

6.1 Suspension vehicle;

6.1.1. Dry testing

Suspension vehicle : air

The dry particle procedure is permitted exclusively for intonaediate
testing in a warn state. The powder used and the surface of the
examination ecee must be sufficiently dry The powder blower for
applying the powder Bust make fine etoaizstion possible, so that no
clumping of powder occurs.

6.1.2. Wet testing

Suspension vehicle :
water (including rust inhibitor, watting agent ana

antl-foeming agent
oil (debloomed oils)

The fluid used for bringing the magnetic particles into suspension
oust be adapted to the intended use of further processing of the
material/component (see draft page 65)

(Thus, for example, oil may cause the formation of porosity in the
case of subsequent veldlns, but on the other hand it can bring about
better wattability in the case of non-degreased test pieces.)

6.2. Hannetic particles

6.2.1. Dry examination (air) :

Coloured (black, red) or fluorescent.

6.2.2. Wet examination (water, oils) :

Coloured (black, red) or fluorescent.
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6.3. CheclcinR of test medium

The prepared wet test medium is checked using the ASTM pear. A 100
ml sample of the test fluid is taken, and after 30 minutes the volume
of powder deposited on the vessel seals is read. The following
concentration should be observed :

ASTM recommendation for the magnetic particle concentration of test
media

Type of magnetic particle Concentration

red
black
fluorescent

1.2 - 2.41
1.2 - 2.4*
0.1 - 0.5%

The test medium for wet or dry testing can be additionally checked
at the point of testing using the MTU or the Berthold magnetic field
indicator.
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7. Examination techniques

The examination technique to be used is governed by the size shape
and type of the examination area, ae well as by the defects to be
detected and test temperature.

For testing of welds, magnetization by yoke magnet is normally
selected. Therefore, no detailed examination Instruction is
prepared for this method.

In the case of examinations using other magnetization equipments,
(indirect or direct circular magnetization) a detailed test
interaction can be necessary to describe the magnetization
parameter (current, coll diameter, cable distances, prod
distances, tangential field strength, etc.). The most important
examination techniques are shownn in Annexes 2-4.

Annex 2 : yoke magnetization
Annex 3 : indirect circular magnetization
Annex 4 : direct circular magnetization

Direct circular magnetization Bhould, owing to local overheating
or burning of the surface, be only applied when a better defect
detection in comparison with other methods of induction is
expected.

Due to the magnetic field concentration on the surface of the test
piece, normally preference is given to majnetitatlon with
alternating rather than with direct current.
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8. Examination performance

8.1. Surface preparation of examination areas

The examination area must be free of contamination (rust, scale,
oil, welding spatter, etc.) See Section 4.

8.2. Checks

The checks referred to in Sections 8.2.. 8.3., and 6.5. are to be
carried out at the beginning and end of each examination and for
each examination section.

8.2.1. Checking of test medium at the examination point using an
MTU- or Berthold- magnetic field indicator

8.2.2. Check of adequate magnetization using a tangential field
strength measuring instrument.

The tangential field strength at the centra of the
examination areas should be in the range of 2-6 kA/m
(25-75 Oe).

When dealing with complex surface contours, the field
strength control should be carried either more frequently
or on appropriate qualification items.

8.2.3. Check of adequate illumination intensity (when
non-fluorescent magnetic powder is used)

Rated illumination intensity E i 500 lux.

8.2.4. check on adequate irradiation strength (when fluorescent
magnetic powder is used).

t 8U/ro? (» 800 uW/cm2) at an Illumination intensity
E < 50 lux.
Otherwise the examination area must be more strongly
darkened.
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8.3. Magnetization of examination area

8.3.1. Directions of magnetization

The direction of magnetization is determined with reference to the
orientations of the defects to be located. In the case of welds with
random defect orientation, normally two magnetization directions are
taken, as nearly as possible at right angles to one another.

The angle between the magnetic field direction and the longitudinal
axis of the defects should be i 30°. The magnetization regions
must overlap sufficiently.

Examples :

Annex 5 : Division of examination areas and positioning of yoke
magnet in the case of weld and basic materials testing.

8.3.2. Application of test medium and duration of magnetization

(a) Dry examination : the magnetic particles can be applied
with a powder blower or with a hand
atomizer

(b) Wet examination : the test fluid should applied from a
spraying device without pressure.
Measures should be taken to ensure
that thermal insulation is not soiled
by the test medium

Magnetization is to be maintained during application of the test
medium and thereafter. The duration of residual magnetization can be
determined with a Berthold magnetic field Indicator until a distinct
particle indication has formed. No test medium agglomeration
{"puddles") ahould be allowed to form.

8.4 Inspection of test piece

For correct Illumination of the test piece, the illumination
intensity of the surround resp. the irradiation intensity Ee of the
Bloch light lamps is to be set in accordance with Section 8.2.3. or
8.2.4.

8.S. Cleaning and preservation of surface, demagnetization

After indications have been carefully noted, the surface
of the examination area should be clearned, and if
necessary, treated with rust preservative.

Residual magnetization is to be teBted by the "paper clip"
method. If necessary, demagnetization must be carried out.
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9. Evaluation of indications

9.1. Definition of indictions

Linear indications :
Rounded indications :

Length > 3 x width
Length 4 3 x width

9.2. Fabrication examination

9.2.1. Unacceptable indications

Any cracks and linear indications

Sounded indications i 3 ran diameter

4 or more rounded indications < 3 mm, in * line separated by
£ 1,5 mm from edge to edge

10 or more rounded indication < 3 mm on an area of *0 cm2

with the major dimension of this area not to exceed 150 mm
with the area taken in the most unfavorable location
relative to the indication being evaluated.

All indications are to be recorded in accordance with
Section 10.

Unacceptable indications are to be grounded out after permission
has been received from Department Q. The grounded locations should
be re-tested (HT or PT) before any repair welding takes place. The
repaired location is to be tested in accordance with this
specification.

9.2.2. "Ghost" indications

"Ghost" indications are to be treated as a defect until the
indication can be confirmed as a defect or not a« a defect on the
basis of a repeat test following a further careful preparation of
the surface. "Ghost" indications which may cover defects are not
acceptable.

9.2.3. Repair procedure

When, in the case of HT examination on components subject to
acceptance, the rated wall thickness had been reduced due to
grinding and a consequently repair is to be expected, SVDB is to be
informed thereof. In such cases the repair procedure will be
separately prescribed.
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9.3. In-service inspection examination test (Definition of
defects - See Point 9.2.1.)

9.3.1. Reporting standard

Indications below the reporting, standard are not reported.

Indications to be reported :

Linear indications with greatest extent t 3 mm.

Circular Indications with diameter * 3 on.

4 or more indications > 1.5 mm in length or diameter, in the
form of a chain or in clusters within 30 mm.

Indications with a higher density below the recording boundary are
to be recorded in a summary reporting standard.

9.3.2. Evaluation standard

The evaluation standard is reached when In-service inspection
indicate a clear change in comparison with an earlier In-service or
baseline inspection, or when crack formation is suspected.

In the case of "ghost" indications the procedure described io
Section 9.2.2. should be followed.
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10. Examinations

The results of an MT examination are to be recorded on a
form (see Annex 1).

For documentation purposes the indications can be recorded
as follows :

Sketch
Photograph
Print on a scotch tape
Print with blotting paper, etc.

For a certain examination area the same reference points
should be selected for each record, so that the indications
found can be compared with the results of earlier tests.

The test records are numbered consecutively with reference
to the test year (e.g. MT 77/021) and deposited in at least
2 copies.

In case of examinations supervised by the authority the SVDB
receives a copy of the record.
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MAGNETIC PARTICLE EXAMINATION
Examination Record No:

Annex 1

Page:

out o f :

Component-
mnber:
Examination-
area;

Component:

Comp.£xam.program Xesl Fabrication and test sequence Step.-No. Drawing

Exam.procedure, Rev. Detail instruction welding procedure Material

Date of lest EOV-Satz-hr. Reason or examination
*P x Rep fle
O O O O

Examiner / Company

Exam.Equipment:

GleichstrotQ Vechielstroi Q Current

Prod distance (rat):

StrMstirkt (A) Magnetic f ield:
(kfl/m)

Hagnet isierungsart
yoke
indiiect magnet.
direct magnet.

Tecrmique : Q « e t Q dry

PowJer : Qf luoresz . Q n s t fluoresz.

Suspension-
vehicle:

Contrast color :

Surface condlt.

Rust protection

R e s u l t s (Examination record ace. KKC-9-PSCiO CHyesd) no )

Exaa.Area
inside
outside result

refexence
point

distance r i m
reference
point

Evaluation

1)

Post-
exaa.

reaoifc

Evaluation: e = Acceptance standard not exceeded
ne s Acceptance standard exeedeo

S - Indication ground out
R - repair

Sketch:

Signature

Plant Superviser

Date Signature

Authority

Signature
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a. Stationary magnetization device
(complete magnetization)

b. Handmagnet (partial magnetization)

Fig. 1. Examples of yoke magnetization

ws Mater ia l
to yoke
Sp energizing coil
f/f clamping contact surfaces
f defect in typical detection position
H typical f ield line
C direct or alternating current source
I current in material
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Calculation of magnetic
field strength:
(wil length x coil
diameter 1)

WS

a. Rod (magnetic circuit open)

w . 1 KA

m

b. Ring (magnetic circuit closed)

Calculation of magnetic
field strength:

c. Pot (magnetic circuit closed)

Fig. 2. Examples of indirect circular magnetization
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o Selbstdurchltulung einer Slongt
(total magnetization)

Rule of thumb:

I = 100 A / 25 mm
contact gap

b.SeIbsldurcri Hutting tints 6leches
(partial magnetization)

c. Induced current flow technique
(total magnetization)

Fig. 3. Examples of direct circular magnetization
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Yoke magnetization:

Division of examination area and positioning of yoke magnet

1. Examination of welds

Provided that accessabillty is adequate, inspection is performed on both
surfaces.

_Circumferentiaj_and_^ongitud^nal seam welds

»?

1.2 Fillet and nozzle welds

The yoke magnet must be so po-
sitioned that the poles rest
squarely on the material. Note
overlapping "a".
The examination areas on both
sides of the weld area extend
to at least 20 ran.

For examination of transverse
defects the poles of the yoke
magnet are placed directly on
the weld. The field strength
must be checked with the Bert-
hold magnetic field indicator
for each weld test.
For examination of longitudinal
defects the yoke magnet is
set at an angle of 90 ' to
the weld. Pole pieces bevelled
at AS " should preferably be
used here.
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With nozzle welds the fillet must always be included in the examination
area, i.e. the yoke magnet is to be placed in the weld area as shown
under 1.1 and in the fillet area as shown in 1.2.

Since the contact area of the yoke magnet with the test surface is limited
with nozzle welds, adequate field strength must be demonstrated in respect
of each weld by means of a tangential field strength measuring instrument.

Jf magnetization is insufficient, another test technique or method, e.g.
circular magnetization or liquid penetration, must be applied.

2. Basic material testing

Large surfaces on vessels etc. are to be divided into squares of max. 100 mm
side length.

6
c'

D

A
D

\E
-Q

D'
o
\

B

A'

O
4
cm
\
D

O
a
D'
a

Sequence:

AA-A'A1

BB-B'B1

CC-C'C
DD-D'D'

Check with the Berthold magnetic
field indicator whether there
is sufficient magnetization,
and if not, select further
intermediate positions.

Test area
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HT

Name

Fluxa-Konzentrat FR '
(Ar t . -No. : 9006)

Fluxa-Konzentrat FRSJ^
(Art . -No. : 9106)

Super Magna-Konzentrat '
(Ar t . -No. : 8.06.1)

Fluxa-Konzentrat
black 1)
(Ar t . -No. : 9016)

Super Magna
(Ar t . -No. : 8.10.1)

Magnaglo 14 HF
Spraycan

' contains rust inhibitor

POWER PLANT GOESGEN-DAENIKEN L i u

Test media used at KKG-Q

Type

Wet
Water

Wet
Water

Wet
Water

Wet
Water

Powder

Wet
Oil

Manufacturer

K. Oeutsch
(Priifmaschinen AG)

K. Oeutsch
(Prufmaschinen AG)

Hell ing, Wachendorf AG
Winterthur

K. Oeutsch
(Prufmaschinen AG)

Hell ing, Wachendorf AG
Winterthur

Magnoflux
(Control 1 tech,
Winterthur

Page: 1

out of: 1

Techn. Data

fluorescent
Granulation:
du = 3 /urn
do = 15 /Jin

fluorescent
Granulation:
du = 2 um
do = 7 ĵm

black
Granulation:
dm = 2 fjm

black
du < 1 |jni

fluorescent
Granulation:
du = 0,2 pm
do - 0,4 pm

fluorescent
Granulation:
du = 4,5 pm
do = 7 um

, wetting agent and antifoaming agent

Rev.
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Annex VII

EXAMPLE OF A LIQUID PENETRANT EXAMINATION PROCEDURE

This Annex contains an example of a liquid penetrant examination procedure,

as discussed in Section 5.2.3 of this Manual. This example is a copy of a document

used by an operating organization in the United Kingdom. The documents used by

various operating organizations may vary to accommodate their particular policies

and practices; it is therefore possible that minor inconsistencies exist between the text

of this Manual and this example.

REACTOR PLANT INSPECTION MANUAL

DYE PENETRANT EXAMINATION PROCEDURES

1. SCOPE

1.1. This procedure applies to the liquid penetrant examination of metal compo-
nents using the visible dye, solvent-removable penetrant, nonaqueous wet
developer method in the temperature range 10°C to 50°C. The liquid penetrant
method is applicable to the detection of discontinuities open to the surface.

1.2. Inspections are to be made in accordance with the ASME Boiler and Pressure
Vessel Code, Section V. Article 6, Section XI, and Section III Divisions NB, NC,
ND and NF.

2. REQUIREMENTS

2.1. Personnel

Personnel performing examinations according to this procedure shall be quali-
fied and certified in accordance with Section 2 of the Manual.

2.2. Material

The dye penetrant materials to be used are ARDROX HF-P penetrant,
ARDROX HS-R remover and ARDROX HS-D developer. These materials are
chosen for their low chlorine and sulphur content and are therefore suitable for
use on the transition and stainless steel welds.
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2.3. Safety

Due to the flammable nature of penetrant materials, liquid penetrant examina-
tions shall not be performed near open flames, welding, or burning. Smoking
is not permitted when performing liquid penetrant examinations. Liquid
penetrant examinations shall be performed in well ventilated areas.

3. PROCEDURE

3.1. Cleaning and surface condition

3.1.1. In general, satisfactory results may be obtained when the surface is in the
as-welded, as-rolled, as-cast, or as-forged condition. However, surface
preparation by grinding or machining or other methods may be necessary
in some instances where surface irregularities could otherwise mask indica-
tions. Power wire brushing of stainless steel is prohibited. Caution: Blasting
with shot or dull sand may peen discontinuities at the surface and should not
be used.

3.1.2. Prior to liquid penetrant examination, the examination area and all adjacent
areas within one inch shall be. dry and free of any dirt, grease, lint, weld-flux,
weld spatter, scale, oil, or other foreign materials that could mask surface
openings or otherwise interfere with the examination or interpretation of
results.

3.1.3. The examination area and at least one inch of the adjacent area shall be
cleaned by heavy wiping with a clean lint-free cloth or absorbent paper that
is liberally dampened with the approved cleaner. Flushing of the surface with
cleaner is permitted for precleaning.

3.1.4. After precleaning of the surface is complete, drying is accomplished by nor-
mal evaporation. Drying time shall be a minimum of 5 minutes.

3.2. Examination

3.2.1. Apply penetrant and allow 15-30 minutes for thorough penetration. Avoid
penetrant drying out and remove excess penetrant from the examination
area after application.

3.2.2. After 15-30 minutes remove penetrant with remover and paper towels. Do
not overwash with remover.

3.2.3. Apply developer and allow to dry. Avoid excessive application which could
fail to reveal small indications.
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3.2.4. The developer shall be uniformly sprayed on the test surface within a period
not exceeding 15 minutes from removal of penetrant.

3.2.5. Before use, the developer shall be agitated to ensure uniform dispersal of
solid particles in the carrier fluid.

3.3. Evaluation of indications

3.3.1. The surface shall be closely observed during the application of developer to
monitor the behaviour of indications which tend to bleed out profusely. When
possible, the examiner shall observe the development process.

3.3.2. Final interpretation shall be made after allowing the penetrant to bleed out
for a minimum of 7 minutes to a maximum of 30 minutes. If bleed-out does
not alter the examination results, longer periods are permitted.

3.3.3 Adequate illumination is required to ensure adequate sensitivity during
evaluation.

3.4. Acceptance standards

3.4.1. Only indications with major dimensions greater that 1.5 mm shall be consid-
ered relevant.

3.4.2. The following relevant indications are unacceptable:

(a) any cracks or linear indications;
(b) rounded indications with dimensions greater than 4.7 mm;
(c) four or more rounded indications in a line separated by 1.5 mm or less

edge to edge;
(d) ten or more rounded indications in any 3800 mm2 of surface with the

major dimension of this area not to exceed 150 mm with the area
taken in the most unfavourable location relative to the indications
being evaluated.

3.5. Post examination cleaning

Following the examination and after recording all pertinent data, the surface
shall be cleaned by wiping the developer off with a dry cloth. After most of the
developer has been removed, spray the test surface with cleaner and wipe
away the remaining penetrant and developer until no traces of penetrant or
developer can be seen on the white cloth.
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3.6. Documentation and records

3.6.1. A record of penetrant examination shall be maintained on Form Surface
Examination Page 2.

3.6.2. Each examination record shall include the location and description of each
relevant indication observed and the examiner's signature.

3.6.3. Welds or areas not accessible shall be recorded on Form Surface Examina-
tion Page 2.

4. EXHIBIT

Report Form — Surface Examination Page 2.
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SURFACE EXAMINATION
PAGE 2

PLANT IDENTIFICATION :-

ITEM/WELD IDENTIFICATION

TECHNIQUE^]

PENETRANT MATERIALS

MATERIALS

PENETRANT

CLEANED

OEVELOPSS

Prccnon Oryttui Time

MANUFACTURER

Psn«fration Tims

TYPE

C:»aner Ory Tima

BATCH NUMBER

Otvtloonunt r.mo

RESULTS

EXAMINEO SY

QUALITY ASSURANCE BY.

OATE

DATE
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Annex VIII

EXAMPLE OF A VISUAL EXAMINATION PROCEDURE

This Annex contains an example of a visual examination procedure, as dis-
cussed in Section 5.1.3 of this Manual. This example is a copy of a documentused
by an operating organization in the USA. The documents used by various operating
organizations may vary to accommodate their particular policies and practices; it is
therefore possible that minor inconsistencies exist between the text of this Manual
and this example.
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M-2191" v. 6/8"*

MAINTENANCE DIVISION

STANDARD WORK INSTRUCTION PROCEDURE FOR

VISUAL EXAMINATION OF VALVES, PUMPS, BOLTING AND COMPONENT SUPPORTS

visual Examination of Valves, Punps,

Bolting and Coaponent Supports

No.'SHI-38 V'l
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M-2191* Rev. 6/SM

TABr.F OF COHTENTS

EASX

3

3

3

3

4

4

5

5

ATTACHMENT A VALVE/PUMP EXAMINATION CHECKOFF LIST

ATTACHMENT B BOLTING EXAMINATION CHECKOFF LIST

ATTACHMENT C COMPONENT SUPPORTS EXAMINATION CHECKOFF LIST

HOB

1.0

2.0

3.0

4.0

5.0

S.O

7.0

8.0

DESCRIPTION

SCOPE

PDRPOSE

DISTRIBUTION

REFERENCES

RESPONSIBILITY

PREREQUISITES

PROCEDURE

DOCUMENTATION

Visual Examination of Valves, Pumps,

Bolting and Component Supports

Approvad By / Oata

No."SWI-38

P.O.
Approved By / Date
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M-2I9IH Rev

1.0

1.1

2.0

2.1

3.0

3.1

4.0

4.1

4.1

4.1

4.1

4.1

.1

.2

.3

.4

. 8/8"

This procedure is for inservice inspection - visual
examination of valves, pumps, bolting, hangers, and
component supports per the requirements of ASMS Code
section XI.

PJIEPJJSS

The purpose of this procedure is to provide the tech-
nical information and detailed steps required to assure
the proper visual examination of power plant components
in accordance with applicable codes and standards.

DISTOJRyTION

Controlled copies of this procedure shall be issued
in accordance with a pceapproved distribution Hat.

REFEpEpC.ES

The following documentation, as a minimum, shall be
considered to be a part of this procedure.

Philadelphia Electric Company, Maintenance Division
Administrative Procedure HA-16, 'General Requirements
for Qualification and Certification of Nondestructive
Examination Personnel*.

Philadelphia Flectric Company, Maintenance Division
Administrative Procedure KA-25, 'Procedure for Control
of Nuclear Related Documents'.

ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code • section XI,
1980 Edition including Addenda through Winter 1981.

ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code - section XI,
1974 Edition Including Addenda through Summer 1975
(Unit 3 Peach Bottom only).

Visual Examination of Valves, Pumps,

Bolting and Component Supports

Approved By / Date

N°*SWI-38
Rev. ,

Pan. 3 of 6

Approved By / Data
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M-2I9I4 Rev. 5/81.

5 . 0 RESPOKSTBIT.ITV

5.1 where a specific title is referred to, the task may
be performed by an authorized designee,

5.2 Individuals performing examinations to this procedure
shall be certified in accordance with MA-16 (or equiva-
lent) to a minimum NCE Level I in visual testing (VT) .

5.3 Individuals evaluating and accepting or rejecting exami-
nation result* shall be certified in accordance with
MA-16 (or equivalent) to a minimum of NDE Level II in
visual testing (VT).

5.4 The Superintendent, Mechanical Section, Maintenance
Division, shall be responsible for the administration
of this procedure.

6.0 EBJEEEJSilSIIES (As Applicable)

6.1 Authorized nuclear Inservice Inspector (ANII) notified.

6.2 RWP issued.

6.3 Insulation removed.

6.4 Maintenance Request Form (MRF) issued.

6.5 All persons performing visual examination shall be
certified in accordance with MA-IS (or equivalent).

6.6 Special Tools

6.6.1 Flashlight, magnifying glass, mirror, or other aids
as required.

fi.6.2 Examination card with i 1/32" wide black line on an
18% neutral gray background.

visual Examination of Valves, Pumps,

Bolting and Component Supports

Approved By / Dal*

•*>"SWI-38

P.g.

Approved By / Oata
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6.7

6.7.1

6.7.2

6.8

6.8.1

7.0

7.1

7.2

7.3

8.0

8.1

8.1.1

8.1.2

8.1.3

Surface Condition

Examinations which require clean surfaces or decontami-
nation for valid interpretation of results shall be
preceded by appropriate cleaning processes.

Examinations may be conducted on surfaces which are
painted or have other types of coatings, provided
that such coatings will not prevent valid interpre-
tation of results.

Install shielding to reduce radiation levels, if
required, as determined by HP4C personnel.

Use Attachment "A" for visual examination of valves or
pumps.

Use Attachment "B" for visual examination of bolting.

Use Attachment "C" for visual examination of component
supports.

POCnMENTATION

A written report for each examination shall be prepared
by the Examiner including at least the following infor-
mation:

Identification of the examined part and the extent of
the examination and the unit number, if required.

Method and techniques used in the examination,
shall include visual aids, if used.

This

Examination results with location and a description of
any abnormalities.

visual Examination of Valves, Pumps,

Bolting and Component Supports

Approved By / Data

Na-SHI-38

P.B. .f

I Approved By / O«t«
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8.1.4 name and certification level of personnel performing
the examination.

8.1.5 Date of che examination.

8.1.6 procedure and revision number.

8.2 The Maintenance Division visual Examination Checxllst
(A, B or C) shall be used to fulfill the requirements
of Section 8.1 and subsequent subsections.

8.3 A copy of all completed documentation shall be for-
warded by the Examiner to the appropriate Maintenance
Division Supervision.

B.4 The documentation shall be sent to NRMS in accordance
with MA-25.

Visual Examination of Valves, Pumps,

Bolting and Component Supports

Approved By / Data

No-swi-38 jR*v-:

P— * of '
Approved By f O « u
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ATTACHMENT "A" I S W : - 3 8

VALVE/PUMP EXAMINATION OiECX OFF L I S T I P a g e 1 Of 3

1 . Itie 15: Examinee shall have sufficient light Co resolve
& 1/32" Inch black 1 ir.e on an 18% neutral grey card at
a distance no greater than 24 inches with an eye angle
not less than 30 degrees frets the surface to be examined.

2. The ISI Examiner shall visually examine all accessible
internal surfaces of Class I valve bodies or putp casings.
Also, visually examine a one (1) inch annular surface of
valve or pump flange surrounding each stud. These com-
ponents shall be examined for deficiencies as l isted on
data sheet, if a deficiency exists, check appropriate
box on data sheet. The following conditions shall be
considered unacceptable if detected by the Examiner:

a) corrosion or erosion that excessively reduces the
pressure retaining wall thickness;

b) wear cf mating surfaces that may lead to loss of
function or leakage; or

c) crack-like surface indications developed in service
or grown in size beyond that recorded during pre-
service visual examination.

3. A satisfactory examination could include one or more of
these phenomena should the ISI Engineer determine that they
will not affect the integrity or function of the component.
If a detected surface flaw i s determined to be acceptable
by the Engineer, supplemental surface or volumetric exami-
nation shall be performed.

4. The ISI Examiner shall complete, sign and date the data
sheet for each valve or pump inspection performed.

5. The ISI Engineer, Mechanical Section shall review, sign
and date the data sheet for each inapecticn perforated,
and verify that applicable entries have been Made on the
valve or pump examination check off l i s t .
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ATTACHMENT "A" I SWI-38
I

VALVE/PUM? EXAMINATION CHECK OFF LIST I Page 2 of 3
I
I

6. If the examination results for a component are unsatis-
factory, the tst Engineer shall take appropriate action
to cesolve the deficiency- A MKF shall be issued if
required, and recorded on the data sheet. Subsequently,
a re-examination shall be performed.

7. The 151 Engineer shall have the Authorized Nuclear In ser-
vice Inspector (ANII) review, sign and date each data sheet.
This indicates that the ANII witnessed oc otherwise verified
this inspection.
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ATTACHMENT "A"
VALVE/POMP EXAMINATION CHECK OFF LIST

DATA SHEET

SWI-38

Page 3 of 3

VALVE /PUMP EXAMINATION CV£CK OFF UST OATA S-EET
M-J51JJ R>v. 7rti

VOUiU. TEOHQIC
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ATTACHMENT "E * I SWI-3 6

ECLTING EXAMINATION CHECK OFF LIST I Page 1 of 3

1 . The ISI Examiner snail have suff ic ient l ight to resolve
a 1/32' inch black l ine on *n 18% neutral grey card at
a distance no greater than 24 inches with an eye angle
not l e s s than 30 degrees from the surface to be examined.

2. For bolting greater than 2" ir. diameter, the ISI Examiner
shall visual ly examine washers on the reactor vessel and
nuts and washers on piping, pumps and valves In place or
when removed. Bushings and flange surfaces shall be exa-
mined when the connection i s disassembled. Flange aurfaces
shall only be examined foe piping, pumps and valves and
shall be l imited to a 1" annular surface surrounding each
stud.

3. For bolting 2' and l e s s in diameter, the bolts , studs and
nuts shall be examined in place or when removed, The bolt-
ing associated with CRE housings shall be examined only
when disassembled.

The belting described in steps 2 and 3 shall be examined
for def ic iencies as l i s t e d on data sheet. If a deficiency
e x i s t s , check appropriate box. The following conditions
shall be considered unacceptable i f detected by the
Examiner:

a) crack-lilte indications that exceed 1/4* in length
non-axially or 1" in length axial ly;

a) more than one deformed or sheared thread in the zone
of thread engagement of bol ts , studs, or nuts;

c) local ized general corrosion that reduces the bolt or
st jd cross-sectional area by more tnan 5%;

d) bending, twisting, or deformation of bol ts or studs
to the extent that assembly or disassembly i s impaired;

e) missing or loose bolts , studs, nuts, or washers;
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ATTACHMENT "B" I SWI-3 8

BOLTING EXAMINATION CHECK OFF LIST I Page 2 of 3

f) fractured bolts, studs, or nuts;

g) degradation of protective coatings on bolting surfaces.

A satisfactory examination could include one or more of
these phenomena should the ISI Engineer determine that they
will not affect the integrity or function of the component.
If a detected surface flaw is determined to be acceptable by
the ISI Engineer, a supplemental surface or volumetric exami-
nation shall be performed.

6. The ISI Examiner shall complete, sign and date a data sheet
for each bolting inspection performed.

7. The ISI Engineer, Mechanical Section shall review, sign and
date the data sheet for each bolting inspection performed.

8. If the examination determines that a component is unsat-
isfactory, the ISI Engineer shall take appropriate action
to resolve the deficiency. A KUT shall be issued, if
required, and recorded on the data sheet. Subsequently,
a re-examination shall be performed.

9. The ISI Engineer shall have the Authorized Nuclear Inser-
vice Inspector (ANII) review, sign and date each data sheet.
This indicates that the ANII witnessed or otherwise verified
this inspection.
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ATTACHMENT "B"
BOLTING EXAMINATION CHECK OFF

DATA SHEET

SWI-38

page 3 of 3

BOLTINO EXAMINATION CHECK CfiF LIST DATA & « £ T
M-3iia*( Rtv. 7/BS

MSTI *•*»«•• WHIMI

t i l OJMtmt i IXVCL ' O*fl

VISUAL TCCMSAQUE

TVfiywwn
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ATTACHMENT *C" I SWI-3 8
I.I PON EN? SUPPORTS EXAMINATION

CHECK OFF LIST I Page 1 of 3

1. The is i Examiner shall have sufficient light to resolve
a 1/32" inch black line on an 18% neutral grey card at
a distance no greater than 24 inches with an eye angle
not less than 30 degrees from the surface to be examined.

2. Complete data sheet for each component support inspected.
The visual inspection shall include the following com-
ponents, as applicable:

check anchor plate for damage which say
o t i If l t I h dp g y

impair proper operation. If plate Is attached
to concrete, ensure that surrounding area is not
excessively chipped or cracked.

wgLPPB BFA* ATT»r»MEHTi Check attachment for damage
which may impair proper operation.

Check beam for damage which may impair
iproper operation.

LB£LS: Check lug for damage which nay impair i t s sup-
porting function.

&QLXS: Check bolt for damage or bending which say Impair
i t s function and that associated nuts are tight.

£121: Check pin connections for damage.

J3QD: Check hanger rod and attachments (eye nut) for
damage (scratches, cuts and bending).

£LA££: Check pipe clamp for damage and tightness around
the pipe.

HEUSS: Check a l l welds on hanger assembly for cracks or
any other visual defects.

NOT: Verify that the jam nuts are tight (spring
assembly and rod) .
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ATTACHMENT "C* I SWI-38
COMPONENT SUPPORTS EXAMINATION I

CHECK OFF LIST I Page 2 or 3

ft: Verify that the 'as found" spring setting is r
101 of the specified value in the hot or cold condi-
tion vr.icnever is applicable at time of examination.

The following conditions shall ce considered unacceptable if
detected by the Examinee:

a) deformitions or structural degradations cf fasteners,
springs, clamps, oc other support items;

b) missing, detached, or loosened support items;

c) arc strikes, weld splatter, paint, scoring, roughness,
or general corrosion or. close tolerance machined or
sliding surfaces;

d) improper hot or ccid positions of spring supports.

If a deficiency exists, check the appropriate box.

A satisfactory examination could include one or aore of
those phenomena described should the ISI Engineer determine
that they will not affect the integrity or function of the
component. For support setting out-of-range, the PECo
Mechanical Engineering Division shall make this determination
If a detected surface flaw is determined to be acceptable
by the 151 Engineer, a supplemental Surface or volumetric
examination shall be performed.

4. The ISI Examiner shall complete, sign, and date « data sheet
tor each inspection performed.

5. The isi Engineer, Kechanical Section shall review, sign
and date the data sheet for each inspection.

6. If the examination determines that a component is unsat-
isfactory, the isi Engineer shall take appropriate action
to resolve the deficiency. K MRF shall be issued, if
required, and recorded on the data sheet. Subsequently,
a re-examination shall be performed.

7. The ISI Engineer shall have the Authorized Nuclear Inservice
Inspector (AMII) review, sign and date each data sheet.
This indicates that the ANII witnessed or otherwise verified
the inspection.
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ATTACHMENT "C"
COMPONENT SUPPORTS EXAMINATION

CHECK OFF L I S T DATA SHEET

I
I SWI-38
I
! Page 3 of 3
I

C3MP0NENT SUPPORTS EX AGINATION CHECK OFF LIBT OATA &<EET
M-2J14J Rtv. 7/85

-ift iwiei#in MTIM

VISUAL TEONIQUE

TVS»um
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Annex IX

EXAMPLE OF A LEAK AND PRESSURE TESTING PROCEDURE

This Annex contains an example of a leak and pressure testing procedure, as
discussed in Section 5.4.3 of this Manual. This example is a copy of a document used
by an operating organization in Switzerland. The documents used by various operat-
ing organizations may vary to accommodate their particular policies and practices;
it is therefore possible that minor inconsistencies exist between the text of this
Manual and this example.
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fage , 3

f : 10

1. Applicability

The specification is applicable for pressure or leak testing at the KKG
carried out on individual components or systems sections, in the case of
both installation and inservice inspection tests.

Exception : Primary circuit pressure testing
Leak testing with vacuum techniques
Leak testing with gas using gas detection and analysis
techniques
Containment vessel leak rate measurement

The test media must be indicated separately for each application. Pressure
testing with gal instead of liquids nay be conducted only in justified cases.

2. Definitions

Pressure test (PT) <• System or component structural integrity
Leak test (LT) - Proof that no external leakage is present

3. Regulation applied

SVDB-N regulation NE14 "Procedure for inservice inspection and
supervision of components subject to acceptance and belonging to
safety class 1-4"

SVDB "Technical regulation for pressure vessels and boilers, Vol. 1.
Regulation 512 "Structural testing and pressure testing".

AD-Merkblatt HP30 "Conduct of pressure tests"

KWU AVS D 36.2.1000 "Requirements for the pressure testing,
preservation and flushing of nuclear power plant components and
systems"

ASME Code, Section III, NB-6000.
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>age : *

)f : 10

A. Qualification of examination personnel

PTs and LTs are supervised by examiner of the KKG quality control
office.

5. Assumptions for PT and LT

5.1 Fabrication status :

Work on components/systems completed ; performance of PT or LT
authorized (fabrication quality acceptable).

Control drillings for checking the integrity of concealed
welds must be open. (e.g. on reinforcement brackets).

Components/systems must be adequately supported in order to
bear the weight of the test medium.

5.2. Condition of surface

The surfaces to be tested must be free of oil, grease,
scale or other contaminations. In the case of liquid PT or
LT the external surfaces must be dry, unless only the
pressure drop is measured. In the case of gas PT and LT
the inner surfaces must also be dry.

Installations : PT and LT to be carried out
examination before the application of

paint, casing, rubber coating,
insulation, etc.

- Inservice inspection : in the case of PT and LT with
pressure drop the removal of
surface coatings or insulation
is not required.
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5

of : 10

5.3. Examination area

In the case of PT or LT of systems sections, the examination
area can be seen from the system flow diagram. For local PT or
LT or for workshop PT, no system flow diagram is necessary.

With components/systems having several separate pressure
sections, each section must be separately subjected to a PT or
LT.

5.1. Sequence of PT or LT

When both examinations are to be undertaken together, the
sequence of PT and LT is as follows :

PT with liquid : 1.) LT (gas)
2.) PT (fluid)

With LT the inner surface must be dry.

6. Preparations for PT and LT

Performance responsibility in the KKG : Mechanical/operation
department

System shut-off valves closed (examination area boundaries)

Safety valves blocked

Internal structures removed if endangered by PT or LT load

Components/system closed externally

Pressure pump, pressure gage, pressure line connected to feed
valve (see precautions)

Component/system filled with tect medium
In the case of liquid PT or LT, venting at highest point of
component or system

Outside surfaces of component/system dry.
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Page : 6

of : 10

7. Precautions for PT and LT

In the case of liquid PTs > 100 bar, and in that of liquid PTs with
raised test temperature (>50°C) and also of gas-LT i design
pressure, the following measures must be taken :

Pressurized close-off component/system sections, If necessary
erect protective Ecreens

Access to the restricted area admitted only to personnel
directly connected with the PT

Test pressure must be regulatable and readable from outside
the restricted area

Inspection of the component/system to take place after the
pressure retention period and return of pressure to the design
pressure or operational pressure in the case of gas LT

Before a gas LT (first LT) on components subject to the
SVDB-regulations (BVO, hot water guidelines SVDB 512),
pressure-retaining welds are to be subjected to a 100%
volumetric test unless evidence of strength was furnished by a
preceding liquid PT.
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8. Performance of Pressure Tests (with Liquid)

Test medium :

Test temperature

Test pressure:

"Deionat" (see Section 10)

410 to +40°C (see Section 10)

1.3 x design pressure (bar)
(see Section 10)

(During pressure
retention period) Further pumping permitted

Retention period;

Inspection

Acceptance
standard

Installation test
test

At least 30 min. and
duration of inspection

inservice inspection

i 60 min. and
duration of inspection

PT > 100 bar or >50°C : For inspection purposes,
pressure to be reduced to design pressure.

Walls
Welds
Insulation
Releasable fastenings
Shut-off valves

Visual :

Leaks :

Deformations
Displacements
Tube supports (setting)

No leaks, changes or deformations are allowed in
respect of pressure retaining walls or supports.
Leaks associated with releasable fastenings,
glands, etc. are to be eliminated. The
inspectability of pressure retaining walls must
not be affected by tolerated leaks.
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10. Explanations to the section "Performance of PT or LT"

1. Test medium :
Deionat : pH at +25°C : 5.5-8.5

Conductivity : < l»i mS/cm
Chloride content : < 0.1 ppm Cl-

In the case of ferritic components, in addition :
300 mg Hydrazin/1 Deionat

Gas : Non-inflammable
Compressed air : Free of oil and water

2. Test temperature

+ 10 to + 40°C unless otherwise specified. Test medium and test
objects should have approximately the same temperature.

3. Test pressure

Pressure at the highest point of the pressurized component/system
to be tested ; otherwise the hydrostatic pressure is to be
considered.

Measurement : Local pressure gage with connection to SVDB-control
pressure gage (e.g. external thread M 20 x 1.5)
Grade : 2 1.0%
Diameter : £ 100 mm
Range : 0 to 1.2-1.5 x test pressure

In the case of liquid pressure tests > 100 bar or of high test
temperatures (>50°C) and also of gas leak testing > design
pressure, the pressure gage must be located outside the restricted
area.

- In the case of systems pressure testing the selected test pressure
may not exceed the maximum permissible test pressure of a
component.

4. Test pressure in the case of nas LT

Normally the test pressure is 0.5 bar. This is adequate for
detecting the majority of significant leaks.
Where very small leaks are suspected, the test pressure can be
slowly raised up to the normal operation pressure. This does not
apply to components/systems which have not yet been subjected to
previous operation pressure loading

Where the gas LT is a substitute for a liquid PT in accordance
with SVDB Regulation 512, the test pressure is 1.1 x design
pressure.
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11. Evaluation of examination

In cases where the acceptance criteria stated in Sections 8 and 9 are not
fulfilled, appropriate measures are to be discussed among the parties
concerned and taken.

12. Emptying of components/systems, preservation

The emptying of components/systems, removal of the test medium and any
necessary measures of preservation are effected in accordance with the
directions given by Mechanical, Operation or Chemical Departments.

13. Records

The results of PT or LT are to be put on record (see Annex 1. If the
acceptance standards are not fulfilled, the measures to be taken shall
be stated in the record.

For describing the pressurized sections a system flow diagram
(extract) shall be annexed to the record where necessary.

The teat records are numbered consecutively with reference to the test
year (e.g. : PT 85/011).

14. Storing of test records

Deposit with KKG is made in at least two copies :

Original : Continuous deposit in accordance with
te*t record number.
Place of deposit : Ql (Administration
building)

Copy : Continuous deposit in accordance with
test record number.
Place of deposit : Q2 (E Building)

In the case of examinations supervised by the authority, the SVDB
receives a copy of the record.
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Test liquid for foaming media

3% Nekal - BX

Composition :

250 ml Nekal - BX (powder) - 2 full measuring cups

(measuring cup in Nekal container)

100 ml Na CO (corrosion inhibitor)

per 10 1 deionat
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LIST OF NUSS PROGRAMME TITLES

It should be noted that some books in the
series may be revised in the near future.

Those that have already been revised are indicated by the
addition of '(Rev. 1)' to the number.

1. GOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATION

50-C-G (Rev. 1) Code on the safety of nuclear power plants: Governmental 1988

organization

Safety Guides

50-SG-G1 Qualifications and training of staff of the regulatory body 1979
for nuclear power plants

50-SG-G2 Information to be submitted in support of licensing 1979
applications for nuclear power plants
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licensing process for nuclear power plants
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50-SG-G9 Regulations and guides for nuclear power plants 1984

2. SITING
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50-SG-S4

Code on the safety of nuclear power plants: Siting 1988
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Atmospheric dispersion in nuclear power plant siting 1980

Site selection and evaluation for nuclear power plants 1980
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50-SG-S5

50-SG-S6

50-SG-S7

50-SG-S8
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50-SG-S10B

50-SG-S11A

50-SG-S11B

External man-induced events in relation to nuclear power 1981
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Hydrological dispersion of radioactive material in relation 1985
to nuclear power plant siting
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Safety Guides
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Fire protection in nuclear power plants 1979

Protection system and related features in nuclear 1980
power plants
Protection against internally generated missiles and 1980
their secondary effects in nuclear power plants

External man-induced events in relation to nuclear 1982
power plant design

Ultimate heat sink and directly associated heat transport 1981
systems for nuclear power plants

Emergency power systems at nuclear power plants 1991

Safety-related instrumentation and control systems for 1984
nuclear power plants

Design aspects of radiation protection for nuclear 1985
power plants

Fuel handling and storage systems in nuclear power plants 1984
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50-SG-D11

50-SG-D12

50-SG-D13

50-SG-D14

50-P-l

General design safety principles for nuclear power plants 1986

Design of the reactor containment systems in nuclear 1985
power plants

Reactor coolant and associated systems in nuclear power

plants 1986

Design for reactor core safety in nuclear power plants 1986

Application of the single failure criterion 1990

4. OPERATION

50-C-O (Rev. 1)

50-SG-O1 (Rev. 1)

50-SG-O2

50-SG-O3

50-SG-O4

50-SG-O5

50-SG-O6

50-SG-O7 (Rev. 1)

50-SG-O8 (Rev. 1)
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50-SG-O11

Code on the safety of nuclear power plants: Operation 1988

Safety Guides

Staffing of nuclear power plants and the recruitment, 1991
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In-service inspection for nuclear power plants 1980

Operational limits and conditions for nuclear power plants 1979

Commissioning procedures for nuclear power plants 1980

Radiation protection during operation of nuclear 1983
power plants
Preparedness of the operating organization (licensee) 1982

for emergencies at nuclear power plants

Maintenance of nuclear power plants 1990

Surveillance of items important to safety in nuclear 1990

power plants

Management of nuclear power plants for safe operation 1984

Core management and fuel handling for nuclear 1985
power plants
Operational management of radioactive effluents and 1986
wastes arising in nuclear power plants

5. QUALITY ASSURANCE

50-C-QA (Rev. 1) Code on the safety of nuclear power plants:
Quality assurance

1988
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50-SG-QA1

50-SG-QA2

50-SG-QA3
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50-SG-QA5 (Rev. 1)

50-SG-QA6
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50-SG-QA8
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Safety Guides
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power plants

Quality assurance in the procurement of items and 1979
services for nuclear power plants

Quality assurance during site construction of nuclear 1981
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Quality assurance during commissioning and operation 1986

of nuclear power plants

Quality assurance in the design of nuclear power plants 1981

Quality assurance organization for nuclear power plants 1983

Quality assurance in the manufacture of items for 1981

nuclear power plants

Quality assurance auditing for nuclear power plants 1980

Quality assurance in the procurement, design and 1983
manufacture of nuclear fuel assemblies
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SELECTION OF IAEA PUBLICATIONS RELATING
TO THE SAFETY OF

NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS

SAFETY SERIES

9 Basic safety standards for radiation protection: 1982
1982 edition

49 Radiological surveillance of airborne contaminants 1979
in the working environment

52 Factors relevant to the decommissioning of land-based 1980
nuclear reactor plants

55 Planning for off-site response to radiation 1981
accidents in nuclear facilities

57 Generic models and parameters for assessing 1982
the environmental transfer of radionuclides
from routine releases: Exposures of critical groups

67 Assigning a value to transboundary radiation exposure 1985

69 Management of radioactive wastes from nuclear 1985
power plants

72 Principles for establishing intervention levels for the 1985
protection of the public in the event of a nuclear accident
or radiological emergency

73 Emergency preparedness exercises for nuclear 1985
facilities: Preparation, conduct and evaluation

75-INSAG-l Summary report on the post-accident review meeting 1986
on the Chernobyl accident

75-INSAG-2 Radionuclide source terms from severe accidents to 1987

nuclear power plants with light water reactors

75-INSAG-3 Basic safety principles for nuclear power plants 1988

75-INSAG-4 Safety culture 1991

77 Principles for limiting releases of radioactive 1986
effluents into the environment

79 Design of radioactive waste management systems 1986
at nuclear power plants
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81 Derived intervention levels for application in 1986
controlling radiation doses to the public in the event of a
nuclear accident or radiological emergency: Principles,
procedures and data

84 Basic principles for occupational radiation monitoring 1987

86 Techniques and decision making in the assessment 1987
of off-site consequences of an accident in a nuclear facility

93 Systems for reporting unusual events in 1990
nuclear power plants

94 Response to a radioactive materials release 1989
having a transboundary impact

97 Principles and techniques for post-accident 1989
assessment and recovery in a contaminated
environment of a nuclear facility

98 On-site habitability in the event of an 1989
accident at a nuclear facility:
Guidance for assessment and improvement

101 Operational radiation protection: A guide to optimization 1990

103 Provision of operational radiation protection 1990
services at nuclear power plants

104 Extension of the principles of radiation protection 1990
to sources of potential exposure

TECHNICAL REPORTS SERIES

155 Thermal discharges at nuclear power stations 1974

163 Neutron irradiation embrittlement of reactor pressure 1975
vessel steels (being revised)

189 Storage, handling and movement of fuel and 1979
related components at nuclear power plants

198 Guide to the safe handling of radioactive wastes at 1980
nuclear power plants

200 Manpower development for nuclear power: 1980

A guidebook

202 Environmental effects of cooling systems 1980

217 Guidebook on the introduction of nuclear power 1982
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224 Interaction of grid characteristics with design and 1983
performance of nuclear power plants: A guidebook

230 Decommissioning of nuclear facilities: 1983

Decontamination, disassembly and waste management

237 Manual on quality assurance programme auditing 1984

239 Nuclear power plant instrumentation and control: 1984
A guidebook

242 Qualification of nuclear power plant operations 1984
personnel: A guidebook

249 Decontamination of nuclear facilities to permit 1985
operation, inspection, maintenance, modification or plant
decommissioning

262 Manual on training, qualification and certification 1986
of quality assurance personnel

267 Methodology and technology of decommissioning 1986
nuclear facilities

268 Manual on maintenance of systems and components 1986
important to safety

271 Introducing nuclear power plants into electrical power 1987
systems of limited capacity: Problems and remedial
measures

274 Design of off-gas and air cleaning systems at nuclear 1987
power plants

282 Manual on quality assurance for computer software 1988
related to the safety of nuclear power plants

292 Design and operation of off-gas cleaning and 1989
ventilation systems in facilities handling low and
intermediate level radioactive material

294 Options for the treatment and solidification 1989
of organic radioactive wastes

296 Regulatory inspection of the implementation 1989
of quality assurance programmes: A manual

299 Review of fuel element developments for water cooled 1989
nuclear power reactors

300 Cleanup of large areas contaminated as a result 1989
of a nuclear accident
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301 Manual on quality assurance for installation and 1989
commissioning of instrumentation, control and
electrical equipment in nuclear power plants

306 Guidebook on the education and training of technicians 1989
for nuclear power

307 Management of abnormal radioactive wastes 1989
at nuclear power plants

IAEA-TECDOC SERIES

225 Planning for off-site response to radiation accidents 1980
in nuclear facilities

238 Management of spent ion-exchange resins from 1981

nuclear power plants

248 Decontamination of operational nuclear power plants 1981

276 Management of radioactive waste from nuclear 1983
power plants

294 International experience in the implementation of 1983
lessons learned from the Three Mile Island accident

303 Manual on the selection of appropriate quality assurance 1984
programmes for items and services of a nuclear power plant

308 Survey of probabilistic methods in safety and risk 1984
assessment for nuclear power plant licensing

332 Safety aspects of station blackout at nuclear power plants 1985

341 Developments in the preparation of operating 1985
procedures for emergency conditions at nuclear power
plants

348 Earthquake resistant design of nuclear facilities with 1985
limited radioactive inventory

355 Comparison of high efficiency paniculate filter testing 1985

methods

377 Safety aspects of unplanned shutdowns and trips 1986

379 Atmospheric dispersion models for application in 1986

relation to radionuclide releases

387 Combining risk analysis and operating experience

390 Safety assessment of emergency electric power systems 1986
for nuclear power plants
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416 Manual on quality assurance for the survey, evaluation and 1987
confirmation of nuclear power plant sites

424 Identification of failure sequences sensitive to 1987
human error

425 Simulation of a loss of coolant accident 1987

443 Experience with simulator training for emergency 1987
conditions

444 Improving nuclear power plant safety through 1987
operator aids

450 Dose assessments in NPP siting 1988

451 Some practical implications of source term 1988
reassessment

458 OSART results 1988

497 OSART results II 1989

498 Good practices for improved nuclear power plant

performance 1989

499 Models and data requirements for human reliability analysis 1989

508 Survey of ranges of component reliability data 1989
for use in probabilistic safety assessment

510 Status of advanced technology and design for 1989
water cooled reactors: Heavy water reactors

522 A probabilistic safety assessment peer review: 1989
Case study on the use of probabilistic safety assessment
for safety decisions

523 Probabilistic safety criteria at the 1989
safety function/system level

525 Guidebook on training to establish and maintain 1989
the qualification and competence of nuclear power plant
operations personnel

529 User requirements for decision support systems 1989
used for nuclear power plant accident prevention
and mitigation

540 Safety aspects of nuclear power plant ageing 1990

542 Use of expert systems in nuclear safety 1990

543 Procedures for conducting independent peer reviews of 1990
probabilistic safety assessment
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547 The use of probabilistic safety assessment in the 1990

relicensing of nuclear power plants for extended lifetimes

550 Safety of nuclear installations: Future directions 1990

553 Computer codes for level 1 probabilistic safety 1990

assessment

561 Reviewing computer capabilities in nuclear power plants 1990

570 OS ART mission highlights, 1988-1989

581 Safety implications of computerized process control 1991
in nuclear power plants

586 Simulation of a loss of coolant accident with rupture 1991
of the steam generator hot collector

590 Case study on the use of PSA methods: 1991
Determining safety importance of systems and components
at nuclear power plants

591 Case study on the use of PSA methods: 1991
Backfitting decisions

592 Case study on the use of PSA methods: 1991
Human reliability analysis

593 Case study on the use of probabilistic assessment methods: 1991
Station blackout risk at the Millstone Unit 3

599 Use of probabilistic safety assessment to evaluate nuclear 1991
power plant technical specifications

600 Numerical indicators of nuclear power plant safety 1991
performance

605 OSART good practices: 1986-1989 1991

611 Use of plant specific PSA to evaluate incidents at 1991
nuclear power plants
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current safety issues
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STI/PUB/825 Environmental contamination following a 1990
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